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NEWSPAPER HISTORY 
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1R4G. In 1874 the Courier was established and 
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The 
Het: Press was established In 1855 and In 
1891 ch utged Its name to the Tribune. These 
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
The pendulum swings back to the stately flow­
ers as the more humble blooms of the garden 
wither and fade away. Carnations, roses and 
chrysanthemums are in order now.
We are cutting some fine pnik “mums” from 
our own greenhouses—which bring them to you 
crisp and fresh. The season for them is short— 
so when you think of flowes, think of chrysan­
themums.
‘Why not send some to the Curtiss-Wright Airport 
in honor of their Opening?
THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
••• •«. 
— Whatever is worth doing at all 
•- Is worth doing well—Earl of 
••• Chesterfield.
•••
A PROCLAMATION
It seems fitting and proper 
that some special recognition 
should be made oi the passing of 
a business man of the high cali­
bre of the late Prank S. Rhodes, 
ever a good citizen and interest­
ed in the city’s welfare.
Therefore, I request that all 
business houses draw their 
shades during the hour of the 
funeral service.
Charles M. Richardson, 
Mayor
“SILSBY’S”
CURTISS-WRIGHT FLYING SERVICE
NATIONAL COMMERCIAL FLYINO. SCHOOLS. SALES ft SERVICE
ra*
Rockland, October 13, 1930
To the Mayor and the City of Rockland:
In behalf of the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service, whom I represent, 
and myself, I wish to thank you and the City of Rockland for the best 
co-operation that was ever offered gratuitously by any city to a new 
industry.
Due to your Chamber of Commerce appointing a competent com­
mittee, with Mayor Richardson as honorary chairman and Charles 
H. Berry as active chairman, and with committees appointed from 
the various service clubs of the city, every possible service was .rend­
ered to put over the Dedication of this Airport. I wish to thank 
these committees and service clubs, the business men and the business 
houses who so kindly offered their help, the National Guard, the 
American Legion, Boy Scouts, Fire Department, Police Department, 
the Street Department and all who kept the field in good condition 
and handled the crowds and traffic so efficiently, and also 1 he Cou­
rier-Gazette for its hearty co-operation.
I wish to extend again my sincere appreciation.
W. H. Wincapaw,
Base Manager.
THE BIGGEST CROWD IN CITY’S HISTORY
_ in r1 1 11 A there, and because it would be nearlySeventeen Thousand Persons From AU Over^n^
Maine, Were Here Sunday To Attend Air- the present time
port Dedication—Seven Thousand Autos! 
Hooray For Captain Bill!
"Do you contemplate going alone?”
"Yes,” was the smiling and con­
fident reply.
“But,” he added, “I shall not make 
the attempt until further improve­
ments have been made to airplanes.
"Did you ever think you would like 
to duplicate Lindbergh's flight from 
New York to Paris?”
“No, because that is something that 
has already been done.”
“What are you doing at the pres­
ent time?”
'Trying to interest other young
The dedication of the Rockland ' by Charles H. Berry, chairman of the 
Airport which has been in progress dedication committee: 
the past three days was a success far "Little did we realize," said Mr. 
beyond the expectations of the opt’.- j Berry, “ on that cold day in May, 1927, 
mistic promoters. Even Captain Wil- when Col. Charles A. Lindbergh 
11am H. Wincapaw, the guiding star landed safely in Paris, awaking the , „
of the big air show had not foreseen world to the possibilities of aviation, [ Iel‘°ws ln I1"lnS'
that there would be in excess of 17,000 'that we, here in Rockland, Maine, ). The program for the three days
people present on the banner day- three years later would be dedicating , deluded balloon bursting ^and bomb
and this is the estimate of many such an airport as we have today.
' An airport that any city ten timesconservative guessers. and of Elden 
Hanks, the well known Augusta 
man who has promated horse 
races, prize fights, etc., and who 
dropped over to see what "your pro­
gressive town” is doing, as he ex­
pressed it to his old friend, Mayor 
Richardson.
the size of ours would be more than 
proud of. There is one man whom 
we have to thank for all that there 
is here today, and that man is Capt. 
Wincapaw, whose untiring efforts 
have made all this possible.
"Capt. Wincapaw and pilots of his
399 Main Street Rockland
122-123
In the mad effort to bring novelty to 
the over crowded mystery fiction field 
a new novel introduces a detective 
who looks like a detective.—Detroit 
News.
Again we have come to the davs 
when we know that the children are 
in school, but the whereabouts of thc
/LIME AS MOUTH WASH
| Here’s a New By-Product With a Per­
sonal Value.—Five Cents a Year
Five cents worth of coarse, unslaked 
lime will keep a whole family supplied
Sunday, Oct. 12, was the anniver- high standard are the men who are 
sary of the day when Christopher making this country the outstanding 
Columbus discovered America; it was nation of the world in aviation today, 
likewise the day when several thou- I “As chairman of this committee
dropping contests, formation and 
stunt flying, dead stick landing, para­
chute jumps, etc.
Pilot Bean won the bomb dropping 
contest Sunday with Pilot Treat sec­
ond.
The announcement that there 
would be a wing walking exhibition 
caused all eyes to be centered on a 
craft which had risen to a height of 
2000 feet. The wing-walker present­
ly appeared, looking not much larger 
than a dot, and to the horror of the 
crowd suddenly went hurtlingsand persons, gathered from the four it is my honor and pleasure to intro-
corners of the Pine Tree State, dis- duce you to a man who has given plough space and landtd with a dull 
covered Rockland, and it is safe to Capt. Wincapaw his utmost support, ilnuQ ln lne Ily lelQ-
say that as they motored back over A.man.who«««<** °f,s“ry I po^o0/ ‘colllpT when "a °voto 
the congested highways that Rock- at heart at all times. His Honor,' amnlifiers assured the
land was the most talked-of city in Mayor Charles Richardson of Rock- R WJ only a
the commonwealth. < ■ , , , , Bernard Skinner's parachute de-The airport dedication provided an . Sundav afternoon was from a
assembly of approximately 40 planes j Mayor Richart^'s address was of helghi of 3500 fect and skjnner had
of all types and descriptions, ranging a congratulatory nature, and did notfrom that busy little red monoplane fail to place the credit where it justly , “ Jh control^ the Status 
to the giant Condor which was in the belongs* He said. It f ,andj d h
air almost continuously, such was the j "It is indeed a great honor and
desire of the populace to make a privilege to extend to you all the sin- 
flight in this craft. \ cere greetings of the City of Rockland
And then there was that big Army and to express our appreciation to the 
plane which arrived in season for the Curtiss-Wright Aviation Corporation 
Sunday festivities, and which took for selecting and establishing here,
Captain “Patchy" Saville half way (one of its many airports, 
up the Penobscot River on one of its j “Perhaps we do not really compre- 
flights. | hend the great value and help this is
• ♦ • • [to Rockland. Aviation is one of the
The real hero of the occasion, how- j greatest achievements, if not the 
ever, was Eddie Schneider, holder of greatest, that we, in this generation, 
the junior record for a western flight have been privileged to see, use and sundav was 1535 including lnwTbv across the continent, and winner of I enjoy, and is practically in its in- j "condo? plane.' The total numbed
INTERESTED READER
Massachusetts Nature Lover 
Adds a Few Remarks To 
the Nature Column
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A visit to the Public Gardens this
past season convinces me, “Saunter­
er,” that the fuchsia is by no mean.: 
extinct—there were some wonderful 
specimens there. If statistics were 
available, you women no doubt would 
be surprised at the number of plants 
of that breed, growing in pots in 
Massachusetts alone. A glance at 
the catalogue Issued by a Lexington 
florist (name begins with B) shows 
that they can supply seeds and plants 
of fuchsia. Also they have Mimosa 
—Sensitive Plant, on the list.
As to the Wandering Jew that 
“grew all around,” I wonder if it was 
not an ivy of some sort. Many 
homes years ago boasted pots of ivy 
and the vines, trained in opposite 
directions, made effective borders— 
for the sitting-rooms, usually. I can­
not remember having seen a room 
completely bordered and, in fact the 
belief was common that if the ends 
met, the plant would die.
There was a similar belief con- 
oornlng a disease called "shingles.” 
Pdpular Medicine (1848) says: “It is 
a popular opinion that, if the body 
be entirely encircled by the eruption, 
death may be the consequence;” but
FARM BUREAU ANNUAL
Interesting Programs Will Be
Presented When Session Is
Held In Warren Oct. 23
The annual meeting of the Knox- 
Lincoln Farm Bureau will be held 
at Glover hall, Warren, Oct. 23. This 
is the important meeting of the year 
at which the business of the Bureau 
is transacted and officers elected.
Five reels of movies will be shown 
in the forenoon, starting promptly 
at 10. The reels are: New Wood for 
Old. shows how a farm woodlot 
should be handled; Carry On, a 4-H 
club movie of the National Encamp­
ment: The Golden Fleece, a progres­
sive farmer learns that clean handling 
of wool, grading and cooperative 
selling will bring success ln his 
search for the golden fleece. Health 
Through Nutrition and Diet shows 
value of diet and proper exercise to 
health.
The afternoon will be devoted to 
short programs by the different com­
munities. Several are already mak­
ing plans for either music, short 
plays or demonstrations by 4-H clubs.
There will be the final report of 
the 1931 membership by communi­
ties. Several have already reached 
their quota and the outlook for a 
successful campaign is very good.
There are to be some very inter­
esting Home Economics Exhibits. 
The two larger ones will feature a 
living room and kitchen.
parents is still as uncertain as before, with one of the best mouth washes. 
—Milwaukee Journal. i for a Wh0le yeari tbe Connecticut
Board of Health.
Secure from your hardware or 
building supply dealer a lump of 
coarse lime and crush it into aifine 
powder. Place half a cupful in an 
empty quart bottle and fill nearly full 
with cold water. Shake thoroughly 
and then allow the lime to settle 
to the bottom of the bottle, which 
will take several hours. After It has 
settled, pour off the clear water 
without losing any of the lime. This 
first mixing contains the washing 
of the lime. Again fill with cold 
water, shake well, and allow it to 
settle again. Pour the clear water 
into another smaller bottle and refill 
the quart bottle. Shake thoroughly 
and set aside to use when the smaller 
bottle becomes empty. In this way 
the lime will make about five quarts 
of mouth wash.
After brushing the teeth take a 
little of the lime water into mouth 
and force it back and forth between 
the teeth until it foams. By rinsing 
it long enough to make it foam it has 
been in the mouth long enough to 
have a beneficial action on the teeth. 
After expectorating, rinse the mouth 
with clear water to remove the taste 
of lime. If the lime water is too 
I strong at first, dilute it with water, 
• half and half. Use full strength as 
I soon as the gums become hard and 
| healthy from brushing.
IS North NMionV?
THE 1930 CENSUS
jumper got a big hand.
The Army plane which attracted so 
much attention was in command of 
Lieut. Burleson.
Night flying in illuminated planes 
was a feature of the three days’ meet. 
Viewed from the air, while ablaze 
with light, Rockland is an interesting 
spectacle.
« « • •
The total number of passengers 
carried from the Rockland Airport
The 1930 census shows a remarkable growth in the 
population of our Country and the progress of in­
dustrial enterprises. This Bank can be very useful 
to you and we cordially Invite you to make it your 
depository.
♦% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
North National Bank
Rockland, Main©
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Is your bank account sick?
Does it neelfa tonic? Perhaps we can prescribe a satisfactory cure.. 
In most cases the prescription To keep a bank account healthy and ac­
tive is a schedule of regular weekly deposits that can be adhered to 
without causipg financial hardships. It is far more satisfactory, we 
have found, to make small deposits every week than it is to try and 
make larger ones now and then. The weekly schedule becomes a habit 
after a few months and the bank account grows with surprising ra­
pidity. Saving by the “now and then” method, while it is better than 
not saving at all, is more difficult and much less satisfying. Almost 
everyone can save something each week if they work on the basis of 
a regulai schedule. One of our officers would be glad to help you work 
out a schedule to fit your income and expenses. Come in and talk it 
over in time to make your first deposit next pay day.
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY 
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A MEMBER OF THE $80,000,000 FINACIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP
The plans are now to have a style the medjcai book does not take any 
show in the afternoon of the meet- stock jn the yarn, neither does it be­
ing. The county project leaders and lieve that a black cat’s skin applied 
women from communities near Rock­
land will act as models. The mer­
chants of Rockland are loaning gar­
ments for this occasion.
A baked bean dinner will be served 
by the Grange in the Town hall and 
by Rebekahs in Odd Fellows’ hall.
Each community will be called in 
alphabetical order to furnish part of h‘Ou^" 
the program in the afternoon.
MAINE AUTO RECEIPTS
to the affected part wiill prove of 
any benefit in a shingle case.
We have a plant I call Wander­
ing Jew. although. I may be wrong 
and have been unable to locate it in 
the seed catalogues. A writer to the 
Boston Traveler says: “I get so tired 
of nothing but Wandering Jew in mv 
This will flourish for me 
when everything else fails.” She 
probably has a gas stove. Plants as 
a general thing just struggle along
the Great Lakes trophy. “A second 
Lindbergh,” was the thought which 
flashed into the minds of all who 
were so fortunate as to meet this 
smiling young ace, who was as good 
natured as he is modest. He did 
some remarkable stunt flying Sunday 
afternoon, and the big crowd surged 
ln his direction when he finally came 
down out of the skies.
The airport dedication was favored 
by the most remarkable weather that 
even a delightful October affords.
Blue sky, moderate wind and a sun 
whose ruddy cheeks were ablaze all 
the time.
But that Sunday! Everybody 
surely did envy that solitary man 
who had the courage and good sense 
to wear a straw lid, for it was one 
of the hottest days of the season, and 
the hottest Columbus Day on record 
If Christoforo had ever encountered 
anything like that the day he struck 
American shores, he would have re­
versed the engine and put back to 
sea.
And over the road they came—the 
little old Ford and the haughty Rolls 
Royce limousine—all struggling to ers 
keep from being jockeyed Into the 
ditch, and, if they came over the dirt 
roads stopping frequently to take the 
sun, and endeavor to locate their
fancy Rockland has the distinction , carried for the three d was risi 
of being the farthest East in their 3600 whlch is somewhat of an lndi- 
large chain of airports extend ng : catlon that we are airmillded d0WIl 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific , this wa
coast and this port, here in Rockland,: The’1(| passenger Condor plane,
also has the distinction of showing ; which left for New York at 10 this 
the greatest activity in flying of any
port in the New England States.
“The establishment of this airport
has given to Rockland a nation-wide 
publicity, and has put us on the avia­
tion map of the world. I know that 
we all feel that Rockland has been 
very fortunate in having this port lo­
cated here and I also know we all feel 
that it was due, almost entirely to the 
efforts of one Capt. William Winca­
paw, that hard working public spirit­
ed citizen whom we all love, honor 
and respect for hls great ability, ster­
ling character and loyal citizenship.
“Capt. Wincapaw is a very modest 
man and not inclined to take and 
credit to himself, but considers It all 
in the day's work and it is also large­
ly to hls credit, that we are privi­
leged todav to have this wonderful !
morning, broke all of her records— 
making 46 trips on Sunday as com­
pared with 41 for any other two days 
that she had been ln thc service be­
fore coming to Rockland.
Eddie Schneider went to Boston yes - 
terday morning, and flew back last 
night in one hour and 20 minutes. 
He was chagrined to learn of the an­
nouncement that he was trying for a 
speed record between the two cities. 
"That was all news to me.” he told a 
Courier-Gazette reporter, "but I 
could have done it all right," he 
added.
This morning Schneider, Capt. 
Wincapaw, Danny Snow and Alan L. 
Bird flew across to Matinicus for a 
bit of deep sea fishing.
The tremendous success of the
. .. i Rockland Airport dedication was due
n frnm fhJ Aviv outsta"d "K I not only to ihe superhuman efforts 
nr. nf rii.iinn.inn^n‘lV\w of CaPt. Wincapaw and his associates,of distinction from the other 
branches of the aviation service. 
May this formal opening of the
but to the dedication committee which 
comprised Mayor Richardson (hon­
orary member*, Charles H. Berry,
----  if a house is equipped with gas
Receipts from automobile registry- cooking or heating arrangement. A 
tions and licenses to Sept. 30, little gas is sure to escape. My 
amounted to $3,071,849. The first nine Wandering Jew, so called, does not 
months netted the department mind it a bib—evidently It isn’t a 
$148,927 more than the same period Sensitive Plant.
in 1929. There were 143,692 passenger I dug up a sweet potato vine recent- 
cars registered, 1474 taxis, and 31,419 ly and found several yards of vine, 
trucks. Operators’ licenses numbered with one fully-grown potato and oth- 
200,670 and chauffeurs' licenses 21,859, ers that were doing good work. I 
issued up to Sept. 30.. think sweet potatoes could be raised
—--------------------- ----------------- ---  in New England as easily as the Irish
sort—“white potatoes" seems to be 
the popular name in these parts.
Two women in a store, noticed
FLORENCE BOOTH, R. N.
Rockland, Maine
Graduate and Post Graduate Nurse some cans of sour krout. Said No. 1, 
Tel. 998-R [ "Do y°u Hke it?” “No, but I have
Medical. Surgical, Obstetrics. Nervous heard some people like it so well they 
and Mental Disease. Thyroid Case. ! make it by the barrel!” Does Saunt-
Contaghjus Dlseaaes^Cancer erer ,rem«nber any such doings? I
__ __________ 121*123 imagine that the practice isn't extinct
yet. I hope not, although a certain 
brand of canned krout testes like 
Maine.
Saunterer, the parkway through 
Middlesex Fells is (according to the 
Post) five and one-tenth miles, and 
is in Malden, Medford and Somerville.
The N.C.C. doesn't seem to be 
thriving as it should. Why do not 
all who would like to "belong,” send 
post cards, bearing date, name and 
address, to Adella Veazie? It'S her 
club! Interested Reader
Arlington, Mass.
DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY
Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c: Ladies 25c 
117T-Tt-af
WHERE CAN YOU 
BEAT THESE 
TRADES
All Under 
$100.00
Overland Touring, ’25 
Essex Coach, ’25 
Ford Coach, ’26
Willys Knight Sedan, ’24 
Dodge Touring, ’23
E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
121-122
STRAND THEATRE
New York's famous Academy of
Music lives again in the dazzling 
glory it knew in 1865 in the opera 
scenes for “Romance” filmed by 
Clarence Brown. He screened 
these scenes in a huge auditorium 
erected at the Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr 
studio from the original floor plans 
and architectural prints of the old 
show house, the stage settings and 
costumes all faithfully copied from 
program descriptions and old photo­
graphs.
I Greta Garbo is starred in the ptc- 
turlzation of the famous stage play 
, at the Strand Thursday and Friday. 
Lewis Stone and Gavin Gordon
head the supporting cast. 
Information is, however, that the
extravagant backgrounds in “Ro­
mance” are of only secondary Inter­
est as compared with the opportuni­
ties given Miss Garbo by the plot for 
her inimitable brand of emotional 
acting, the plot being in some ways 
similar to that of “Anna Christie,” al­
though dealing with a totally differ­
ent class of individuals. In keeping 
with the period. Miss Garbo will be 
seen in picturesque old-fashioned 
costumes—crinolines and hoop- 
skirts being all the rage then—which 
alone should make this picture 
worth seeing.—adv.
position. Seven thousand autos they 
say were here.
And there was dust on the flying 
field—of course there was—but what 
would it have been like if the keen- 
minded Cap'n Bill had not requisi­
tioned the constant services of a 
street sprinkler.
• ♦ • •
Drawn up around the Curtiss- 
Wright flying field, on all sides,, was a 
cordon of motor cars, several tiers 
deep, and away in the background 
where Pelt Hill rears itself was a 
colorful scene, represented by hun­
dreds of sightseers, arrayed in sum­
mer garb, and disporting on the 
ledges with all the abandon that 
might be expected from a midsum­
mer day.
How to handle a crowd of these 
dimensions—there was the problem, 
but Capt. Wincapaw handled this by 
having a Western Electric amplifying 
system installed on the roof of the 
hangar. The principal announcer 
was R. S. Bruneau of Boston, who 
may or may not have had experience 
as a radio announcer, but can cer­
tainly do a star job at It. There 
were other announcers from time to 
time, Captain Saville among them— 
and even young Billy Wincapaw took 
a hand. The system worked to per­
fection.
A squadron of five planes, two pri­
vately owned, arrived Saturday from 
the newly established airport at 
Presque Isle. Among the visitors 
were Ralph Merritt, manager of the 
Presque Isle base, Pilot Smead, chief 
of instruction, Miss Eldora Jardine
“TnTafi T Rhama E Philbrick and Everett I
™ onrt *1 the i Munsey of the Forty Club, Raymond
nn(LS E- Thurston and Alan L. Bird of theoutstanding ports of the country In j Rotftry club and Capt R Francls
great achievements in safety and 
prosperity And to Capt. Wincapaw,, 
his pilots, mechanics and every one 
connected with this beautiful airport, 
the Citizens of Rockland extend to 
you their sincere wishes for a very 
large measure of success? health, hap­
piness and prosperity.* • • •
Sunday's program kept the mam­
moth crowd constantly on the alert 
for things happened with startling 
rapidity—something that gave a new 
slant on how the mastery of the skies 
has been attained.
Of course everybody wanted to see 
Eddie put the craft through its paces 
junior record for crossing the con­
tinent from New York to Los Angeles, 
and when the word finally came over 
the amplifiers that he was about to 
take the air there was a great craning 
of necks.
The Cessna plane, with blue bodv 
and orange colored wings took off 
as gracefully as a bird, and the crowd 
watched with closest attention as 
Eddit put the craft through its paces 
flying upside down when he had 
wearied of the normal way When 
the plane finally reached earth again 
there was a grand rush for it, and 
the young hero was nearly mobbed by 
admirers.
Shortly afterward the youthful ace 
was interviewed by a Courier-Gazette 
reporter who on the same spot, a few 
weeks before, had been granted the 
unusual privilege of a column inter­
view with Col. Charles A. Lindbergh.
Col. Lindbergh was smiling, genial
Saville and Charles T. Smalley of the 
Lions Club.
PARK THEATRE
Mid-week brings some great 
amusements to the Park. On Wed­
nesday Billie Dove is the feature at­
traction ln a smart story billed as 
“A Notorious Affair,” with other 
added attractions. On Thursday, 
while vaudeville is the predominating 
feature, the screen will also hold a 
good attraction. Warner Fabians 
"What Men Want” featuring Ben 
Lyon and Pauline Starke Is the pic­
ture. It Is a sophisticated story by 
this author, who also wrote “Flaming 
Youth." On the stage, will be a va­
riety of entertainment. Leo & Arch 
in "East is West;" LaScala, banjoist 
extraordinary; Mystic Mirror, some­
thing new in entertainment; Doherty 
& Breen, three women in a comedy 
sketch and Berta Demarest & Co. In 
a comedy singing, talking dancing 
act, billed as "A Vaudeville Melange."
As a gentle reminder of an extra­
ordinary attraction, “The Sea Wolf,” 
one of the greatest sea stories ever 
written. Is the feature for Friday and 
Saturday.—adv.
student pilot, the only girl now flying 
ing in Maine and student pilots Ben- i and courteous, and the same adjectives 
nett Goodrich and Higgins, all from i apply to Eddie Schneider, who was 
Presque Isle bubbling over with good nature, and
Other guests were Daniel H. Reed, who was equally as modest about his
construction engineer for the Curtiss 
Company; Gilbert Waller, who came 
in a Cessna from Valley Springs, L. 
I.; Pilot Mackie, who brought in an 
18-passenger Condor from the same 
base: Bernard Skinner, parachute 
jumper from Winthrop, and Eddie 
Schneider.
The program Saturday consisted of 
stunt flying by local pilots Hazen 
Bean, Charles Treat and Harold 
Moon, as well as by visiting pilots. 
One nearly vertical takeoff in a 
Cessna, with Curtiss Bartley of 
Presque Isle at the controls, caused 
special comment.
Skinner made a perfect parachute 
landing from 2000 feet altitude. The 
final feature was a bomb dropping 
contest in which pilots Jerry Smead 
and Gilbert Waller figured promi­
nently.
The formal dedicatory exercises 
took place Sunday afternoon, being 
featured by the address of Mayor 
Charles M. Richardson, who was pre­
sented in a brief but excellent speech
achievements as Lindbergh had been 
Schneider doesnt claim a perma­
nent residence anywhere, but when 
he is out of the sky long enough to 
hang up his hat it would be in Jersey
City. He mastered the practical end 
of aviation inside of a month, and 
how busy he has been at it since 
that time may be judged from the 
fact that he has 200,000 miles of fly­
ing to his credit, 16,000 of them hav­
ing been done in the past three weeks, 
in this country and Canada.
“How did you happen to take up 
flying?” asked The Courier-Gazette 
reporter.
“I don't know what prompted me,'
hneider; “I just went 
so much that I have
replied young Scl 
up, and I likeffit 
kept on going,”
"Have you any long flights in mind 
at the present time?”
“No."
"What is your ambition?"
"To fly to Yokahama, Japan. 
"Why have you selected that city?
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SIGNS OF RAIN
The hollow winds begin to blow.
The clouds look black, the glass is low.
The soot falls down, the spaniels sleep.
The spiders from their cobwebs peep;
Last night the sun went pale to bed,
The moon ln halos hid her head;
The boding shepherd heaves a sigh.
For, see, a rainbow spans the sky.
The walls are damp, the ditches smell.
Closed Is the pink-eyed pimpernel.
Hark, how the chairs and tables crack!
Old Betty's Joints are on the rack.
Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry,
The distant hills are seeming nigh.
How restless are the snorting swine,
The busy flies disturb the kine.
Low o'er the grass the swallow wings;
The cricket, too.—how sharp he signs.
Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws
Sits wiping o'er her whiskered Jaws.
Through the clear stream the fishes rise.
And nimbly catch the incautious tiles,
Tiie glow-worms, numerous and bright.
Illumed the dewy dell last night
! At dusk the squalid toad was seen 
J Hopping and crawling o'er the green; 
i The whirling wind the dust obeys, 
j And ln the rapid eddy plays.
; The frog has changed hls yellow vest 
' And ln a russet coat Is dressed.
I Though June, the air Is cold and still,—
The mellow blackbird's voice is shrill.
My dog. so altered is hls taste,
| Quits mutton bones on grass to feast;
And see yon rooks, how odd their flight, 
! They Imitate the gliding kite,
I And seem precipitate to fall.
; As if they felt the piercing ball.
Twill surely rain.—I see. with sorrow,
Our jaunt must be put off tomorrow.
- Edward Jenner.
An English physician, noted as the“Because nobody has ever gone i discoverer of vaccinatiou.
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Personalis appeared Frank S. Lyddie. 
who on oath declares that he is Press­
man in the oflice of The Courier-Gazette, 
ond that of the issue of this paper of 
Oct. 9, 1930. there was printed a total of 
6305 copies. FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
O give thanks unto the Lord; for 
he is good: fcr his mercy endureth 
forever—Psalm 136:1.
We can all of us do our bit in ban­
ishing any vestige of hard times that 
may be lingering around. The shops 
of Knox County are admirably 
stocked with goods for the fall and 
winter seasons and the people of 
Knox County have in the purse or 
in thc bank their usual stores of 
money. Listen to the editor of the 
Kansas City Labor Newt:
The only way to keep business good 
is to keep money circulating rapidly. 
It is not so much the amount of 
money in the country that helps busi­
ness—it is the speed of turnover that 
counts. The great difference between 
good and dull business conditions is 
the rate at which money changes 
hands. One dollar spent twice de­
velops the same amount of business 
as two dollars spent once. There is 
as much money in the country today 
as in the most flourishing business 
periods of this country, but it is hid­
den away—hoarded where it does no 
one the least bit of good. To relieve 
the business stagnation the hidden 
treasures should be brought to light, 
spent where it will do the most and 
not be allowed to rust when men and 
women are in search for work and 
business is at a standstill.
We are advocates of thrift, but 
there is an admirable middle ground 
between that and the practice of par­
simony. In our own community it is 
possible through proper spending at 
this time to witness an activity in 
general business that would put Heart 
into everybody and make the winter 
ahead of us a season to be joyously 
remembered. Let us list thc things 
the home and the family are need­
ing. and go out and buy them—now. 
Those repairs or improvements about 
the house—why not put 'em through 
at this time and keep the carpenter, 
the painter, many forms of local la­
bor employed? We have more money 
here today than ever before in his­
tory. Properly set into circulation it 
would make everybody happy.
With this issue is printed the final 
installment of Judge Miller's his­
torical and genealogical sketches of 
the •'Soldiers and Sailors of the Plan­
tation of Lower St. Georges, who 
served in the War for American In­
dependence.'' The many expressions 
of interest heard'during the appear­
ance of the sketches testifies to the 
importantce with which the subject
; dealt with is generally regarded. As i 
, previously announced, the material 
is now to be gathered into permanent 
book form, published by the book­
selling house of A. J. Huston of Port­
land, from whom, as well as at other 
bookstores, copies may be obtained. 
It will be a publication desired by 
every public library, as well as for 
the shelves of all who take an inter- , 
est in matters of genealogy asso­
ciated with the period with which 
these sketches deal. Judge Miller's 
labors cover many years of careful 
research and his contribution to lo­
cal history through the medium of 
this volume is a valuable one.
Rockland has seen no occasion in 
its history to be set alongside the 
dedication of its airport. The pro­
gram necessarily was unique, impos­
sible only a few years ago to have 
been imagined. The crowds in at­
tendance exceeded anything of the 
kind ever recorded, there was nothing 
untoward to mar the serenity of the 
three-days celebration, and alto­
gether it is to be set down in local 
history as an event without parallel, 
as well in character as in point of 
success.
To Mrs. Jason Packard of Rock­
port belonged the distinction of being 
the oldest person to make a flight 
during the airport celebration. Mrs. 
Packard is 92 .and as a submarine 
experience had no terrors for her, 
the sky certainly did not. So up she 
went with her son Karl, while Mr. 
Packard the husband, watched every 
movement of the flight until the ship 
was back on the ground. The aged 
passenger was delighted with the 
experience.
The Men's League season at the 
First Baptist Church opens tomorrow 
night, and will be presided over by 
Vice President Charles H. Morey in 
the absence of President Crie who is 
in Boston on business. Just to start 
the season right the ladies are con­
cocting an especially nice supper, and 
rain or shine (though there seems to 
be little danger of the former) the 
members should be present. Herbert 
L. Patrick of Portland is to be the 
speaker.
Complaints that deer were being 
hunted by jack light in Lincolnville 
led to the arrest of Alger F. Wellman 
of Belfast and Henry Tower of Lin­
colnville, who, in Rockland Munici­
pal Court yesterday, were fineu $100 
and costs, each. They appealed. 
The arrests were made by Chief 
Smallwood and Wardens Brown and 
Davis. Henry Kontio was also a 
witness.
Asst. Supt. Stone of the New Eng­
land Telephone Co. will be the 
speaker at the Lion Club luncheon 
tomorrow. Mr. Stone made a decided 
hit when he addressed the Rotary 
Club recently. Interesting side­
lights on the great telephone indus­
try will be given.
MAY MEAN NEW INDUSTRY
Oil the Hollis Starrett Farm, Warren. Where a Valuable Ore Deposit Known 
As Spoduniene Has Been Discovered. Thc First Shipment Is Ready
ROCKPORT
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Shibles of 
South Glastonbury, Conn., spent 
three days last week at the home oi 
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. 
Shibles.
Several Rockport and Camden 
friends of Miss Willett Pumphrey 
tendered her a surprise party Thurs­
day evening at Hotel Rockport. Tho 
time was delightfully spent with 
games and dancing. Refreshments of 
sandwiches, cake, punch and candy 
were served and all pronounced Miss 
Pumphrey a charming hostess.
Maynard Ingraham and Milford 
Payson motored to Orono Saturday, 
and witnessed the football game. On 
their return they were accompanied 
by William Ingraham, Delmont Bal­
lard and Emil Erickson, students at 
University of Maine, who spent the 
weekend with their parents in <6wn.
Mrs. Donald Dodge left yesterday 
for Philadelphia after summering at 
her cottage on Beauchamp Point. Mr. 
Dodge will remain in town until 
Thursday. ,
Dr. C. W. Steward is vacating the 
E. A. Champney building on Central 
street, which he has occupied as an 
Oflice for several years.
Mrs. Ralph Blakeley was greatly 
surprised Friday evening when on ar­
riving at the home of Mrs. Margaret 
Adams for the purpose of procuring 
a book which Mrs. Adams had offered 
to loan her. she found several friends 
gathered there, but the reason was 
not known to her until later when 
she discovered it was a iarewell party 
for her prior to her departure for 
Philadelphia where with Mr. Blakeley 
she will spend the winter. Cards 
were enjoyed and refreshments served. 
Mrs. Blakely was presented with a 
handsome casserole with pewter hold­
er. Those present were Mr. and Mrs 
John Peers and Mrs. Frank Stone ot 
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier 
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace 
Robuins of Hope, Mrs. Edna Robbins, 
Miss Doris Wentworth. Mr and Mrs. 
Adams and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Blakeley. »
Maurice Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Miller, was the fortunate vic­
tim of a surprise party Friday eve­
ning given at his home by several of 
his schoolmates and a very enjoyable 
time was reported.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore. Mr. and Mrs 
L. W. Amfes and daughter Margaret 
and Mr. Lufkin of Glencove motored 
Sunday to North Haven and Vinal­
haven where they attended church 
services and visited relatives.
Mrs. Elizabeth Spear with Mrs. Rose 
Wilder and Miss Frances True who 
have been spending the summer at 
their cottage at Hope, left today for 
Lowell, Mass. Mrs. Spear will visit 
relatives in that vicinity for a few 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester P. Wentworth 
and Mr. and Mrs. Ross Patterson mo­
tored Sunday to Pemaquid for the 
day.
Lester Havener has moved his fam­
ily into a part of the Mabel Withee 
house on Mechanic street.
Harold Cates and family of East 
Vassalboro spent Saturday with Mrs 
Cates' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Enos 
E. Ingraham.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Blakeley left 
Monday for Philadelphia where they 
will remain for the winter.
Mrs. J. C. Fish of Camden is spend­
ing a week at the home of Mrs. Henrv 
Cole.
The Ladies’ Aid cf the M. E. Church 
will serve a public supper at the vestry 
Wednesday night, menu to consist of 
baked beans, rolls, salads, pickles, pies 
etc.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Reed of the 
light were recent callers of Mrs. 
Hattie Stanley and son Randall.
WINSLOW WINNER
Team From Kennebec Way
Too Many Guns For Rock" 
land High
Rockland High opened its second 
home game of the season last Sat­
urday by falling into the hands of 
Winslow High. Rockland kicked off 
and Winslow returned the ball to 
mid-field. The visitors scored in the 
first period, after two minutes of 
play, on a 40-yard run around the 
end by Piecueh. Winslow's halfback.
The second period started with 
Winslow's ball on Rockland's one- 
yard line, when Winslow fumbled and 
Rockland recovered. Rockland wns 
forced to punt. Tlie kick was short, 
the ball went out of bounds on the 
30-yard line, being finally carried 
over the goal line by Higgins who 
had made several short gains 
through the center of the line.
In the third period Winslow com­
pleted two forward passes which put 
them into scoring position and 
Piecuch went over for the third 
touchdown of the game. Higgins 
kicked two goals, the other being 
awarded for offside play. In the 
final period Winslow was embold­
ened to use a number of subs, but 
Rockland started on a short journey 
to Winslow's goal line, and some of 
the regulars on Winslow's team were 
put back into the game.
Piecuch. Howes and Higgins were 
the bright lights for Winslow while 
Hooper, Connon and Flanagan 
starred for Rockland. The sum­
mary:
Dockland (0) Winslow (21)
Connon. re ......................  Staples, le
Glover, rt ........................ Whales, It
Moulaison. rg ................... Rogers, lg
Larrabee, c ........................ Picard, c
Snowman, lg .................... Howes, rg
Haskell. It ...................  McMullan, rt
Mazzeo. le ..................... Macorall. re
Knowlton, qb.................... Higgins, qb
Green, lhb ..................... Piecuch, lhb
Flanagan, rhb ................ Rock, rhb
Duncan, fb ..................... Nevison, fb
Subs for Rockland. Aylward. 
Hooper. Touchdowns made by Pie­
cuch 2. Higgins. Place kicks, Higgins 
2. Rockland offside, point counted. 
Referee. Manter of Augusta. Um­
pire, Sturtevant of Thomaston. 
Head linesman. Wotton of Bowdoin 
Time, two ten-minute and two 12- 
minute periods.
Oppose State Insurance 
According to resident William
Green of the American Federation of 
Labor, the organizations of which 
he is head are opposed to compul­
sory unemployment insurance con­
ducted by the state, but favor vol­
untary cooperative unemployment 
insurance as a solution of important 
problems. Mr. Green's stand is ap­
proved by Calvin Coolidge, former 
President of the United States, in a 
recent syndicated article.
ed in marriage Tuesday by Rev. Mr. 
Timberlake of Friendship.
_ ' , ... I Guy Brawn and family of SouthCapt. J. Arthur Wagner and Ora Portland spent the weekend with Mr. 
R. Brown have returned from a visit Tceh
CAMDEN
in Digb>* N. S. Alton Hopkins of Hallowell is guest
Thp George Goulds who have teen ’ of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
occupying Undercliffe during the 
summer, have returned to their home 
in Nfcw Yo:k city.
Ludwig Setter of Sidney, Mont., has 
been the recent guest of Town Man­
ager and Mfs. Herbert Thomas.
Miss Georgia Mathews has returned
Hopkins.
Allan Craven spent the weekend at 
The Fo-castle.
Rev. John Holman conducted the 
services in the Advent Church Sun­
day.
Clarence Thompson and family of
MAIN __ 
SPRING 
ARCH
WALK-OVER
from Warren where she has been Rockiand spent Sunday with rela- 
spending six weeks with friends. j tjves here.
Miss Katherine MacDonald, on va- , ___________
cation from her duties at the Security rTn\i d irw r?
Trust Co., is visiting friends in Brook- Al rLL 1 UIN ixlULar-
lyn. ----
Miss Ethel Armstrong of East Mrs. Evelyn Pitman is in Knox Hos- 
Hartford. Conn., spent thc weekend pital wh'ere she underwent a surgical 
at her cottage at Hosmer Pond. 5 operation Friday.
Mrs. Herbert Thomas will entertain , Mr. and Mrs. L. N. Moody were in 
the Friday Auction Club this week at Rockiand Friday, 
her home on Sea street. Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Stanley and
Mrs. E. M. Crosby and Miss Mar- daughter and Mrs. W. M. Newbert 
garct Crockett are in Lew iston at- in Belfast Friday, 
tending the meeting of the Rebekah , , , ,
Assembly.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bean and Mr. Mrs. Katie Wlptney
and Mrs. Ralph Johnson are guests This community was saddened 
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Miller in , Monday when it was learned that 
North Stratford, N. H. J Mrs. Katie lWellman» Whi.ne/ ha i
E. M. Crosby leaves today for Lew’- j djed after a long illness. She was 
iston to attend the meetings of the born in Hope in 1882 and 18 years ago , 
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows being She lnarried Burton L. Whitney of
$50,000,000 Theatre Group
Over 12,000 employes of Loewe's, 
Inc., and affiliated motion picture 
interests, are covered by a group life 
insurance policy totalling approxi­
mately fifty million dollars in pro­
tection. The plan is co-operative, 
with employers and employes shar­
ing the cost of the insurance. Should 
an employe become totally and per­
manently disabled before age 60, his 
inurance is payable to him instead of 
to his beneficiary.
Secretary of War Hurley hits it off 
about right when he says an oil pros­
pector is a man who doesn't know 
whether he is four feet from a million 
dollars or a million feet from four 
dollars.—New Orleans States.
held this week in that city. this place and here she had since I
Mrs. Agnes Benner and brother,1 made her home. Three children were 
Elden Jones, have returned from born of this union, a little girl passing 
Batoosic Lake. Amherst, N. H., where I on a( tfie age of two years. This was 
they spent the summer. ! a hard cross for this mother to bear. '
J. R. Proctor and family will occu- , ghe was a devoted wife and mother, 
py Undercliffe during the winter. The - a kind neighbor, always ready to help 
have been spending the summer at . carry on any good work, doing her 
Lake City. I share whenever the call came. She
Mrs. T. A. McKay was given a house . was a member of Rockville Church 
warming at her cottage at Lincoln-| and of Appleton W.C.T.U During 1 
ville Beach Friday night and was pre- her long illness she was tenderly 
sented with two floor lamps. \ Re- cared for by her family and her 
freshments and a delightful evening sister-in-law, Miss Maude Whitney, j
were enjoyed. who has devoted her whole time and
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Crockett of strength to the care of the invalid 
Lowell spent the weekend with Elden and her family funeral was
Jones, Washington stteet. held Wednesday afternoon at her late
Mrs. Otis Alden entertains the home, with H. M. Bowes in charge. 
W.C.T.U. today at her home o.i The beautiful floral offerings and the 
Spruce street. J large attendance show the love and tThe regular meeting of Seaside 1 respect for Ule departed one she 
Chapter O.E.S.. was held last eve- Ieaves a husband> a daughter Cecelia.' 
ning and supper was served. The or-| ,a senior at A H ga Eon La^nce 
der was inspected by the grand wor- (a sophomore at A.H.S.), a father, 
thy patron Herbert Foster of Win- I Augustus Wellman of Rockport; two 
tllroP- j sisters, Mrs. Lucy Dow of Rockport
ru-.n-r \zrsr- and Mrs Sarah Hard>' of Owl's Head;'
PORT CLYDE a half-sister, Mrs. Bertha Bartlett of
Rockport, and a brother, Fred Well-
Miss Lucy Wall of Bristol. R. I., is j man, also of Rockport, 
a guest of her sister, Mrs. Lillian Ben- i ; 
ner.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brennen have 
returned from a visit in Massachu- 
j setts.
Mrs. Floyd Conant and daughter 
Virginia are visiting relatives in War­
ren.
. Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony left 
Sunday for Island Falls for a two 
weeks' hunting trip.
Rev. and Mrs. John Holman ol 
Marblehead, Mass., spent the week­
end here.
Mr. and Mrs. 'William Pickett of 
Beverly. Mass., are guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. William Brei-ien.
Mrs. Alice Marshall of South Hiram 
spent the weekend at her home here.
Mrs. Clara Davis of this place and 
Clifton Morse of Montville were unit-
■I ■ II !■■ ■ II I
IF YOUR feet trouble you ... 
Main Spring* Arch. If you 
have no foot troubles ■ . . 
again . • • Main Spring Arch. 
It is insurance against foot 
troubles and foot fatigue. 
Let us show you.
McLAIN
SHOE STORE •
ROCKLAND, MAINE
At The Brook .
J6Ttf
•Be«. U. 9. Pet. Off.
UNION
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins and 
their daughter Laura accompanied 
by Anne M. Fickel, have just re­
turned from an auto trip into Canada.’ 
After crossing the Bay of Fundy 
from St. John, they visited the Evan­
geline country and Halifax in Nova 
Scotia. They then traveled down 
around the point of tlie St. Lawrence 
to Gaspe, Quebec and Montreal, re­
turning to Union.by way of the White 
Mountains. •
Misses M. Laura Robbins and Anne 
M. Fickel who have been enjoying 
the summer with Miss Robbins' par­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Robbins, 
left Saturday to spend thc winter in 
the South.
Mrs. Maria Drake and Mrs. Helen 
Erown have returned to Camden 
after spending the summer at Mrs. 
Brown's home at South Union.
RADIO
ff 7/ *
Service - Testing - Repairs
R. W. TYLER
PIIONE 710 
P. O. ADDRESS:
BOX 359 ROCKLAND ME. SHOP 509-&13 MAIM STREET
121-126
BURPEE FURNITURE CO
CONVENIENT 
TERMS ON 
ANY SALE
The Most Famous of All Maine Bargain Weeks 
Starts at 9 A. M., THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16
Off to a flying start Thursday! The spectacular furniture sale 
which all Maine awaits because during Burpee’s $400,000 Week 
furniture prides are the lowest of the entire year! We plan this 
sale months ahead. We shop the markets of America for the most 
outstanding values! Thrilling bargains are the order of the day! 
Everything must be a super-special, because in just 12 short days
we want to sell $400,000 worth of furniture-------prices must be
down—down—DOWN!
This great sale will eclipse any similar event in the history of Bur­
pee’s! $400,000 Week is famous from coast to coast. Manufac­
turers know that we sell a tremendous volume in a few short days. 
This year they have almost fought with one another to place their 
merchandise on our floors for the sale. That means values such as 
you haven’t seen in years! It’s a staggering task to sell $400,000 
worth of furniture in a single week—but here are the prices so all 
Maine will help us do it!
Thirty of New England’s Most Beautiful Furniture Stores
Have decided on October 16 as the opening date for a gigantic sale. Nearly a half million dollars’ worth of 
new fall merchandise has been purchased especially for this event. Prices have been cut 
in many cases below the ordinary factory cost.
n FURNITURE
361 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 17 Mcthcbeecc Club meets with 
Mrs. J. E. Stevens. Talbot avenue.
Oct. 20—Shakespeare Society meets 
with Mrs. Emily Stevens. Talbot avenue.
Oct. 21— (2.30 to 7.30) Educational 
Club picnic with Mrs. Leroy Perry, 5 
Adams street.
Oil. 21-24—Annual State teachers' conven­
tion la Hnngnr.
Oct. 22—Annual meeting of Knox-LInooln 
Farm Bureau.
Oct 24-26—State Christian Endeavor 
Convention. First Baptist Church.
Nov. 3—Lady Knox Chapter's guest 
day.
A public supper will be served at 
Pleasant Valley Grange hall at 6.33 
this Tuesday.
The B.P.W. Club Is giving a bridge 
party at the Thorndike’ Gnll tomor­
row night.
Last week's prizes at Carr's bowling 
alleys: V. Norton, 131; Graham, 127; 
J. Black, 124; Dudley and Moody, 117.
There will be a meeting of the 
Rockland District Boy Scout Associ­
ation at the Chamber of Commerce
Nov. 4—Miriam Rebekah Lodge gives office Thursday at 7.30 p m 
fair and supper.
Nov. 4—Superior Court convenes.
Nov. 5—U. S. Army' Band at Strand 
Theatre.
Nov. 7—Penobscot View Grange holds 
annual fair.
Nov. 21-22—Rockport's Big Carnival 
and Food Fair.
Judge Frank B. Miller and Charles 
E. Gregory, past noble grands of 
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F., are attend­
ing Grand Lodge in Lewiston.
Dr. E. L. Scarlott is able to be out 
after an illness of several days.
Rockland Encampment will have 
a drill meeting tonight at 7.30.
“Eddie" Cross is having his annual 
vacation from I. Leslie Cross’ es­
tablishment.
W. S. Cameron entered upon his 
annual two weeks’ vacation from 
Perry's market.
The October meeting of the Girl 
Scout Council will take place Thurs­
day at 4 o'clock at the BPW rooms.
The registration at Colby College 
shows 104 freshmen. Among them is 
Ralph Willard Fowler of Rockland.
Ground has been broken for the 
new house to be erected by Supt. E. 
L. Toner on Summer street exten­
sion.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets 
Thursday, with supper at 6 o'clock, 
followed by the usual business ses­
sion and an entertainment.
The officers and teachers of the 
Universalist Sunday school are to 
meet at the home of Rev. and Mrs. 
George H. Welch Thursday evening 
at 7.30.
Thc complimentary dance at the 
hangar last night proved a brilliant 
success with a capacity crowd enjoy­
ing every minute. The charming 
decorations were the handwork of 
Mrs. Charles H. Berry and Mrs. Wil­
liam Wincapaw.
Mrs. Lena St. Clair Merrill’s apart­
ment in Boston was recently bur­
glarized, the robbery taking place* 
during the day when Mrs. Merrill 
wns at business. The apartment was 
thoroughly ransacked, the only ar­
ticles oi value overlooked being a 
watch and pearl pin.
The British steamer Clyde Valley 
docked at the Point Kilns Saturday 
noon and Capt. E. H. Kirby was not 
a little amazed to find a reception 
committee of 1OO on the wharf. The, 
impression had gone abroad that a 
rum-rummer had been capturpd. 
What the Clyde Valley had was some­
thing that would create thirst in­
stead of quenching it—a load of salt 
for the Lawrence Packing Co.
Baraca Class meets Wednesday ev* 
ning at the Methodist church, with 
supper at 6 o'clock. Games will be 
in order after supper, featuring “dart 
baseball." The committee in charge 
is composed of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy 
Chatto. Mrs. Beulah Lassell, Mr. and 
Mrs. Myron Young. Mrs. Marguerite 
Johnson. Mrs. A. G. Dolliver, Mrs. 
Margaret Philbrook, Mr. and Mrs. 
Pearl Studley and Mrs. Ethel Rich­
ards.
The greater part of the meeting of 
the Speech Readers Club Friday was 
devoted to speech reading under the 
direction of Miss Eliza Hannegan of 
Portland. This phase of club work 
is meeting with enthusiasm, and Mrs, 
Freeman Brown, president, urges 
hard of hearing persons in the city 
to avail themselves of the opportu­
nity to have class instruction with 
Miss Hannegan. There will be no 
meeting this week, as on Thursday 
a large number of thc members are 
to go to Portland to be guests of the 
Speech Readers Club for luncheon, 
a program meeting, reception and 
tea. The next regular meeting will 
bc Oct. 24.
The state congress of thc Parent- 
Teacher Association will be held in 
Gardiner Oct. 17-18, when among 
prominent speakers will appear Mrs. 
Frederick M. Hosmer of Auburn, N. 
Y., second vice president of the na­
tional congress; Miss Maude P, 
Thayer, dean of Westbrook Seminary 
and Junior College; Governor Wil­
liam Tudor Gardiner; Commissioner 
of Education, Bertram L. Packard; 
Miss Florence Hale, of the state de­
partment of Rural Education and 
others. Thc activities for the twd 
days include business sessions, 
speeches, luncheons, a round table 
conference and many other interest­
ing features. Several from the local 
organization are planning to attend.
A. S. Bartlett is back with the W. 
H. Glover Co., after several weeks' 
absence on account of Illness. 
“Sherd" Is getting the glad hand.
The last regular rehearsal of the 
Bangor festival music will be held 
Thursday evening at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. E. F. Berry, Grove street.
“You find The Courier-Gazette 
everywhere,” remarked Dr. James 
Kent. “The other night, sitting In a 
Boston theatre, I saw a man In the 
seat ln front of me with a copy that 
he was reading between acts."
Six upper classmen and 141 fresh­
men are pledged to 11 fraternities at 
Bowdoin. In the list appear the 
names of Kennedy Crane, Jr., and 
William D. Rounds, pledged to Kappa 
Sigma and George Wood, pledged to 
Sigma Nu.
The R.V.F.A. bowlers defeated the 
Waldoboro veterans last night at 
Carr’s Alievs by 38 pins with these 
totals: R.V.F.A., Lawry, 454; How­
ard. 43«; Norton, 480; total, 1370. 
W.V.F.A., Smith, 447; Kemp, 419; 
Fitch, 466; total, 1332.
A 6x8 egg, weighing three ounces, 
was displayed at this office yester­
day by Mrs. Clifford Witham, who 
was quite proud of the Rhode Island 
Red pullet. 6 months and 11 davs old, 
which had performed that feat twice 
within a few weeks.
At Penobscot View Grange Thurs­
day evening the program will consist 
of readings by different members and 
a piano solo. Refreshments will be 
served and all who have not been 
solicited are requested to provide 
sandwiches.
FRANK S. RHODES
Death of Promient Business
Man Mourned By a Wide
Circle of Friends
Frank Stuart Rhodes, manager for 
the past 30 years of the Boston Shoe 
Store, died Sunday night after sev­
eral months’ illness from an affec­
tion of the heart. A general knowl­
edge that the illness was fatal, and 
that the end was a matter of but a 
short time, did not soften the Shock 
which was felt in business circles and 
elsewhere throughout the city when 
his qpmise was learned yesterday.
Mr. Rhodes was born in Rockland, 
Oct. 5, 1879, a son of the late Warren 
L. Rhodes and Eva M. tHaskell) 
Rhodes. His career in Rockland High 
School brought him honors In his 
studies, and found him a conspicuous
Rummage sale, auspices Golden 
Rod Chapter, O.E.S., Wednesday, in 
store vacated by F. W. Woolworth 
Company. 122-123
BIG SALE ON
FULLER BRUSHES
UNTIL NOVEMBER 1
Get Your Christmas Presents Now!
ROSS LANE
20 Frederick Street, Roekland 
123‘lt
Why suffer tortures from Rheu­
matism, Sciatica, Nsuritis, Muscu­
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises 
when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost instant relief?
A scientifically compounded ex­
ternal application that should 
in every home. Sold only at
Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
76 cents
Recent real estate deals through 
Freenfcn Young's agency are the sale 
of th "Delano house on Hill street to 
Miss Lottie Young; the Lufkin house 
at the Highlands to F. D. Delano, and 
the Thomas house on Otis street to 
the Lufklns.
Yesterday's Informal program at 
the Forty Club concerned itself with 
the recent Legion convention in Bos­
ton as seen by several participants. 
A vote of appreciation was unani­
mously accorded Capt. William Win­
capaw for "what he has done for 
Rockland."
An interesting sidelight on the reg­
istration of the freshman class at 
University of Maine this year is the 
large number who are the sons and 
daughters of alumni. No less than 
12 boys and ten girls can claim this 
distinction. Among them are F. S. 
Thomas, Camden (Herbert A. 
Thomas ( 05) and Ruth I. Vaughn, 
Belfast (William Vaughn ex-’ll).
Around Nov. 1, A. J. Huston, Port­
land, will open a second shop where 
his bookshop Is located. It will con­
tain a number of valuable editions, 
steel engravings, antique furniture, 
etchings and articles of historical 
significance. A full series of Godey's 
Lady's Book will be on display. A 
rare old steel engraving of President 
Cleveland and his cabinet is among 
the shop's contents, also a display of 
Currier and Ives prints.
The Rockland Pirates split a 
double header here Sunday, defeat­
ing Rockport 10 to 9 then losing to 
the Keag 12 to 7. The first game 
went 10 innings, the Pirates tieing 
the score ln the 9th from a three 
run handicap and drove in the 
winning run in the 10th. The after­
noon game was a rather one sided 
affaip, the Pirates dropping their 
first game since Labor Day. Ran 
Hopkins, Keag pitcher, kept the hits 
well scattered.
Henry Grant of Granite, N. H., 
was before Judge Miller yesterday, 
charged with violation of the Mann 
white slave act, and was held in 'the 
sum of $5000 for the November term 
of Superior Court. Ruth Hitchcock, 
17, of Conway, N. H., who is alleged 
to have come here with him, was held 
under heavy bonds as a material 
witness. She told Judge Miller that 
she was one of a family of 11 chil­
dren and that her home life had be­
come so distasteful that she could no 
longer remain. Grant pleaded guilty.
At the annual meeting of the Spirit­
ualist Society held in the Chamber of 
Commerce rooms Monday night, the 
following officers were elected: Louis 
A. Walker, president; Dr. Howard B. 
Page of Camden, and Mrs. M. E. 
Whitmore of Camden, vice presidents; 
R. A. Greene, secretary; Mrs. Marcia 
Greene, treasurer; James W. Emery 
and Dr. J. P. Kent, directors. The 
society begins its second year in sound 
financial conditions, with internal 
harmony and enthusiasm prevailing. 
Its purpose is, not to compete with 
the churches, but to supplement their 
work by demonstrating the doctrine 
of the life after death. Services are 
held In G.A.R. hall the first Sunday 
in each month at which certified 
mediums present test messages.
The Universalist Improvement So­
ciety will have a rummage sale in 
the vacant store next to Woolworth's 
Friday and Saturday.—adv.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
Osteopathic Physician
Telephone 136
RAMBLES AFIELD
Here, There and Yonder, 
Touching the Alluring 
Things of Nature.
I Number Twenty I
A bit of Whittier’s verse relating 
to fall asters and blue gentian brings 
to mind the gorgeous clumps of wild 
asters I have seen by the road sides 
this fall. It seems to me that I have 
never before seen them ln such pro­
fusion. and this reminds me of a 
plant whose name I have sought to 
learn for several seasons. I think 
it must belong to the aster famUy. 
but it blossoms In late spring or 
early summer and is pink instead of 
blue or white like the fall asters. I 
have seen It only ln one place—be­
side the road near a house on the 
right near Rocky Pond at West 
Rockport. It is not over a foot high 
and the blossom is rather large and 
the petals look like finely slaihed 
pink tissue paper.
• • * «
Another plant which I have lately 
seen at a distance Interests me great­
ly, for I thought I knew nearly every 
plant whch Is raised in this vicinity, 
until I saw this one while riding 
toward South Warren from Warren 
Village during the last week in Sep­
tember. There was a long row of 
them in a garden and from the 
street they looked like some sort of 
giant tulip, as the stem was perfect­
ly straight and stiff, with a big red 
blossom at the top. The stems were
( much taller than tulips—three feet 
or more in height. I have seen a 
plant whose manner of growth rquch 
I resembles this, called variously ‘‘fed 
hot poker plant," “torch lily,' and 
' “tritoma,” but all those I have seen 
had a touch of yeffow'in the blossom. 
1 while these near Warren seemed a 
brilliant shade of red throughout.
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jameson re­
turned home from Boston Thursday. 
While there they viewed the Legion 
parade. ,
Mrs. Joseph Thibodeau and chil­
dren Virginia and Dana have been 
visiting relatives in Boothbay Har­
bor.
Mr. and Mrs. L.,R. Burns and Mr. 
and Mrs. H. L. Bossa visited Mr. and 
Mrs. Andreas Hartel, Jr., in West 
Newton last week.
Charles H. Stenger returned home
G
Boy Scouts FOR SALE
Games of over-the-top, shooting 
gallery, relay races, were placed at 
Iast night’s meeting of Troop 2, and 
many more tests were passed, among 
which were the following, all in sec­
ond class:
First Aid—Elliot Gamage, Harold
Wednesday from Philadelphia, where Kaler .Starfley Gay, Harold Spofford, 
he visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1 Stanley Quinn. '
Thomas Stenger. , Scout Pace—Elliot Gamage, Stan-
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons and j ley Quinn.
daughters Nathalie and Lucille of Safety—Fred Haining, Elliot Gam-
Monhegan arc visiting Mr. and Mrs. age. Stanley Quinn.
B. A. Murphy. j Fire-making—Elliot Gamage.
Mrs. Courtland Brackett and Knife and Axe Elliot Gamage, , 
children Lester and Bernard re- Haining.
turned home Thursday after a three Compass—Harold Spofford, 
weeks visit with Mrs. Carl Davis in Thrift David Hyler.
Rockland i Scouts Howard Chase, David Hyler g;
and Rlcharo Britt assisted the Scout- fe. Harry Thompson master during the instruction period. ;Mr. and Mrs.
have closed their summer home on
Long Island and returned to Lowell, . tracklng wjn meet at headquarters at lg
Mass' j 2 p. m. Sunday. Next week special g
Mrs. Virginia McElwee has re- attention will be given second class t
turned to her home in Waban, Mass., I signalling.
after spending the summer with her
All Troop 2 Scouts wishing to pass j .
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Thomp­
son.
There will be no more Wednesday 
night moving pictures at thc Play­
house.
President Crie of the Baptist Men's 
League has appointed these commit­
tees: Entertainment—E. L. Toner, A. 
F. McAlary, E. L. Brown, J. Charles 
MacDonald and P. P. Bicknell; fi- 
M.Dr. Randall G. Condon is visiting ,nance—Fred A. Carter. Milton
Six Cows, part new milch, and one Shoat weighing 
125 pounds; 15 Horses now on sale of all dessrip- 
tion; also seven Prison Democrat Wagons. Gordon 
and Stanhope, and a few Second Hand Wagons; 
Prison Harness, double and single; Blankets & Robes
4 CARS
Reo, Chrysler and Hupmobile 
Two-Ton Used Reo Truck, nice shape 
Four I '/2 Ton Used Reo Trucks 
A few Good Trades in Used Cars
REAL ESTATE
Small Farm in Pleasantville, nice repair; will sell 
small payment down; rest in rent 
175 Acre Farm in Rockville, great blueberry farm, 
nice Apple, Pear, Cherry and Plum Trees; building
in good repair.
Marsh Place on the Pond Road, great blueberry pas­
ture, Apple and Pear Trees; building in good repair;
City Water and Electric Lights 
Three Cottages at Megunticook Lake; One Cottage 
at Crescent Beach; also Five Cottage Lots 
Nice Cottage in first class shape across the road from 
the Penobscot Camps, nice view of the Penobscot
Bay; 20 acres of land.
House in Rockville, six rooms
Griffin and Walter Butler; member­
ship—C. S. Beverage, Forest Thurs­
ton and L. E. Jones; executive—F. H. , 
Ingraham, Parker Merriam and R. S. ‘ 
Sherman; music—G. Carl Cassens,
O. A. Palmer, Arthur Lamb and Wal­
ter P. Conley.
his daughter Mrs. F. C. Foster in New 
York, enroute to Cleveland and Del­
aware, Ohio, where he will deliver a 
series of addresses.
Charles Stenger and Lester Sim­
mons motored to- New Hampshire 
Saturday.
Clarence Durette of Lynn, Mass., 
visited Mrs. Annie Cook over the 
weekend.
Granville T. Brow and son Ber­
nard motored to China Sunday.
Mrs. Catherine Cook of Wal- 
From different points have come P°le, Mass., and Roy D. Cook of Bald- 
items of information regarding the winsville, Mass., visited Mr. and Mrs. 
blue gentian which I have feared was Percy Wincapaw over the weekend, 
becoming extinct. Besides those re- Claude Patch of Bucksport spent 
ported at Washington I am told the weekend with his family here 
that they are still to be found In the
lower part of the Achorn cemetery
WANTED—Reliable kitchen woman at 
PARK STREET CAFE AND SEA GRILL 
, 123-125
The Late Frank S. Rhodes. Well 
Known Business Man and Civic 
Worker
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, 
will be open Saturday nights here­
after for the special convenience of 
out-of-town patrons. Greasing, head­
light adjusting etc. 114-tf
Those wishing truck covers, re­
pairing spray hoods, etc., and those 
wishing awnings taken down before 
next Monday should phone 1262-W 
as the Rockland Awning Co. plant 
will not be open for active work Oct. 
20-29 while Foreman Simmons goes 
hunting. 123-125
George M. Simmons
23 Tillson Avenue Rockland
a:::...
Tel. 4
121-123
IBilBBiffl
ROCKLAND DIVISION
factor in athletics, particularly in 
football, baseball and basketball. His 
interest in athletics never diminished, 
and for many years he had been one 
of the staunchest supporters of the 
Rockland High School teams, finding 
also interesting diversion as a mem­
ber of the Rockland Old Timers base­
ball which plays an annual game with 
the Vinalhaven Old Timers. On the 
occasion of the recent game at Vinal­
haven much regret was expressed at 
his absence and because of his ill­
ness.
Directly after leaving school Mr. 
Rhodes became identified with the 
Boston Shoe Store in what was des­
tined to be his life's mission.
He had served as a member of the 
School Board, had been president of 
the Children's Playground Associa­
tion, and was a director of the Com­
munity and School Improvement As­
sociation. He was also a member of 
the Rotary Club, Rockland Lodge of 
Elks, and Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M., 
and had been one of the most active 
workers in the Community Chest.
Everything that tended toward a 
better Rockland found him an ardent 
champion and he gave freely of his 
time and money that his desires in 
that connection might be realized.
Mr. Rhodes was married in 1916 to 
Miss Hazel Achorn, who died Oct. 29. 
1926, leaving one child, Riith. Mr. 
Rhodes is also survived by his mother, 
Mrs. Eva Rhodes; one brother, Wil­
liam H. Rhodes; and one sister, Mrs. 
Caro Obregon of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Funeral services will be held at the 
residence, 117 Limeroek street, Wed­
nesday at 2 p. m.
and also In some parts of the grounds 
near the Country Club. Let us hope 
that they will be undisturbed and 
allowed to increase and multiply, 
for they are such dainty beauties 
that it seems a pity to destroy even 
one now that they seem to be get­
ting scarce. »
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Morton and 
Mrs. John Stevens of Friendship, 
Mrs. Gertrude Burns of South Wal­
doboro and Mrs. Daniel Giroux and 
daughter Jacqueline of Waterville 
motored to Christmas Cove and 
South Bristol Sunday.
The marriage of Eugene Cook of 
Friendship and Mrs. Small of Hamp­
ton, N. H., took place here Oct. 4, Rev. 
E. H. Timberlake officiating. Mr. and 
Mrs. Cook will reside at Crow Point.
A Maine Product 
New England’s leading family 
range for over 50 years.
All styles in beautiful new shades 
oPdurable enamel — buff, blue, 
forest green, mottled, light grey 
or gloss black, requiring no black­
ing. Hundreds of styles for coal 
and wood—also combined with 
gas if desired. (City gas or "Bot­
tled” gas.) Brighten your kitchen 
and make housework a pleasure 
with a modern Atlantic, fully 
guaranteed by all authorized deal­
ers and by the manufacturer—
THE PORTLAND STOVE 
FOUNDRY, Portland, Maine
If your dealer cannot supply you, fill out 
coupon and mail directly to
If you are not acquainted with the 
little flower called ladles tresses. 
(Its other name Is splranthes) by all 
means find a plant and study it. You 
will find it quite as interesting as 
some of the more showy flowers, 
although it is such a modest little 
thing that most persons ,pass
without seeing it. Soon after the 
haying season is over it begins to 
spring up in the shorn fields and 
continues to bloom until frost kills 
it. I used to find quantities of it 
when rambling toward Bear Hill, 
across the field from the Sam Doe 
place. • • • •
A spiral arrangement of tiny 
white blossoms on a straight stem 
from three to six Inches tall dis­
tinguishes it from other bloJkoms, as 
most of our flowers, both wild and 
cultivated are found either in a 
cluster at the top of the plant or on 
stems mingled ih various ways amid 
thc foliage while spiranthes sends 
up a straight shaft of bloom with no 
leaves among the flowers, much after 
the fashion of the plantain except 
for this spiral arrangement along 
the stem. The fragrance is very deli­
cate and would perhaps not attract 
attention if only one stem were 
gathered, but when some half dozen 
of the little blossoms are put to­
gether the fragrance is quite pro­
nounced. • • • •
When I was a small child my 
grandmother used to raise a plant 
which she called “ragged sailor.' It 
grew several feet high with few 
branches and quite large leaves and 
had a plume-like spray of rose-pink 
flowers at the ends of the branches, 
much resembling the blossom of our 
common smart weed which we And 
growing in ditches and damp places. 
In later years I find that this is prob­
ably a species of polygonum, but 
when I sent to a florist for seeds 
which I hoped might produce the old 
friend of my youth they failed to 
germinate and I was no wiser than 
before. • • • •
Among all my floral friends I have 
never found any one who can tell 
me anything of a plant called 
“ragged sailor" so am forced to be­
lieve that for once my grandmother 
made a mistake In the name. Even 
my botany, which* gives common 
names of plants ln a separate list, 
does not give “ragged sailor’ among 
those names. The florist to whom I 
sent for seeds gives also in his list 
seeds of two climbing varieties which , 
sound very tempting, but as I failed 
with one kind I have not yet ven-, 
tured to try the vines, but am plan­
ning to do so next spring. I am hop- j 
lhg to hear from some one who has 
had experience with some of these 
polygonums. 4della F. Veazie
Feature attraction at the movie 
theatres this week: Strand—Today 
and Wednesday. "The Spoilers;" 
Thursday and Friday, “Romance;” 
Saturday, “The Mounted Stranger;” 
, , Park—Today, “Lawful Larceny;” 
11 Dy {Wednesday, “A Notorious Affair;” 
Thursday, "What Men Want,” and 
five acts of vaudeville: Friday and 
Saturday, “The Sea Wolf.” How’s 
I that for an array?
MARRIED
RYDER-DEMMONS — Dorchester. Mass . 
Oct. 11. bv Rev Eugene Dollofl. Ray­
mond W Ryder of Dorchester and Miss 
Frances Vivian Demmons. formerly of 
Rockland.
MORSE-DAVIS—At Port Clyde. Oct. 7. | 
bv Rev Mr. Timberlake. Clifton Morse 
nf Montvtlle and Mrs Clara Davis of I 
Port Clyde
DIED
RHODES—At Rockland. Oct. 12. Frank S 
Rhodes, aRed 51 years 7 days. Fu­
neral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from late
residence.
BURNETT—At Rockland. Oct 13. Wil­
liam R. Burnett, aged 61 years. 11 | 
months. 2 days. Funeral Thursday at j 
2 o'clock.
WALLACE—At Thomaston. Oct 13. Wil-i 
Ham N. Wallace, aged 80 years. 1 
month. 26 days. Funeral Wednesdav 
at 2 o'clock from the parlors of A. D 
Davis & Sons.
WHITNEY—At Appleton. Oct. 6. Katie 
(WellmanI, wife of Burton L. Whitney, 
aged 48 years.
McTNTOSH— At South Portland. Oct. 12. 
Charles H. McIntosh, aged 50 years. 
Funeral Wednesday at 2.30 from 
Burpee parlors.
BELLEMAN—At Warren. Oct. 11. Joseph 
Bellcman of Lowell. Mass
SEAVEY—At Cushing. Oct 11. Isaac W 
Seavey. aged 84 years. 6 months. 19
days
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Gwendolyn Plum­
mer Seavey. who passed away Oct. 14
1926.
There are stars that go out In the dark­
ness.
But whose silvery light shtneth on; 
There are roses whose perfume still
lingers.
When the blossoms are faded and 
gone;
There are hearts full of light and of 
sweetness.
When no longer their life current 
flows.
Still their goodness lives on with the liv­
ing.
Like thc souls of the star and the rose 
Father and mother. Norma and'Martha
Seavey. and Sisters 
Rockland. Oct. 13.
Portland Stove Foundry Co. 
Foot of Chestnut Street 
Portland, Maine 
Mail Atlantic Range Catalog to 
Name ---------------------------------
Street________ .Towti~
HALLOWEEN
I For The Courier-Gazette |
When Halloween comes round again 
There'll be many witches and cats. 
We all have Jack-o-lanterns
And all wear spooky hats.
When the pumpkins all are ripened 
And we start to count the days
We find It isn't very far 
And fell all ln a craze.
But when It comes! oh boy. the fun 
Wc have on that glad night!
Of some could only see us,
They would say It was a sight!
Then soon the Joy is over.
TUI next year we must wait.
But Just the same as this year 
The Joy will be as great.
Alvalene Mae Pierson
Martinsville
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of a dear husband 
and father. John H. Carver, who passed 
away Oct. 31. 1929.
Rest on. dear father, your labors o'er.
YOur willing hands will toll no more.
For all of us you did your best.
May God grant you eternal rest.
Wife and Children
IN MEMORIAM 
1927—Philip Altonen—1930 
Today brings hack sad memories
Of a loved one gone to rest.
And those who miss him most
Are those who loved him best;
We often think of days gone by
When we were all together;
A shadow o'er our lives Is cast.
Our loved one gone forever
Father. Sisters and Brothers
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and 
neighbors for their many acts of kind­
ness during the long Illness of our wife 
and mother, and for the beautiful flowers
sent
Karl Anderson. Mrs. Ellen Mitchell. 
John Anderson. Mrs. Agnes 81mpson. 
Charles Anderson. Raymond L. Anderson
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those who were 
so kind and helpful, especially Dr. Arm­strong. during thc sickness and death 
of our beloved husband and father: also 
I for the many floral offerings sent as
tokens of sympathy.
( Mrs. Sanford Taylor. Mr. and Mrs 
I Walter Rpgers. Mr »nd Mrs. Rober’
Simpson and Mrs Harold Dean. •
ARTISTIC GRANITE MEMORIALS
Granite Quarries and Manufacturing of all kinds of Monumental 
Work. With years of experience and a well equipped plant we 
are ready to serve you.
PRICES REASONABLE—FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
BASSICK BROTHERS
Pleasant Beach Road, South Thomaston
44Stf
THIS IS HER SPECIAL GROCER
WEEK ot OCTOBER 1) to OCTOBER 18
f - ______
^California Peaches
/ Large Can IT
5 Mothers Oats
With
China
Per Jk
Pkg. 30
Grip Spreader
Mucilage(---------- ----------
j Splendid Pumpkin
Large Can 18c
Aeroxon Fly Coils
4For 1OC
KELLOGG’S
Corn 
Flakes
71//
SPLENDID
VANILLA
2 jCi'25c
Nation-Wide
(^Toilet Paper
4"””25c
PineappleSPLENDIDSLICED
CORN
jfiisfe,
THREE
Per
Pk.
LITTLE BUSTER
Pop Corn
2c- xsc
EPSOM 
SALTS
CROW Pkg.
j CALO Dog Food \
2 c“* 25c
HEAVY BLUE 
WRIST
Per Pair
LINEN Stationery
24c
\ FLASH DeLUXE
X5C
y
/
tf
§ TRADE AT NATION-WIDE STORES. You know the owner '
«9E
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Bayer-Tablets
Aspirin
SAFE For
COLDS
prompt relief from 
HEADACHES, SORE 
THROAT, LUMBAGO, 
RHEUMATISM, NEURITIS, 
NEURALGIA, COLDS 
ACHES and PAINS
Does not harm 
the heart
Need of Nourishment
of Trees Overlooked
More than half of the trees in the 
world are sick. Many of them are 
afflicted with Incurable diseases. 
Like human beings, trees are the 
victims of numerous Ills, declares a 
writer in Thrift Magazine. They 
are constantly the prey of deadly 
parasites which attack every part 
from roots to topmost branches and 
work Into the very heart of the 
wood.
Millions upon millions of fine 
trees every year die needlessly be­
cause their owyiers fail to appre­
ciate their mute appeals for help.
Seventy-five per cent of all shade 
and fruit trees nre afflicted with V- 
shaped crotches, which nre sure to 
spread and kill the tree unless 
taken care of ln time.
Many trees die of hunger or 
thirst, or both. Trees are living 
things, and they must have water 
and nourishment. The top of a tree 
is a perfect index of the general 
health and vitality of the trunk and 
branches, although the health of 
the top has no direct connection with 
internal decay. Good rich green 
foliage Indicates, as a rule, excel- 
mt vitality and an active condition
of the roots.
ASPIRIN
Accept only" Bayer" package which contains proven directions. Handy ‘‘Bayer" 
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 24 and 100—All druggists.
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See Modern Alphabet 
as Thing of Accident
1 •• L 'tin alphabet, now in world-, 
wlc. ns. for printing and writing, 
prr .v was invented about 4,001) 
yei - ago by some Semitic man who 
haci been taught by an Egyptian ac- 
qua. : nice how to write his name 
In the Egyptian hieroglyphics, 
much a’ a modern traveler might 
teach a sav ge how to write his 
name in 'he white man’s letters, 
says the Detroit News.
Somewhere' in Egypt or Arabia 
there may still exist ap ancient 
hieroglyphic inscription that this 
savage inventor studied occasion­
ally to^refresh his memory of tho 
strange signs.
It probably wns the accidental or­
der of the words and signs in this 
Egyptian Inscription that deter­
mined the order of letters ln the 
modern A, B, C’s.
The modern alphabet was ob­
tained by the Romans from the 
Greeks, -..-ho got IL In turn, from 
the Phenicians. That great sea­
faring people had already borrowed 
It from the still more ancient Se­
mitic peoples of Syria and Pales­
tine.
Uncovering Old City
Encroachments of science must 
doubtless agitate the spirits of the 
Hesperides, those beautiful maid­
ens who ln Greek mythology guard­
ed the golden apples which Gaes, 
the Earth, produced as a marriage 
gift for Hera, wife and sister of 
Zeus. In Morocco, near the legend­
ary gardens of the Hesperides, 
archeologists are making fresh ex­
cavations of the ruins of ancient 
Luxus. This city was founded 
more than 2,000 years ago by the 
legions of the Caesars on a hillside 
of Larache. There ls profound in­
terest among scientists ln what val­
uable remnants of the old Roman 
civilization may be brought to light. 
A group of prominent French and 
other archeologists Just completed 
an Inspection of Luxus already un­
covered.
HORIZONTAL 
1-A fruit 
5-Shrink 
9-Verbal
11- Conspiracy
12- lnterlaced
13- Rodent (pi.)
14- Depress by fear 
17-Showers. as with
missiles
19-Oart
21-Church (Scot.)
23- Worship
24- Preserve
25- Jargon
27- Fish eggs
28- Harbor
29- lncites to action 
31-River in Russia 
33-Line the roof of
35- Ambush
36- Aroused 
39-Place of combat 
42-Cast the skin 
48-Soak in liquid
I HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
48-Placed among the
records
50- Mentally sound
51- tiive leave to
52- Habitual folly
54- Label
55- Stabie
56- Loud sound 
•58-Scows 
69-Aucticn
60- Funerai hymns
61- lnterfere
VERTICAL
1- Charlatans
2- At this moment
3- Hunting whip
4- Roof edges
1 5-Giaring light
6- Realtor’s
merchandise
7- Pronoun
8- Occur
10-Person grievously 
afflicted
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
16-Outer garment
18- Goad
19- Cover with stones
20- Vault
22-Joint
24-Soldiers who dig 
trenches
26-Salute
28-Will
30-Evil-doing 
32-Man’s name 
34-lnjuries
36- Carried, as eove.’ng
on the person
37- Female relative
38- Child’s toy
40- Tidy
41- Girl's name
42- Dissolved 
44-Looks slyly 
46-Rank
48- Branches off
49- Vision
52- Food and drink
53- U. S. i—•v-ersity
Leaving the Farm
If you were willing to be a farm­
er, and have sense, Thrasonides, 
and obey your father, you would be 
carrying the gods ivy and laurel 
and myrtle and the flowers of the 
season, and us, your parents, 
sheaves of wheat, and wine pressed 
from grapes and a pallful of milk 
whenever you milked your goats. 
But now you scorn the country and 
farming and are always singing the 
praises of the triple-rested helmet 
and the shields you love, as If you 
were some Acarnanlan or Malian 
mercenary. Don’t, my son, but 
come back here, and stick to a 
peaceful life (for farming Is sure 
and safe, and has no battalions, or 
ambushes, or regiments) and be 
our support in our old age, prefer­
ring assured safety to an uncer­
tain life.—Alciphron.
Religion
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New Face Powder 
Stays On Longer
A wonderful discovery is the new 
French process which gives MELLO- 
GLO Face Powder its unparalleled 
smoothness and makes it stay on 
longer. The purest powder made— 
its color is tested. Never gives a 
pasty or flaky look! Will not smart 
the skin or enlarge the pores. Gives 
a youthful bloom. Remember the 
name—MELLO-GLO. Corner Drug 
Store and all other good stores.
j
MONUMENTS
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ASH POINT
Mis. Linwood Dyer has bought a 
m .v Majestic radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Willis- and 
children were guests of Mi and Mrs. 
Elmer Curtis Thursday.
Mr. Pettie of Sailors' Snup Harbor 
called on friends here Thursday.
Clifford Goulding and son are re­
pairing the Ash Point chapel.
Lawson Small is making extensive 
improvements on tile property which 
he has lately bought.
James Mullin got a large catch of 
mackerel in his weir Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Lewis of 
Rockland, Mass., have returned home 
accompanied by her father. Mr. Mills, 
after spending a few days with Mr. 
and Mrs. Edward Nason.
Miss Helen Newman has returned 
home from five weeks' visit with 
friends in Boston.
Mrs. Randall Dyer has returned 
home from Boston where she attend­
ed the American Legion parade. She 
was accompanied by Ralph Rackliffe 
and Misses Ella and Florence Kaler.
Mrs. Charles Atkins and son Clif­
ford of Camden spent Wednesday with 
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd.
Mrs. Ella Hare and Mrs. Ervie Wil­
lis attended the movies in Rockland 
Thursday afternoon.
Maynard Curtis met with a painful 
accident Friday, breaking the index 
finger on his left hand while work­
ing at the airport for his brother 
Ervin.
Mrs. Therese Hanlon is closing her 
home after spending the summer 
here and will return to Boston with 
her sister and nephew who came by 
automobile for her.
A jolly party boarded Randall 
Dyer's new boat for a deep sea fish­
ing trip Monday and reported an ideal 
day with plenty of fish. The party 
consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Randall 
Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Dyer, Cleo
l
Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Fredette. 
Mrs. Alta Brown, James Mullins and 
Maurice Harvey.
The religion that makes people 
-espect other people's religion; the 
l 'igion that makes people tell the 
tr h and pay their debts; 
tl "llglon tbat keeps people from 
g- ing about their neighbors;
tl llglon that makes no, differ-
et '■ ' erween poverty and wealth; 
the • • don that makes men honest 
and right; the religion that is 
a p -f people’s everyday life, ex- 
emi In kind deeds, charitable 
acts tering words. Is the kind
In on the world needs today. 
J. A. tilth, in the Lusk (Wyo.)
Herald.
Lamp’s Long Sea Trip
A curious-looking object was 
seen bobbing up and down on the 
waves at a north Wales coast re­
sort When landed it was found to 
be a solid brown mass with a thick 
salt-like coating. This was re­
moved und disclosed an Osram 
lamp bearing the Identical mark 
of a place one and a half miles 
across the water.
The lamp was placed In circuit 
and lit up ln the ordinary way, al­
though It must have been tossed 
about on the sea for a long whilst
Rose Remedy
Taking Vinca roses as a rem­
edy for diabetes is quite a common 
practice in Africa and Australia. 
It is taken in a crude manner, as a 
decoction of 27 leaves in three tea­
cupfuls of water three times a day.
Medical examination has proved 
that Vinca roses contain at least 
three alkaloids, present in nearly 
the same proportion in all the speci­
mens examined. It ls proposed to 
find out the actual remedial value 
of the plant
Roots Prevent Erosion
Roots of alders planted on stream 
banks have been found to make a 
good protective guard against the 
power of freshets to wash away the 
banka.
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Kiddies’ Evening 
Story
By MARY GRAHAM BONNER
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Singing
To David, Denmark seemed quite 
small. Of course he knew It was 
made small for his map adventure 
but still ln proportion to other coun­
tries, It was small.
To the right was the Baltic sea 
and to the south Denmark was 
talking to Germany, so that David 
could see that Denmark was a pen­
insula, too. There were many, many 
Islands.
After Wind had let him out of the 
air ship be began to wander ahouL 
He saw many pastures with Map 
people farming, and often he saw 
great sandy beaches, and at one he 
stopped and had a swim. Then 
were sandy stretches tn which pine 
trees were growing, but nowhere 
could he see any rocks or any moun­
tains. He saw many winding vil­
lages and many old castles. And 
as he was wondering if anyone was 
going to come and talk to him here, 
or when he would hear the song, 
all of a sudden it began. He could 
not see the singers, but this was 
the song that he heard:
You really can say much 
About the Danes and the Dutch, 
They’re famous for their farming 
Are the Danes and the Dutch.
They really do take pains 
The Dutch and the Danes 
And farm with greatest care.
Do the Dutch and the Danes.
They're few who really touch 
The Danes and the Dutch 
In their skill at running farms 
The Danes and the Dutch.
They've agricultural brains.
The Dutch and the Danes
And they feed a lot of people i
Do the Dutch and the Danes.
The singing stopped and now Da­
vid wondered what he would do 
next He did enjoy this way the 
Map people had of leaving him 
alone once in awhile. He could wan­
der then and see what he wanted
Famous for Thtir Farming.
to see, and yet they always came 
around, somehow, when he wanted 
them. It was fun to do as he 
pleased without having anyone tell 
him he must see.any place next 
He saw Wind in the distance and 
waved to him. “I think I'd like an­
other ride,” he suggested, when 
Wind came along. “Not so much 
of a one, as I’ve seen such a lot but 
a little one.”
So Wind took him across the Bal­
tic sea and up over the Gulf of 
Bethnia where just to the west he 
could see Sweden, and to the right 
Finland, with a sign pointing to the 
south of Finland which read: “This 
way to the Gulf of Finland.” It 
was ln Finland that Wind stopped, 
and David again wandered.
He saw forests and countless 
lakes connected by rivers and 
canals. He felt that he could go 
anywhere ln this country by water. 
He saw logs floating down to saw­
mills, and now and again farms di­
vided by water and forests. He 
wandered south so that he could see 
over the sign marking the Gulf of 
Finland, east of the Baltic sea, that 
Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania 
were at home. He remembered Eu­
rope having spoken to them before 
the pageant
As he was looking about him 
Compass stopped hy for a moment. 
“You’re not forgetting me or your 
directions, are you?” Compass 
asked.
“I am keeping them pretty 
straight” answered David, “thanks 
to your help and my own bump of 
locality."
“Goodness me, what’s that?” 
asked Compass, but did not wait 
for an answer. “I see you’re look­
ing at the trio ln the distance. 
There’s a Joke I must tell you that 
they played on Russia. Maybe it's 
not such a Joke from Russia’s way 
ot looking at It—and I’ve nothing 
against Russia—I love Russia. But 
I think this ls funny. They used 
to be a part of Russia but now 
they’re not and they’ve almost shut 
Russia off from the Baltic sea. 
They Just stand against Russia as 
though standing against a door and 
they say: The Baltic ls at the 
other side and we’ll keep you sepa­
rated.’
“But I do like Russia. Why don't 
you go over and have a look at it? 
It would take a big look for it's 
a mighty big country. You’re right 
ln the nelghbprhood so you might 
as well make a call.”
So David followed the right arm 
of Compass which was pointing east. 
Just where Russia stood.
(©. 1930, Western Newspaper Union.)
For Unions
Life Was a 
Misery
“Before I began taking Lydia 
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com­
pound I was weak and run­
down, could not sleep and had 
troubles which come at my age 
(forty-three). Life was a misery. 
Nothing did me any good until 
I tried the Vegetable Com­
pound. I am on my third bottle 
and I cannot recommend it too 
highly. I feel like a new person 
and I really think I would have 
been dead if I had not taken it. 
I think every lady ought to take 
it at the Change.”—Mrs. 
Eunice M. Worthy, Route 4, 
Spartanburg, South Carolina.
Lydia E, Pinkham’s 
Vegetable Compound
Lydia E Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn, Mass.
Alice Wade
rLD that Shibe Park was sold out for the second World Se ries Game, this fair Philadelphia 
fan accepted the role of America's 
only “Saiwlwich Girl”, to gain ad­
mission to the Park and see the 
second battle between the At-hletics 
and the Cardinals.
Hints For Homemakers 
By Jane Rogers
COFFEE stains can usually be removed from white materials by pouring boiling water on the 
stain from a kettle held some dis­
tance above the fabric. With other 
materials, rub the stain gently with 
glycerine, rinse in warm water and 
press on wrong side.
While fresh fruits and berries 
are abundant there is no difficulty 
ln deciding how to garnish the 
breakfast cereal. To prevent the 
problem from beconrng acute 
when winter comes, it is wise to 
put up now those sparkling jellies 
which are every bit as delicious 
( with the cereal as fresh fruit, and 
which will persuade many a child 
to eat with relish his bowl of por­
ridge which he is otherwise likely 
to finish only under protest.
If they ever do have that United 
States of Europe, the King of Italy 
would make a grand husband for the 
vice-president’s sister.—Mount Dora 
Topic.
Changed Her Mind 
About Marriage
By H. LOUIS RAYBOLD
JANICE sealed the envelope con­taining her unqualified refusal of Bill’s matrimonial offer and ad­
dressed it with an unfaltering hand. 
Fresh from a club meeting she was 
filled with an ambition that had for 
Its goal something else than the Job 
of being Bill Goodrich's wife.
“Peoples’homes will get all dolled 
up without your nssistance,” Bill 
had declared morosely ttie night be­
fore. “To think of n girl like you 
giving up marriage to decorate the 
houses of strangers!”
“Weil—it’s more than that!" Jan­
ice had responded stiffly. “It’s— 
It’s expressing myself as 1 could 
never do by cooking any man's pork 
chops, not even yours I”
Their evening had ended on a 
frigid note with the agreement that 
Janice was to consider his proposal 
for another twenty-four hours and 
then let him know her decision by 
writing.
And now, sealed and ready to go. 
Iny the letter. Janice sprang to tier 
feet, slipped into hat, coat and 
gloves, and was on her way to mall 
IL
Nothing now to prevent the In­
vestment of a portion of the small 
legacy from an aunt in the rent of 
an office on the fourth floor of the 
Spencer building, her name in neat 
black letters on the door’s glass 
paneling. “J. V. Henry, Interior 
Decorator."
Clients proved sparse, although 
Janice combed the local Who’s Who 
lists and sent out iarge white cards 
engraved with the information that 
Miss J. V. Henry, graduate of 
Platt’s Art school, was at their dis­
posal for beautification of their 
homes.
Then one morning when Janice 
was despondently wondering why 
she had imagined there was any 
market for the sort of thing she 
could do, a plumply pretty young 
woman came Into the office burst­
ing with importance.
“My fiance is away on a business 
trip and has left the finishing up of 
our new bungalow entirely to me. 
He’s a very particular person and I 
am very anxious to have him 
pleased on his return.”
“Hid," murmured Janice thought­
fully. “It's bard to cater to the 
tavte of some one you do not know, 
but we’ll do our utmost. Now if 
you'll just tell me something of the 
general scheme of things."
In the days which followed, Jan­
ice spent every waking thought on 
the Job. Apparently, expense did 
not have to be considered and, un­
hampered by this handicap, Janice 
was able to satisfy her innate sense 
of what was correct Bit by bit, 
the rooms were completed from the 
carefully placed side lights to the 
lovely cretonned wicker furniture 
on the sun porch. Coincident with 
its finishing came a telegram from 
the man who was to foot the hills 
saying that he was on his way 
home.
Janice drove out in her little 
roadster shortly after sunset for a 
final glimpse of the results of her 
labors. As she slipped in through a 
side door she was startled to hear 
sobs mingled with masculine tones.
“Don’t cry, Sweetie. "Tlsn’t your 
fault. It’s the darn interior dec­
orator. Inferior decorator, 1 call 
her. Why, a man couldn't put his 
feet on a single chair in the place 
and make himself to home I And 
listen, dearie, what we want is a 
nice overhead chandelier. Not these 
little dinguses stuck around In the 
walls. When I want light, I want 
light! Let's sell this arty little 
shack and buy a regular little home, 
Hon.”
Janice got out without a sound 
and drove furiously for a mile or 
two. Then she slowed down and 
stopped. Fumbled for her handker­
chief and wept Into its Inadequate 
depths. The darling, darling little 
house! That horrible, horrible man I 
Suddenly, she smiled a little. 
Thank heaven, he was not going to 
keep it Never would his feet dese­
crate her lovely Windsor chairs, the 
dear little rush seat rocker.
Yet somebody just as unapprecia­
tive would probably purchase IL If 
only— ,
A remarkable Idea popped Into 
her mind. Just suppose she made 
another dent in the legacy and 
made a down payment on the little 
house? ’
Now Bill Goodrich had kept 
strictly away from Janice ever 
since the coming of her letter. 
Therefore he was startled when, on 
lifting the telephone receiver from 
its hook, he heard the voice of Jan­
ice over the wire. He listened. 
Then, “Let tne get this straight,” 
he said. “You want me to act ns 
purchasing agent fop you In regard 
to a little house whose owner you 
don’t like and can’t bear to think 
of his putting his feet—1 say, Jan­
ice, let me come up to the house 
and hear about it.”
‘Twenty minutes later he was ac­
quainted with all the details.
“I pnt my very soul into that 
house," she ended.
“Would you let me buy It Instead 
of you, Janice?”
“You?"
Bill nodded. “Want to get mar­
ried.”
"M-tnarrled?”
“Uh-huh.” Something he saw ln 
Janice’s face encouraged him to 
add, “To you, dear.”
And suddenly Janice knew that 
she loved Bill and tills is how she 
knew. Because she realized that 
she could bear the thought of a pair 
of feet on the dear little rush seat 
rocker, providing they were hlsl 
(CopvrtRht.1
APPLETON
Joseph Gushee is having interior 
improvements made on his house; 
Robie Robbins is the carpenter.
Beautiful October weather we are 
having for harvesting, but no rain for 
such a long period is causing quite 
near a drought.
Lawrence Howard is working in 
Union.
Quite a number from here attended 
the auction in Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Norwood were 
recent callers here.
Mary Ames received some nice post 
card views of the new North Station 
in Boston from her son, Alvah E. 
Ames, who was attending the Ameri­
can Legion convention, and also call­
ing on friends and relatives in and 
around Boston.
Edward Ames was a recent caller 
at Rose Hill farm, Owl's Head, where- 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paige are care­
takers. He found them very busy 
and interested in their work.
The scenery is beautiful this au­
tumn, trees shading from russet to 
gold, then dashes of crimson and 
scarlet, with the gnarled old apple 
trees bending with their luscious fruit 
and blue skies over all.
“Dieudonne Coste had no money 
with him when he left Paris.” Only 
his excellent pronunciation of French 
kept him from being mistaken for an 
American tourist.—Detroit News.
District of Maine, ss: Southern Division. 
The President of the United States of 
America. To the Marshal of said Dis­
trict. or either of his Deputies. Greeting:
We command you that you give notice 
to all persons concerned that application 
has been made before the Honorable 
John A. Peters. Judge of the District 
Court for said District. In the name and 
on behalf of the United States of 
America, by William W. Gallagher. 
Assistant United Stated Attorney for 
said District, for an order for the for­
feiture and sale, or such other disposi­
tion as the Court may order of a certain 
automobile, namely, one Buick Sedan 
Automobile. Engine Number 1820089 and 
accessories, seized on the twenty-first 
day of April. A. D. 1930, at Rockland ln 
the County of Knox in the Southern 
Division of the said District of Maine, 
by Seth May. Federal Deputy Prohibi­
tion Administrator for the State of 
Maine, as forfeited to the use of the 
said United States for the alleged vio­
lation of Title II of the Act of Congress 
of October 28 1919. commonly known
as the National Prohibition Act. to wit: 
the alleged unlawful use of said auto­
mobile ln the unlawful transportation 
of Intoxicating liquor* by Wendell C. 
Flint of Rockland, in said District. And 
that a hearing will be given on said 
application in the United States Dis­
trict Court, at Portland, ln said South­
ern Division of said District, on the 
twenty-eighth day of October. A. D 
1930. at two o'clock ln the afternoon at 
which time and place all persons claim­
ing any right, title or Interest ln said 
property are hereby summoned to ap­
pear and show cause. If any they have, 
why said application should not be 
granted. And you are to give sail notice 
by serving a copy hereof on the officer 
or person in charge of the garage of 
George A. Chase at York Beach, so- 
called. in the Town and County of York, 
in said District where said automobile 
is now stored, and by publishing a copy 
hereof once a week for two weeks Id The 
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published 
at Rockland ln the County of Knox in 
said District, the county ln which said 
automobile was seized, the last publi­
cation to be at least ten days before said 
date of hearing, and by posting copies 
hereof ln three public places near the 
place of seizure, to wit: at Rockland, 
Maine. And you are to take this said 
property into your custody and make 
due return hereof with your doings 
herein. Witness the Honorable John A. 
Peters, at said Portland, this second day 
of October. A. D. 1930.
(L. S.) JOHN F. KNOWLTON
Clerk of said District Court.
A true copy—Attest: S. E. Woodman. 
United States Marshal, District of Maine.
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NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas Lucy Peck Spear of Rockland 
in the County of Knox and State of 
Maine by her mortgage-deed dated May 
17. 1929 and recorded m Knox Registry 
of Deeds ln Book 221, Page 210 conveyed 
to me the undersigned, a certain parcel 
of real estate situated ln said Rockland, 
together with buildings thereon, bound­
ed and described as follows:—
On the East by land of Kirkpatrick; 
on the South by Grove Street; on the 
West by land now or formerly of John 
May; and on the North by land now or 
formerly of Pillsbury. Same being the 
homestead of Chandler E. Peck, from 
which homestead, however, two parcels 
of land have been sold, one to Kirk­
patrick and the other to Atkins both of 
which are recorded ln Knox Registry of 
Deeds.
And Whereas the condition of said 
mortgage has been broken.
Now Therefore by reason of the breach 
of the condition thereof. I claim a fore­
closure of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine. October 4 
1930.
RALPH W BICKFORD 
STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss. Rockland. October 4. 1930.
Personally appeared the above named 
Ralph W. Bickford, and made oath that 
the foregoing notice of foreclosure by 
him signed is true.
Before me.
MARGARET I. CROCKETT 
120-T-126 Justice of the Peace.
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• “Say, Pa?”
“What's on your mind now?"
“I see that there is to be a union
church service tomorrow. Is that 
intended especially for labor organ­
izations?”
About Ourselves
The great stairway that lends up 
to Infinite success starts right from 
where your feet are now planted. 
You can rise with the next step.
From all accounts the Lindbergh 
baby shows a striking likeness to the 
father in one respect—it refuses to 
talk.—New Orleans States.
The old-fashioned man who sang 
of the girl he left behind him, now 
has a son who's got one that keeps up 
with him.—Dallas News.
Don *t Go to Extremes 
To End Constipation
When bad breath, or a coated 
tongue, biliousness or headaches warn 
of constipation, don't take violent 
purgatives. There's no use when a 
candy Cascaret will styp thc trouble 
in a jiffy; will cleanse vour system 
pleasantly, and completely.
The relief you get so promptly 
from Cascarets is lasting. Cascarets 
are made from caseara, a substance 
which medical authorities agree ac­
tually strengthens the bnwel muscles.
So Cascarets are a blessing to old 
folks with weakened bowels; to chil­
dren; to anyone in need of establish­
ing regular bowel habits. Ten cents
, a box—all drug stores,
Name for Father
Little Louise was lost on the 
street and wns brought Into the 
police station. The officers tried 
in every way to learn her name. 
Finally a policeman asked: “What 
name does your mother call your 
father?” “Why," said Louise, very 
innocently, “she doesn’t call him 
any name: she likes him."—The 
New Outlook.
Gilchrest
Monumental Works 
Main Street 
Thomaston, Maine 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Telephone Connection
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BOSTON
FROM ROCKLAND
BY STEAMER
Freigli t and Passenger Service 
Make that business trip to Boston ln 
comfort, on the big steamer BELFAST 
Sailing 8 P. M.
Tuesday—Thursday—Saturday
Connections at Boston with direct 
steamer to New York. Steamer leaves 
Rockland 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thurs­
day and Saturday for Bar Harbor and 
intermediate landings. Steamer leaves 
Rockland 7.30 A. M. Monday, Wed­
nesday and Friday for Brooklin and 
intermediate landings.
Steamer “BELFAST” sails Tuesday, 
Thursday and Saturday at 5 A. M. for 
Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winter- 
port and Bangor.
For reservations apply Wharf Office
EASTERN
steamship lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(In effect Oct. 1. 1930) 
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally ex­
cept Sunday at 8 A. M. Arriving ln 
Rockland at 9.20 A. M. Returning leaves 
Rockland at 2 30 P M. direct for Vinal­
haven. arriving at 3 45 P. M.
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex­
cept Sunday at 6 A. M„ arriving at Ston­
ington at 6.55 A. M . North Haven at 7.50 
A. M . due to arrive at Rockland about 
9 o'clock Returning leaves Rockland at 
1.30 P. M., North Haven at 2.35 P. M.. 
Stonington at 3.40 P M.. due to arrive at 
Swan's Island about 5 o’clock.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent
CLEARANCE SALE 
2nd-Hand Fuinitnre
If you have been waiting for 
prices to reach bottom—come now 
for ours are already there! 
Tremendous Reductions on these 
greatest values ever offered. Come 
in—nose around and you will see 
a lot. It will give you an idea 
of the unbelievable value offered 
here. We have a fine selection of 
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stoves and 
Special Stoves, in fact everything 
to make a home. We also carry 
a complete line of Store and 
Office Furniture.
ROCKLAND 
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland 
Produce Co.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave. Rockland
 llOSTtf
Now Is The Time
To market your Poultry in season 
for the Jewish Holidays 
We Will Pay Highest Prices
COHEN BROS.
Call C. W. McKellar, Warren 
Tel. 2-3 or write for details
___________ 109-tf
eTjfforft every grave.
Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus­
tomer is the best advertise­
ment,” and on that principle, 
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad­
vise you on the selection of a 
suitable Memorial for your 
Cemetery plot.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son 
Inc.
EAST UNION, ME.
117T-tf
•a
BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm has 
faithfully served the families 
of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Tel. Day 450 ; 781-1
AMBULANCE 8ERVICE
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!
We want alt your LIVE POUL­
TRY, Highest Prices paid. Call 
or write Charles Shane, cars of 
R. E. Cutting, Warran, Ma. Tol. 
Warron 3-3 and trucks will call at 
your door. References; Any poul­
try raitor.
CHARLES SHANE CO.
27-tf
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
Dentist
302 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME. 
Telephone 915-M
8»tf
DR.LINWOOD T. ROGERS
Osteopathic Physician
400 MAIN 8T» ROCKLAND 
Tolophonae 1295; Rotidonoo 288-M
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Physical Fitness, Ability to Concentrate '■
Helped Bobby Jones Win Title Matches
Drank Tea and Sugar “Pick Me Up’ 
During Tournament As Source 
of Quick Energy
4‘V11Y]. lanta, Georgia, barrister, is the 
crowned head of golfdom today be­
cause he has learned the lesson of 
physical fitness and the value of a 
reserve well of energy, ready for 
use in emergencies.
Resting ln the clubhouse at Mer­
lon after his smashing defeat of 
Eugene Homans which netted him 
his fourth and greatest successive 
triumph of the year—the American 
amateur cup—Bobby summed up 
his phenomenal successes with 
characteristic modesty.
“It’s largely a matter of keeping 
fit,” he said.
"Years ago,” he continued, "golf 
probably saved my life. When I 
was a youngster I was as delicate 
a child as you could find. Then I 
was, to use a good old expression, 
‘turned out to grass,’ and in no time 
at all my health improved. When 
I was about six years old I started 
to play golf and have kept at it ever 
since. It keeps me out in the air 
calls all the muscles of my body 
into play, aud is a natural way to 
maintain a normal weight.”
Speaking of weight. King Bobby 
ls opposed to the harmful reducing) 
fads and eating “dont’s”. “I eat 
everything that agrees with me,” 
he said. “Of course, during tourna­
ments I am compelled not to tax 
my digestion with food of too heavy 
a nature, so I follow the example 
of the football squads and partake 
of light, energizing foods. I take 
a cup of hot tea with several lumps 
of sugar and a couple of pieces of 
toast, and find this repast light and 
easily digested. Sugar and tea act 
as a quick energizer and serve as 
quick ‘pick-up’ food.”
Helen Wills, America’s Queen of 
Tennis, it might be noted, fol 
lows a similar practice, dissolving 
a few lumps of sugar in a cup of 
warm water, flavored with lemon, 
during her matches. The sugar, a 
highly concentrated energy food 
according to science, creates a well 
of reserve energy needed in athletic 
competition.
Bobby would 
like to see golf 
played by even 
greater numbers 
of people than at 
present.
’Golf as played 
by the average 
business man is a 
real health meas- 
nre”, he said. 
"Any normal man 
can play thirty-six 
.holes a day and 
■not feel it, except 
for the natural,
w %% < %%% -
Above: Bobby Jones teeing off at Merlon 
during his smashing victory over Homans. 
Left: The American Amateur Cup won by 
Jones, making his fourth major conquest 
during 1930.
healthy fatigue which any exercise 
would produce. But when it comes 
to tournament jolt, an entirely new 
phase develops. The physical strain 
is present but it is the tremendous 
mental strain which saps one’s en­
ergy to the utmost. •
"Concentration is necessary of 
course, and a certain tension. If 
a mistake occurs there must be the 
mental provision for retrieving that 
mistake. In few other sports Is th? 
responsibility placed so squarely on 
.the individual. In baseball, for in­
stance, there are eight men to pin 
faith on to win. In golf it is one
stroke after another.
"The human element of emotion 
must be carefully suppressed. It is 
impossible to strike out in anger 
and hope to gain anything. The 
first big lesson that I learned ls that 
each shot is of equal importance, 
and the easiest way to acquire this 
habit of minute attention is to cul­
tivate a frame of mind that de­
mands supreme and exclusive con­
centration on each shot.”
This, according to Bobby, calls 
for a strong, healthy body properly 
nourished by good food and re­
freshed by plenty of sleep.
VINALHAVEN
Rev., Clifford Bright was soloist 
at the morning service at Union 
Church. He also preached the eve­
ning sermon. Mrs. Blanche Hamil­
ton Kittderdge was soloist. Mr. 
Bright is from the Providence Bible 
School and is an evangelist.
Kfrs. Ira Smith and daughter
Mine be the breezy hill that skirts the 
down;
Where a green grassy turf is all I crave.
—James Beattie. 1735-1803,
Probably James was looking at the
greens on the golf links. When you j PriScil'a left Saturday for Norfolk 
speak of greens today you naturally Downs, where they will spend the 
associate the word with golf. In my winter.
boyhood you thought of greens as ! Ernest Gross and son of Belfast 
something to eat. I will wager a were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. 
bucket of dehydrated clams from the j L. A. Coombs at Boulder cottage, 
flats at South Boston, that the Shore Acres.
Rambler never picked a mess of Calvin Vinal of Boston spent the 
sandfire greens on or about Dodges holiday with his mother, Mrs. Edith 
Mountain. My mouth waters for a I vinal.
mess of them right now. Tonight Moses Webster Lodge. F.
When a boy I would saunter forth * A. M. will work the Master Ma-
from home to the crick and gather cOn degree on three candidates, 
a mess for the family. They look like Mrs. Anna Coombs Paulitz who has 
la green bay tree, you wash them; been thv guest of her sister Mrs. 
'carefully, boil them with a chunk of Sidney Winslow, recently left for 
fat salt pork and eat in the follow- Florida. Enroute she and Mr. 
ing manner. Place one of the greens Paulitz will visit Saginaw, Mich, 
in a horizontal position in the mouth,1 Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver and 
then with the right hand draw it Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Headley spent 
carefully through, retaining the the weekend at See-All cottage, 
greens in the mouth and the tree in | Mrs. Bright and two sons. Rev. 
your hand. A little awkward for a Clifford Bright and George Bright 
novice, but for an old timer just a and Miss Thistle who have been 
simple gesture. guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Town-
The other half of the family takes send left Monday for Medford. Mass, 
great delight in spinach. As for me, Mrs. Arthur Gilford has returned 
the spinach crop might be a total to Marlboro. Mass.
failure for the balance of my days! Mrs. Leslie B. Dyer attended the
■ and I would never shed a tear. But American Legion Convention and 
sandfire greens are something yet parade at Boston the past week, re-
turning home Friday.
Mrs. Arthur Giliford has returned
from a month’s visit with relatives 
in Castine, Penobscot, Southwest 
Harbor and Belfast.
O. P. Lyons returned Friday from
Mr. and Mrs. David Bailey of Boston where he attended the Amer- 
Woburn, Mass., were weekend visitors jean Legion Convention, 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. James' Miss Villa Calderwood is attending 
Domap. .Rebekah Grand Lodge at Lewiston
Mrs. Addie Rankin's house looks Frances Macintosh and Doris 
well in its new coat of paint. I Stordhal spent the weekend in town
Ella Livingstone was horn* ’from1 returning to Rockland Tuesday to 
Providence over the weekend. (resume their studies at business col-
Thc Community Club met last ■le®?' _. , _ .
Wednesday in Grange hall. A satis-' _ ?r' Charles D. Fillebrown returned 
factory amount of work was accom- Sa^B^
) plishea and all enjoyed a pleasant
again.
The Saunterer, Member 2, N. C. C 
Somerville, Mass.
EAST UNION
time. Refreshments were served.
A Farm Bureau meeting was held
Saturday at Grange hall with 12 
members present. ‘'Time Saving Dish 
Washing was well demonstrated 
by Miss Lawrence and the meeting 
proved to be helpful and profitable.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kearly have 
returned from down east where Mr. 
Kearly has had Employment.
Mrs. Ezra Conway returned Friday 
from Rockland.
Miss Dora Landers returned Wed­
nesday from Boston.
Mrs. John Mathieson entertained 
the Chataneat Club at her home on 
Lane’s Island Thursday night.
H. H. Vinal left Saturday for Port­
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Young of 
Pqjtland were over Sunday guests of 
his parents Mr. and Mrs. JasonMr. and Mrs. Arthur Pavson were young 
in Warren Sunday guests at the! c £ Boman left today to attend
home of G. D. Gould. I Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows at Lew-
Beaver Camp was closed for the iston.
season Oct. 9. Mrs. E. M. Hall and Mrs. Susan
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Payson, Hopkins returned Saturday from
were in South Windham recently 
‘where they were guests of their son 
Merton.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank have 
moved to Union where they will 
make their home for the future with 
their son, H. E. Mank.
Bladder
Weakness
If Getting Up Nights, Backache, 
frequent day calls, Leg Pains, Nerv­
ousness, or Burning, due to function­
al Bladder Irritation, in acid condi­
tions, makes you feel tired, depressed 
and discouraged, try the Cystex Test. 
Works fast, starts circulating thru 
the system in 15 minutes. Praised by 
thousands for rapid and positive ac- 
'-tlon. Don’t give up. Try Cystex (pro­
nounced Siss-tex) today, under the 
Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly 
allay these conditions, improve rest­
ful sleep and energy, or money back.
Only 60c at
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
Boston
The following party enjoyed Sun­
day at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres: 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. G. Carver, Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred K. Coombs, and Mrs. L. R. 
Smith.
Mrs. Howard Noyes and daughter- 
in-law Mrs. Chaney Noyes who were 
guests of Mrs. Burton Vinal, left 
Monday for Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ingerson, Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Rossiter have been 
spending a few days at The Wigwam, 
Shore Acres.
Many were delighted with the 
scenic effect Sunday night watching 
| the spectacular flight over our town 
of the electrically lighted airplane 
from the Rockland Air Port.
Mrs. James T. Dickenson left Tues­
day for Boston. Enroute she was the 
guest of Mrs. Anne Haskell, Rock­
land.
John Vallee died Oct. 8. He was 
born in Canada, the son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Frank Vallee and was a resi-
Bad Men Present, but
Were Not Lingering
Houdinl’s crusade against fraud­
ulent spirit-mongers occupied a 
great deal of his time and thought 
during the last years of his life. 
But there was a brief period in his 
early stage career when, assisted 
by his wife, he used to do a “mind 
reading” and “spirit message” act, 
pure hocus pocus, of course.
One night he was tipped off that 
two negroes—the local "bad men" 
—were in the gallery. These men 
went about armed with razors and 
three weeks before one of their pals 
had been murdered. While no 
tangible evidence could be raised 
to fusten the crime on them, the 
people of the town felt that they 
were implicated.
When Houdini began to give his 
“messages,” he presently stepped 
forward with a puzzled, earnest 
face.
“I have a message here for Bill 
Doakes and Jim Saunders.” he said. 
“It comes from Benny Carter. He 
says: ‘Yo’ boys bettah put yo’ 
razors away, or yo’ Is sho’ goin’ 
ter be where Ah Is now.’ Are Bill 
Doakes and Jim Saunders pres­
ent?”
There was an awed silence, and 
then, as some one In the gallery up­
set a chair and stumbled hastily 
toward the exit a quavering voice 
replied:
“Yes. dey is, hut dey ain’t 
Stayin'.”—Kunsas City Star.
Insect Assassin One
of Nature’s Oddities
A remarkable insect assassin 
that lives in the Dutch tfust In­
dies is described by a British en­
tomologist, W. T. Chinn, in a re­
port to Natural History Magazine, 
an official publication of the British 
museum. The creature, which be­
longs to the Insect group known as 
Homoptera, secretes a fluid whicli 
apparently tastes very good to cer­
tain black nnts. They seek it eager­
ly, and “milk” the Insect by ma­
nipulating certain hairs attached to 
Its body. But their potations nre 
fatal, for the drink contains a poi­
son which soon paralyzes them. As 
soon as the bug is aware of the 
ant’s weakened condition, it ceases 
to be passive and stabs its victim 
through a chink in Its horny armor, 
sucking out the lifeblood with its 
sharp beak. The drained bodies of 
the assassins’ victims fall to the 
ground beneath Its lurking place, 
and sometimes accumulate In 
large numbers. The carcasses are 
dragged off by another ant species, 
a red one, which does not scruple 
to make a psuedo-cannihal feast 
on the remains of its fatuously bib­
ulous relatives.
Department of Inland Fisheries and Game 
PUBLIC NOTICE
dent of this town. Funeral services 
were held at the home Saturday p.m., 
Rev. P. J. Clifford officiating. De­
ceased is survived by his wife and 
children and was a paving cutter by 
trade. Interment was made in Cum­
mings' cemetery. There were beauti­
ful floral offerings.
Swanson Peterson died Oct. 8 in 
Rockland and the remains were 
brought here for burial. Deceased is 
survived by his wife, two sons, and a 
brother, and was born in Sweden. Mr. 
Peterson was a paving cutter by trade 
and had been a resident of this town 
for several years. Funeral services 
were held Saturday, Rev. P. J. Clif­
ford officiating. There were beauti­
ful floral offerings and interment was 
made in Cummings' cemetery.
WALDOBORO
Miss Edna M. Young entertained 
the Missionary Society of the Bap­
tist Church Friday afternoon. The 
meeting was given over to work.
Miss Clara S. Gay and Miss Dora 
I. Gay passed the weekend and holi­
day with Mr. and Mrs. John T. Gay.
Miss Arietta Maloney of Cushing 
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Percy 
Moody.
Mrs. S. H. Weston was hostess at 
the meeting of the Susannah Wesley 
Society Monday evening.
Miss Ethel Overlock has been at 
home from Norwood. Mass.
Capt. and Mrs. Millard F. Wade of 
Wollaston, Mass., passed the weekend 
at their home here.
Ralph Morse has been in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Gilchrist and 
Neil Gilchrist of Springfield, Mass., 
have been guests of Mrs. Ida Achorn. 
Mrs. Achorn returned with them and 
will pass the winter.
Miss Janette Coombs of West Bow­
doin has been the guest of Dr. and 
Mrs. George H. Coombs.
Mrs. J. J. Cooney and Miss Annie 
Cooney have closed Glenhurst and 
returned' to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss Sally Hayzen of Beach- 
mont, Mass., has been the guest of 
Miss Frances Crowell.
Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston, 
Mass., has been at her home here 
where her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 
K. Waltz have been passing two 
weeks. She made the U"p from 
Boston to Rockland by 'a_*jplane.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll T. Cooney 
and Mrs. Louis Boissert, who have 
passed the summer at The Knoll, 
have returned to Brookline.
Mrs. J. H. Lovell, Mrs. S. H. Weston 
Mrs. H. H. Kuhn, Mrs. C. B. Stahl, 
Mrs. H. R. Smith, Mrs. George G. 
Genthner and Mrs. J. T. Gay attend­
ed the meeting of the Lincoln County 
Union in Wiscasset Friday.
A trick flyer, A1 Wilson, fell out 
of bed and sustained serious injuries. 
Mr. Wilson, when he recovers, may 
decide to devise a method of provid­
ing his pajamas with a parachute at­
tachment.—Washington Star.
Cultivated Gracefulness
It used to be part of tlie edu­
cation of every European princess 
likely to hold prominent place in 
affairs of state to learn to “tents 
cercle”—that is, to learn how to 
make the round of a group of ladies 
and gentlemen of the court saying 
something agreeable to each.
Empress Augusta of Germany, 
grandmother of the last of the Ger­
man emperors, who was noted for 
her tact, had had lessons In this 
Important duty In the gardens of 
the palace at Weimar. There on 
pleasant days the young girl, un­
der the direction of her governess, 
often had to go the rounds, stop­
ping before each bush or tree, cast­
ing on each a gracious smile, and 
making some ingratiating remark 
to each.
Under the provisions of Chapter 
331, P. L. 1929, hunters who transport 
deer by automobile must identify 
their deer at one of the inspection 
stations established by the Commis­
sioner of Inland Fisheries and Game. 
This law is interpreted by the com­
missioner as follows:
Any hunter who transports a deer 
from one town to another and 
passes one or more inspection sta­
tions must stop at the flrst station 
on his route and have his deer in­
spected. Any person who transports 
a deer and passes by an inspection 
station without having his deer in­
spected may be summonsed to court 
and may have his deer seized and 
forfeited to the State. The following 
have been appointed inspectors for 
the year 1930:
Androscoggin County
Auburn, Wells Sporting Goods 
Store.
Greene, Joseph T. Foster.
Lisbon Falls,W. P. Lemke.
Livermore Falls, L. R. Patten.
Poland, John S. Briggs.
Aroostook County •
Lac Frontiere, P. Q., Canada, J. M. 
Tanguay.
Ashland, M. A. Seeley.
Caribou, H. A. Currier.
Eagle Lake, Charles Wiles.
Fort Kent, W. H. Cunliff.
Guerette, Jules St. Peter.
Haynesville, Mr. Whittier, post­
master.
Houlton, L. R. Ingraham.
Littleton, Mrs. Trueman Miller.
Macwahoc, Roy Carr.
Mapleton, Mrs. Burchard Higgins.
Masardis, P. H. Thomas.
Moro Pl., Ida Bell.
Oxbow, Miles Arbo.
Orient, postmaster.
Portage, H. E. Coffin.
Presque Isle, Sidney Cook.
Sherman Mills, Daniel Curtis.
Smyrna, Clyde C. Brown.
St. Francis, E. M. Connors.
Stockholm, Mrs. Annie Wessell.
Woodland, Fred S. Leighton. 
Cumberland County
Brunswick, 127 Pleasant street, 
Dow Motor Sales.
East Baldwin, W. W. Burnell.
East Sebago, M. P. Fitch.
Freeport, Coombs Garage, C. A. 
Coomb.;.
Gorham, Fred Small.
Gray, box 55, W. H. Dumphe.
North Windham, Howard Boody.
South Casco, Louis Mavis.
Standish, Fred E. Cole.
Steep Falls, W. M. Burnell.
West Baldwin, C. I. Chase.
Westbrook, Solomon A. Herman.
Yarmouth Filling Station, Ralph
E. Lombard.
Franklin County
Carthage, D. W. Berry.
Madrid, Charles E. Smith.
New Vineyard, A. L. Smith. 
Rangelev, Inza Hinkley.
Rangele.v, J. Sherman Hoar. 
Stratton, William MacGuire.
Weld, Mrs. Carrie L. Brown.
Gui'Jeposfs of Stone
The variety of metal and wood 
sign posts to be seen along the 
road for the guidance of the auto­
mobile public are being displaced 
In England for those of stone which 
are said to be much more durable 
and more satisfactory In other 
ways. They are, of course, very 
substantial and are of a height 
which renders the inscription to 
be easily seen ns they nre about 
on a level with the driver’s eyes 
and they are not too high to he 
seen at night hy the illumination of 
headlights. The presence of the 
stone markers Is said to be an ad­
dition to the landscape, whereas 
that cannot be said of many of 
the markers at present in use.
Synthetic Wood From Coal
Since coal is largely vegetable 
matter, scientists will be able to 
convert It Into artificial wood for 
the manufacture of furniture and 
many other uses, experts point 
out
Cellulose or vegetable matter Is 
now being manufactured into syn­
thetic wood for various purposes. 
It Is durable, hard and heavy, and 
takes a good polish. A large sup­
ply is seen In the tropics, where 
trees and plants now grow in great 
profusion and are serving no useful 
purpose.
Hancock County
Amherst, Mrs. Abbie Patterson. 
Bluehill, Oscar Billings. 
Bucksport, H. C. Page. 
Eastbrook, Edward Ash. 
Ellsworth, Orin Clement. 
Ellsworth, Percival L. Wescott. 
Franklin, John W. Blaisdell. 
Great Pond, Mrs. Lottie Bracy. 
Orland, Harvey Snow.
Orland, E. O. Sugden. 
Sargentville, H. B. Webb. 
Waltham, Erland Haslam.
Kennebec County 
Augusta, R. F. D. 4, George E.
Relief From Curse
of Constipation
A Battle Creek physician says, 
"Constipation is responsible for m. e 
misery than any other cause."
But immediate relief has been 
found. A tablet called llexall Order­
lies has been discovered. This tablet 
attracts water from the system into 
the lazy, dry, evacuating bowel called 
the colon. The water loosens the dry 
food waste and causes a gentle, 
thorough, natural movement without 
forming a habit or ever increasing the 
dose.
Stop suffering from constipation. 
Chew a Kexall Orderlie at night. 
Next day bright. Get 24 for tie to- i 
day at the nearest Rexall Drug <tore, 
Charles W. Sheldon.
PafAefic Death Message
A death message of pioneer days 
which never reached its intended 
recipients was revealed at Dover, 
Ohio, with the finding of a heart- 
shaped stone, on which the follow­
ing inscription had been laborious­
ly scratched: "Let be known if 
found. I’m bleeding to death. Mnv, 
1818.—W. F. B.” The entire sur­
face of the stone was occupied by 
the message, which was almost ef­
faced by erosion. The stone wns 
found near a culvert where it is be­
lieved to have been uncovered by 
recent high waters.
Battle Scars
A wrinkle on the face should not 
humiliate the owner of the face. A 
wrinkle is a mark of heroism—the 
record of a battle of life.—Atchison 
Globe.
Alum Stops Blood’s Flow
Sometimes it is difficult to stop 
flowing of blood after a tooth has 
been extracted. If powdered alum 
is applied to the cavity it will stop 
tlie bleeding.
Blase
A mistletoe Christmas wouldn’t 
handicap the modern younger gen­
eration a bit.—Des Moines Regis­
ter.
Bixby.
Augusta, 80 Bangor street, Witham
& Hayden.
Belgrade, H. E. Gowell.
Belgrade Lakes. E. A. Bean.
China, Bailey Bros.
Clinton, Richardson Filling Station. 
Fayette, George W. Smith. 
Hallowell, F. W. Austin & Son. 
Manchester, William Atwood.
Mt. Vernon, Carlton Turner. 
Readfield, Frank Ramsey.
Rome, G. H. LeBaron.
South China, Victor B. Stimpson. 
Wayne, L. D. Lincoln.
Windsor, Harlan B. Hussey. 
Winthrop, Ralph N. Neal.
Knox County
Eurkettville, Charles Miller. 
Camden, Main street, D. A. Daugh­
erty <Sz Son.
East Friendship, Carl L. Fales. 
Hope. L. A. Weaver.
Rockland, 255 Camden street, Mrs.
Mary Smallwood.
South Hope, A. W. Heath. 
Thomaston, Main street, Edwin A.
Anderson.
Union, W. C. Abbott.
Warren, Russell's Corner, D. H.
Smith.
Washington, Harold Linscott.
Lincoln County
Cooper’s Mills, Mrs. W. S. Foster. 
Damariscotta, Collis B. Merrill. 
Head Tide, Jewett Bros.
Jefferson, Fred Meserve.
North Whitefield, Edward Douglass 
South Jefferson, Herbert Clark. 
Waldoboro. O. V. Hassner. 
Whitefield, Edward Albee. 
Wiscasset, Frank E. Quinnan, Sadie
W. Nelder.
Oxford County
Andover. H. B. Thomas.
Bethel, Alice Brook.
Brownfield, C. O. Stickney. 
Buckfield, E. L. Phinney.
Canton, R. W. Poor.
Fryeburg, E. R. Batchelder, Frank­
lin Batchelder.
Gilead, Charles H. Cole.
Hartford, Millie S. Pliiilips.
Hiram, R. V. Dow.
Lowell, Evelyn Stone.
North Lovell, Levi Butters.
North Waterford, Hollis Newfield. 
Norway, H. Knox Bickford.
Oxford, Ray P. Hall.
Roxbury, Mrs. Linthel C. Reed. 
Rumford Point, John F. Martin. 
South Paris, Robert H. Wheeler. 
West Bethel, Herman Bennett.
Penobscot County
Alton, James Ham.
Bradford Center, Clyde E. Chase. 
Bradley, A. C. Rich.
Brewer, Ralph Cushman.
Burlington, Samuel L. Hutchings. 
Carmel, Mark W. McGowan.
Clifton, Fred Hutchinson.
Dexter, Elbridge Atwater.
Dixmont, P. C. Vinson.
East Millinocket, Minnie Dickinson. 
Eddington Bend, David P. Guptill. 
Greenfield, G. K. Madden.
Hudson, Mrs. Ida Ward. 
Kenduskeag, L. C. Smith.
Kingman, J. D. Osgood.
Lee, G. F. Stevens.
Lincoln. C. W. Clay.
Mattawamkeag, Mrs. Ada Burr. 
Milford, Bion B. Hatch.
Millinocket, O. H. McPheters. 
Newport, Sylvia Sheridan.
Olamon, Mrs. Josephine Harris.
Old Town, Frank Averill.
Patten, Fred R. Bailey.
South Newburg, L. O. Smith. 
Springfield, J_ C. Butterfield. 
Stetson, W. A. Lawrence.
Stillwater, Mrs. Effie Wickett.
West Enfield, Emma L. Twrtnbley. 
Piscataquis County
Dover-Foxcroft, Eben Kimball. 
Greenville, Sam Bigney.
Greenville Junction, W. K. Canders. 
Guilford, Lee Harrington, Louis 
'Harrington’s Garage.
Kingsbury, Effie Bean.
Kokadjo, W. H. Cole.
Milo, Doris Davis.
Monson, A. H. Day.
Onawa, E. F. Drew.
Shirley, A. P. Stacy.
Wellington, C. E. Ricker. 
Willimantic, W. L. Earley.
Sagadahoc County
Bath, Vine street, Hooker Filling 
Station.
Bowdoinham, Jessie M. Ames, C. G. 
Brown.
Five Islands. Fred P. Carr. 
Richmond, Turner & Gilpatrick. 
Robbinhood. E. C. Clarey.
Woolwich, Joseph A. Begin. 
Somerset County
Athens, Guy E. Tuttle.
Bingham, E. O. Sterling, Carrie 
Whitney.
Cambridge, Elwood Stuart.
Canaan, Merle L. Harris.
Caratunk, A. B. Clark, Ralph Ster­
ling, F. E, Williams.
Fairfield, H. I. Hight.
Harmony, F. B. Cameron.
Hartland, A. R. Burton.
Hinckley, L. P. Ricker.
Jackman, Dan Hancox.
Jackman Station. Foster Reid. 
Moose River, Melvin Holden. 
Moscow, Elmer Baker. 
Norridgewock, Henry E. Hilton. 
North Anson, Walter M. Deane. 
Parlin Pond, John A. Blakey. 
Pittsfield, A. R. Burtons’ Shell Fill­
ing Station.
Kineo Station. F. M. Lynott. 
Rockwood, Boundary Cottage, Mrs. 
Paul Munsey.
Smithfield, F. J. Mosher.
Solon, Solon Garage, Kendall Cross. 
The Forks, Mrs. Mary A. Durgin, 
W. J. Holway, Fred L. Marshall.
Waldo County 
Belfast, Edwin Robertson.
Belfast, R. F. D. 3. L. D. Wentworth. 
Branch Mills, Dan Worthing. 
Brooks, P. H. Grant.
Burnham, Daniel A. Dyer. 
Frankfort, C. F. Jellison.
Freedom, Bangs & Knight.
Liberty, G. A. Sprague.
Lincolnville, Charles Dearborn. 
Monroe, O. B. Woodbury.
Morrill, John F. Vickery.
North Belfast, W. A. Poland. 
Palermo, Charles Hannan. 
Prospect, W. E. Booker.
Searsmont, Bert McCorrison. 
Searsport, Robert F. Dyer.
Stockton Springs, W. F. Trundy. 
Swanville, H. D. Harriman. 
Thorndike, Farwell Bros, store. 
Unity, Maplewood Lumber Co. 
West Winterport, W. T. Hall.
Washington County 
Addison, Albert Dalon.
Baring, Harry H. Waters. 
Beddington, Fred Longfellow. 
Brockton, Elmer E. Bubar.
Calais, Delbert Taylor.
Cherryfield, John Benner. 
Columbia, Luther Sawyer.
Columbia Falls, Frank Tabbutt. 
Cooper, Raymond Frost.
Crawford, Mrs. Laura Hatt.
Cutler, Lucien Gardner.
Danforth, Guy P. Rowe.
Deblois, Wilber Merritt.
Dennysville, Fred L. Gardner.
East Machias, Richard F. Gaddis. 
Eastport, George Norton.
Forest City, Erwin F. Walls.- 
Grand Lake Stream, May A. Colson, 
W. B. Hoar.
Harrington, Silas Gibbons. 
Jonesboro, Bridgham Bros. 
Jonesport, D. D. Kilby.
Lambert Lake, William Stover. 
Lubec, Don Dodge.
Machias, R. L. Hanscom.
Milbridge, Arnold Foster.
Milltown, Albert Keen.
Northfield, Carroll Roberts. 
Plantation No. 21. James Libby. 
Princeton, William McKechnie,
Irvin I. Tuell.
Steuben, Walter Dutton.
Topsfield, Ora White.
Waite, Andrew Williams.
Wesley, Mrs. Harold Day.
Whiting, Walter Scott.
Whitneyville, Newell P. Albee.
York County
Acton, Eben M. Sanborn.
Alfred, Forest H. Clark.
Berwick, Clarence E. Foss. 
Biddeford, R. F. D. 4, Elmer N. Llt-
tleneld.
Biddeford, 55 Albert street, Alfred
Souliere.
Cornish, Geneva Haley.
East Parsonsfield, A. M. Weeks. 
Eliot. Herman G. Spinney.
Hollis Center, George H. Smith. 
Kennebunk, William H. Gordon, A.
W. Meserve.
Lebanon, Richard E. Herson, 
Limerick, Louise D. Swasey, 
Limington, H. B. Emery.
Newfield, Mrs. Nettie B. Bond. 
North Berwick, James O. MacCori-
>on.
North Parsonsfield, S. G. Pease. 
Saco, 73 High street, Edward T.
Wormwood.
Sanford, Linwood J. Emery.
South Berwick, George A. Mathes. 
-Waterboro, Harry A. Smltu.
Wells, Mrs. Annie M. Bracy.
West Buxton, Mrs. Grace Sands. 
York, Elsie B. Furber.
George J. Stobie,
Com. of Inland Fisheries * Game
• Augusta, Me.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Rockland, Maine
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FARM. DAIRY ond POULTRY SUPPLIES
li
FEDERAL and TEMPLL
SEEDS
E.NDALL 5 WHITNEY
STS., PORTLAND MAINE
JUST IN for winter and 3pring blooming
IMPORTED DUTCH BULBS
Order now and be sure of the varieties you wish. Bulbs will keep 
till you wish to plant them. We cannot guarantee to fill late orders. 
This year’s assortment is better than ever before. All selected 
bulbs from fine flowering plants. Easy to grow.
' HYACINTHS—TULIPS—NARCISSUS
CROCUSES—LILIES
Ask for catalog and prices. Order now and enjoy these beautilul 
flowering plants during the winter and spring months.
2430
Can’t PLAY
Can’t REST
:hild needs Castoria
SHfOTtt1l«i3rW4»
■!!
ir
S3
lWIAWTS,. CHllPgj
(hiti-by PromoM Mwlw I
r.MtMrUpicnHoq*'"’"*, 
1 Htnerol RotSak;oticI
WlHEN a child is fretful and 
irritable, seems distressed and un­
comfortable, can’t play, can’t sleep, 
it is a pretty sure sign that some­
thing is wrong. Right here is where 
Castoria fits into a child's scheme— 
the very purpose for which it was 
formulated years ago! A few drops 
and the condition which caused the 
trouble is righted; comfort quickly 
brings restful sleep.
Nothing can take the place of 
Castoria for children; it’s perfectly 
harmless, yet always effective. For 
the protection of your wee one— 
for your own peace 6f mind—keep 
this old reliable preparation always 
on hand. But don't keep it just for 
emergencies; let it lie an every-day 
aid. Its gentle action will ease and 
soothe the infant who cannot 
sleep. In more liberal doses it will
mjlliiq I
THE CCNTMIR
^5 40° 111
effectively help to regulate sluggish 
bowels in an older child.
All druggists havc Castoria; it's 
genuine if you see Chas. H. Fletcher’s 
signature and this name-plate:
PRINTING
Permit us to create 
a personality in your 
printing work . . . such 
personality as you would 
prefer Iff the human 
salesman that you would 
employ.
We plan and print 
. . . booklets, inserts, 
sales bills, ^roadsides, 
announccmen's, office 
and factory forms and 
supply estimates on a 
competitive basis.
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has
the
Capt. Frank B. Cushman 
bought of Charles Henderson 
house and lot which he recently ac­
quired of James McLaughlin.
Alfred M. Strout spent the weekend 
at his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Walter Strout left 
Saturday on a two weeks' vacation 
which will be spent traveling to and 
in Bermuda.
II. Laton Jackson will remove to 
Grove street. Rockland, this week.
Isaac Waterman Seavey, aged 84 
years, died Saturday in Cushing. The 
funeral services will be held at A. D. 
Davis & Sons parlors Tuesday at 2 
p. m.
Joseph Belleman of Lowell, Mass., 
died in Warren Saturday. The de­
ceased occupied a camp and was em­
ployed in logging pulp wood. The 
remains rtre taken in charge by A. 
D. Davis & Son who sent them to 
Lowell Monday.
The Baptist Church will have its 
annual roll call Nov. 6.
Mrs. Charles Copeland. Miss Mar­
garet Copeland, Mrs. William Gray 
and Mrs. Donald George motored to 
Ellsworth and return Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Linnell were 
down from Boston to spend the week­
end and holiday with Mrs. Kate Lin­
nell.
Miss Frances Hahn and Simon 
Hahn spent the weekend at their 
home here.
Arthur McDonald was on from 
New York Saturday to spend two days 
with his brother and sister.
Harris Shaw of Boston with Mrs. 
Maynard Shaw and daughter of Port­
land arrived at H. B. Shaw's Saturday 
lor a few days.
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn, Wil­
liam G. Washburn, Mr. and Mrs 
Rufus Libby, Mrs. Charles H. Wash­
burn and guest Miss Ginn of Caribou. 
Mrs. Abbie F. Rice. Mrs. E. P. Starrett. 
Mrs. Marie B. Singer. Mrs. John 
Brown, Miss Elizabeth Washburn 
Miss Harriet Levensaler, Miss Chris­
tine Moore. Ralph Carroll and E. O'B 
Burgess motored to Wheeler's Bats 
Friday and spent the afternoon with 
Rev. and Mrs. James Chadbourne.
Mrs. Richard Webb and son Rich­
ard who have spent the season with 
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Newbert, accompanied a cousin, Mrs. 
Eva Ellsworth, to Providence. R. I.. 
Saturday. After a visit in Providence 
Mrs. Webb and son will return to 
Belmont. Mass., to live.
Orren Creamer is having his house 
at the Westend shingled. '
The Men's Community Brotherhood 
will meet at the Congregational ves­
try Tuesday evening. Supper will be 
served at 6 o'clock. The speaker will be 
Capt. Wincapaw, well known aviator 
of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Clark returned 
Sunday from Boston.
Mrs. Olive Brasier has returned 
from Friendship after a week's visit 
with Mrs. Kenneth Thompson.
Mrs. Henry L. Bryant and Miss 
Harriet Burgess returned yesterday 
ftcm touring in Mew Hampshire and 
Vermont.
Capt. A. J. Elliot and son Albert. 
Truman Sawyer. Theodore McLain 
Ward Grafton and son William are 
leaving today for the hunting 
grounds In Northern Maine. When 
all of the mighty Thomaston hunt­
ers return deer meat will be avail­
able in abundance.
Thc High School seniors are to 
have a social dance in the gymna­
sium Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Sylvester ol 
Richmond were guests of their sister 
Mrs. Truman Sawyer the latter part 
of the week, going to South Thom­
aston later to spend a few days with 
another sister. Mrs. Frank Turner.
William Rivers of Cushing was a 
business cailer in town yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Davis who spent 
the summer at Coopers Beach, are 
telling friends of the great enjoy­
ment they found in being so near the 
ocean.
Wallace Edgerton and Fred Allen 
of Boston, spent the weekend with 
Mr. Edgerton's sister, Mrs. E. P 
Ahern.
At the meeting of the Garden Club 
with Mrs. J. E. Creighton Saturday a 
tea was served in recognition of the 
birthday of Mrs. Aroline Gorwaiz.
Mrs. Edward P. Ahern has returned 
from a visit in Fairfield.
Miss Mildred Demmons was among 
the home-comers who spent the 
weekend here.
Dr. Louise Jones and Dr. Ruth 
Emery of Portland were weekend 
visitors with Miss Helen Carr.
Miss Anne Saunders and Lincoln 
Smith of Weston, Mass., were week­
end guests of Miss Saunder's aunt 
Mrs. Clara Ellerson.
Aaron Clark and a friend from 
Massachusetts are among the hunt­
ers in the forests of Maine.
Miss Evelyn Donahue who has 
been visiting her sister. Mrs. Frank 
Dooley in Arlington and her sister 
Anna Donohue in Boston, arrived 
home Saturday.
Rev. Joseph Strout who has been 
in Millbridge for several weeks is the 
guest of friends in town.
Mrs. Harriet Jameson who spent 
the summer with her son, Dr. Harold 
Jameson in Camden, and at Spruce 
Head with her daughter, will pass 
the winter with the latter in East 
Milton, Mass. Mrs. Jameson also 
visited -friends in Thomaston.
The Scott Young house on Beech- 
woods street is having a new cover­
ing of shingles.
The Pentecostal Church has leased 
thc room in the Crawford building 
recently vacated by Mr Tuttle.
William N. Wallace, 80, died yes­
terday. Funeral services will be held 
at thic Davis parlors Wednesday at 
2 o'clock.
TO AN IVY-CLAD ELM
I For The Courier-Gazette I 
Other trees are turning yellow;
Still, thou hold'st thy lingering green. 
High above the winding roadway 
Where the autos flash their sheen. 
Garments, gorgeous more than these. 
Deck thee more than other trees.
The spirits of tfie woodland bore, 
long since, and laid It at thy door.
A child of clinging tendern-.-
Which, nursed by thee, should be thy
dress.
Which, adding dark to lighter green.
In summer beauty with thee seen.
Now, by thy guardian's hand divine,
Is stained with richest ruby wine.
Whose glories modest shade-, o'erwhelnt 
In autumn triumph, stately elm.
R. D. Brodie
Long Cove
Some churchgoers are like plated
Silver; they exhibit a gleaming veneer,
but it doesn’t wear well. -Rev. Lionel
B. Fletcher.
Jamoke” Is The Navy's Standard Beverage; 
U. & Sailors Drink a Quart of Coffee a Day
< i •.«*’lit
Mess cooks of the U.S.S. Arkansas line up on deck for the 
daily inspection of coffee pots. (Left) Sailors on board the 
California enjoying an extra potful of ‘‘jamoke" before turn­
ing to for a deck scrubbing detail.
u -*
■!'
SARGON AS A TONIC
Inceases Bodily Vigor and 
Gives a Hearty Appetite
THE United States Navy drinks enough coffee every year to float a battleship. In 1918, when the 
Navy had considerable work to do 
in foreign parts, it used 680 tons 
of "jamoke,” which is John Sailor- 
mans jargon for the beverage that 
has taken the place of the old time 
grog ration. Add to 6S0 tons of 
ground coffee the water, sugar and 
cream that goes with it, and you 
have a sizeable pond for a full- 
fledged dreadnought.
Aboard ship in the Navy
"jamoke” is to be had at all times, 
and there is no limit to the amount 
the seamen may drink. Aside from 
regular meals, it is served to them 
coming off and going on watch, 
and, w‘h,en the weather is boister­
ous, they are permitted to raid the 
galley for a mug of steaming brew 
at any hour of the day or night. 
And Navy coffee is of the best 
quality, brewed according to the 
regulations of the official Navy 
cookbook. On the average, every 
American sailor drinlfs a quart of 
it a day.
Some years ago certain civilian 
elements set up a clamor against 
the serving of coffee to “our poor 
sailors” because it was a stimulant. 
The Medical Corps promptly in­
stituted an investigation in all 
naval hospitals and aboard ships. 
Exhaustive scientific tests, later
confirmed by ndependent experi­
ments at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, remonstrated conclu­
sively that, far from being in­
jurious, coffee had a distinct 
dietary value. It was found to be 
useful, not only because of its 
stimulating effect on brains, nerves 
and muscles, tut also because it 
made a real contribution to diet 
as a “food auxiliary.”
Coffee, too, was found to be a 
peculiar and a very important as­
set to the Navy in that it helped 
to prevent seasickness. Seasick 
sailors, as some authority has said, 
have never yet won a battle.
50 Cents a Man
There used, to be a popular super­
stition that food aboard a fighting 
craft consisted almost entirely of 
beans and hardtack, with occasional 
bread pudding. Even today, when 
one realizes that the Navy food ra­
tion is only 50 cents per day per 
man, it is difficult to believe that 
sailors are well fed. But the Navy 
feeds them well, with plenty of 
milk and fresh vegetables and meat 
and rich desserts. And with "sec­
onds” and “thirds.”
Aboard such a ship as the U.S.S. 
West Virginia there are 1400 men, 
for whom the Chief Commissary 
Steward has a daily allowance of 
$700. His ie a job that requires
close and careful budgeting, for the 
Navy insists that he keep within 
his allowance, yet he must observe 
the dietary ru'.es laid down by regu­
lations and, at the same time, 
please John Sailorman, who has to 
be kept happy if he is to be kept 
afloat.
Oi course, Navy supplies are pur­
chased by contract in huge whole­
sale lots so that the "Steward has 
at the outset a tremendous advan­
tage over the frugal housewife. 
And the Steward has gone through 
the cooks' and bakers’ school and 
has worked himself up from a "gal­
ley slide” to his present responsi­
ble position. He knows what goes 
on.
Tho Navy cookbook specifies 
clearly that every meal served 
must include certain "protective 
foods," such as butter, milk, eggs 
and vegetables or fruit or both. 
Fresh fruits are favored for break­
fast, especially oranges and grape­
fruit, and oatmeal is scheduled to 
appear on the menu at least once 
a week. Soup for dinner, except 
in warm weather, and meat and 
fresh vegetables. Relishes and 
condiments are recommended: 
sweet dessert after dinner is tho 
invariable rule. And “jamoke," in 
large and fragrant quantities.
The instant and record-breaking 
success of Sargon is easily explained. 
Its effect is almost immediate. Right 
front thc first few doses people who 
are suffering from lowered vitality- 
loss of appetite, poor assimilation am. 
elimination, begin to feel its stimu­
lating tonic effects. Thousands ot 
toxic, run down men and women who 
have taken it report it seems to pick 
them right up and put them on their 
feet.
It is r.ot only a powerful recon­
structive tone, designed to imparl 
tone and strength to the entire sys­
tem. but it is a constitutional treat- I 
ment as well and exerts a tremend­
ous influence upon the processes of I 
assimilation and elimination. It also 
contains ingredients of recognized 
therapeutic value which are valuable 
for their influence upon the appetite 
and digestion.
If you do not wake up in the morn-1 
ings feeling rested and refreshed and 
ready for a good hearty breakfast; if 
you are not brim full of energy and 
ready for a good day's work, you are 
not enjoying the blessings of health 
that should be yours.
It is not natural for people to simp­
ly drag through life never knowing 
what it is to enjoy a well day. Na­
ture never intended it and unless you 
are suffering from some organic or 
specific disease. Sargon and Sargon 
Soft Mass Pills are designed to over­
come your troubles and give you a 
new grip on life.
Wherever constipation exists Sar­
gon Soft tylass Pills are a necessary 
part oi the Sargon treatment and 
should be taken daily until regularity j 
of bowel movement is well established.
Sargon now has the largest sale of 
any medicine of its kind ln the world 
today and may well be considered one 
of the greatest health giving remedies 
of the age.
Sargon may be obtained in Rock­
land at he Corner Drug Store. Inc. 
-adv. 123-lt
Thc problem of thc hour for thc 
politicians; How dry is dry enough? 
—Albany Knickerbocker Press.
WHEN IN BOSTON- Remember that you 
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with 
ihe home news, al the Old South News Agency, 
Washington St . next Old South Church.
Kidneys 
bother you.
If troubled with backache, 
kidney irregularities and dis­
turbed sleep,don’t take chancesl 
Help your kidneys at the first 
sign of disorder. Use Doan’s Pills. 
Praised for 50 years. Endorsed 
by thousands of grateful users. 
Get Doan’s today.
Doan's
PILL!
Color of Army Uniforms
Khaki is derived from a Hindu 
word meaning dust-colored. In some 
parts of India the roads aud fields 
are very dusty during the dry sea­
son. Their appearance nt that time 
Is the color originally described as 
khaki. British troops in India 
adopted this color for protection in 
1882, und the United States adopt­
ed it during the Spanish-American 
war. The color of today’s Ameri­
can army uniform is olive drab.
Early Church Chimes
In 1723, Christ churcli was built 
In Boston, and in 1744 a chime of 
hells, produced in England, was 
placed in the steeple. One is In­
scribed: ‘‘We are the first ring of 
be!, cast for the British empire ln 
North America,” nnd on another Is 
Inscribed “Abel Rudhall of Ulouces-, 
ter cast us all. Anno 1744.”
Early Fountain Pens
According to the Encyclopedia 
Britannica, fountain pens or “foun­
tain Inkhorns” are heard of ns fur 
back as the beginning of the Eight­
eenth century. In these pens, the 
holder Is used ns a reservoir from 
which ink Is supplied. We have 
no record as to how ’these pens 
were constructed.
Mathematics
The theories of equation and pro­
portion were introduced among the 
Greeks by Thales. These were 
elaborated by Pythagoras, Greek 
philosopher of the Sixth century, 
B. <?., to whom is due the honor of 
having raised mathematics to the 
rank of a science. 1
Little Harm From Moss
As a general rule Spanish moss 
will grow on trees without proving 
a hindrance in any way. There 
are cases on record when It would 
seein that Spanish moss lias con­
tributed to the death of a particu­
lar tree, but other factors also were 
present.
Put Out Those Fires I
Statistics show that more game 
is killed annually by careless camp­
ers who leave their fires alight than 
by the guns of hunters. The loss 
from flame In timber country ia in­
calculable. To preserve these re­
sources, extinguish all embers.
Inadequacy of Words
The philosopher Kant demon­
strated how feeble were words 
when lie proved both sides of the 
same propositions. More and'more 
the inadequacy of words to express 
thought is demonstrated ln the en­
largement of vocabularies.
New Ground for Divorce
After having done over the two 
kitchen chairs, n Louisville woman 
discovered that she had a little lac­
quer left, nnd so she surprised her 
husband by putting a Chinese red 
finish on two of his golf clubs.—, 
Louisville Times.
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to exceed . 
hree lines Inserted once for 25 rents. 3 time*-] 
or 50 cents. Additional lln*« 5 cents eaclr» 
or one time. 10 cents for three times. Six 
words make a line.
Wanted
WANTED—Sales woman of ability.. 
Permanent position. References. Ad-' 
Iress In writing S. K., The Courie^-Ga- I 
sette. 123-tl
WANTED—Housekeeper's position ln 
espectable male family, good home pre­
erred to high wages, or care of an in- 
a’.id, have boy 9. best references for 
loth of us. Call or write to MRS. SUSIE 
L BROWN. 259 Talbot Ave, city. 123*125
WANTED—To trade for pullets or will 
*ell cheap 1‘4 ton Reo truck, in good 
•onditlon. has dump and stake bodies. 
J. W. MULLOY. West Rockport. Phone 
Gamden 152-4. 122*124
WANTED—Child to board during the 
lay. TEL. 1030-W. 122*124
WANTED—Girl for general house 
vork. Apply WINDSOR HOTEL. Myrtle 
3t. 121-123
WANTED—Girl or young woman to 
handle sales novelty—big money for 
mart personality. References required. 
?all at ROCKLAND PHOTO STUDIO 
'39 Main St.. Rockland. 121-123
WANTED —Middle aged woman for
tousework for man. light work, small 
mv. but good home. Call at 26 LINDEN 
3T. 123*125
WANTED—By collector silver mugs, 
ipoons, tumblers and dishes. 103 years 
>ld or over Highest prices paid. BOX 
31. Rockland. 120*131
WANTED -Experienced 
MODERN PANTS CO.
stitchers at
118-tf
For Sale
POR SALE—House and lot of land 
known as the John Simpson place. 64 
Rankin St.. Rockland. A modern, well. 
xppolnted house, could readily be con­
certed into two tenements. The lot is ' 
X) feet wide and contains beautiful shade i 
trees. It extends back 120 feet from Ran- ; 
kin to Hill street and has sufficient land 1 
for two extra house lots. Also a Me- i 
?hall upright piano, $85; antique table, 
‘60; Empire bureau (pineapple carved 
egs), $60; one 4-burner oil stove, used j 
very little. $15. All kinds of household . 
.’urniture at very low prices. Sale ends ; 
Saturday night at 9 o'clock. E. W. PIKE : 
Pel, 897-J Rockland.______________ 123-125 I
FOR SALE—Pure bred Ayrshire heifer, i
1 mo. old. Chester sow. right age for 
weeding, or to dress later. R. A. WAL­
LACE, South Union, Me_________ 123*125
FOR SALE—Cheap, pair of young!
xorses. weight about 2800 lbs. TEL- 83 
Thomaston.________________________123*125 '
FOR SALE—One 200 acre farm; one 
175 acre farm; four 100 acre farms; all 
n or near Rockland. These are all 
dee farms with god buildings. A 
hance to get in business for yourself.
?lty homes that are a pride to any 
community.
If you arc taking for something in real , 
estate I will be glad to talk it over. Tel. 
766-J FREEMAN S YOUNG. 163 Main 
3t.. Rockland. 123-128
SEE
And Hear The
NEW CROSLEY 
RADIO
The “Buddy”
' $64.50
Complete
Installed i;i your home
E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
AUTHORIZED 
CROSLEY DEALER
121-122
Lost and Found
LOST—Khaki truck cover between 
Washington and Camden Finder notify 
A S. PRINCE, Camden. Tel. 97, and re­
ceive reward, or phone 770, Rodkland.
122-124
To Let
TO LET—Furnished room for light 
housekeplng. all conveniencs. CALL 
618-R_______________________________123-tf
TO LET—Modern flat in Thomaston, 
first floor. 6 rooms and bath. EVELYN 
PEASLEE. Tel.J89-W Rockland. 123-lt
TO LET—Furnished apartment. Liv­
ing loom, kitchen, shed, gas stove, coal 
Nice china closet at half I range lights and water. Adults only. 72* 
------------ 123*1281
FQR SALE— g<
>rlce. Must be sold this week as party CAMDEN ST 
3 going .away. Call at 4 LINDEN ST.
123*125
WARREN
Thursday Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Har­
mon had as their guests Mrs. Minnie 
H. Wyman and Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Chapman of Newcastle.
Ralph Spear and Roy Harding are 
painting the buildings belonging tc 
?. D. Starrett.
Fred Butler is having his house 
painted.
Mrs. Boynton Maxey was ill two 
days last week.
Lester Dolham is employed with 
W. E. Dornan & Son.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Starrett ac­
companied by Mrs. C. H. Conant mo­
tored to Farmingham Friday. Miss 
Jennie Starrett returned with them 
to spend the weekend.
Gilbert Harmon of Bowdoin Col­
lege spent two days last week with 
lis parents.
Inspection of the Crescent Temple 
Pythian Sisters took place Friday 
evening with D.D.G.C. Rachel Dil­
lon of Mars Hill in charge. Fifty- 
two members were present and 3C 
guests. Other temples representec 
.vere Belfast, Camden. Thomaston 
and Friendship. Members of this 
lodge are always pleased tc have visit­
ors from other places. A G o'clock 
supper was served.
Miss Doris Hyler attended the Re­
bekah Assembly at Lewiston today.
Percy Howard and Donald Kennis­
ton are employed in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hysom of 
Christmas Cove have been guests of 
Mr .and Mrs. H. M. Robinson.
* * * *
Mr. and Mrs. William Hilt of How­
ard. R. I., and Miss Mary Hilt of 
East Unon called on relatives Friday.
Mrs. Laura Starrett was hostess to 
a dinner party given to ten Friday. 
A New England boiled dinner fur­
nished the menu. Those present 
were: Miss Susie Hahn. Mrs. Forrest 
Spear, Mrs. Harlow Brown. Mrs 
Flora Peabody, Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. 
Mrs. Charles McKellar. Mrs. Robert 
Walker, Mrs. W. H. Robinson and 
Mrs. Nancy Clark.
A bridge club was organized fit the 
home of Mrs. Flora Peabody Thurs­
day evening and these officers elect­
ed: Robert Walker, president; Laura 
Starrett. secretary; Evelyn Robin­
son, treasurer.
Friends of Lee Walker arc sorry to 
learn of his relapse.
Miss Pauline Starrett entertained 
40 friends at a birthday party given 
in her honor by her mother, Mrs. 
Benjamin Starrett. ably assisted by 
Mrs. Flora Peabody, in the attractive 
rooms of thc Hilltop Inn Friday 
evening. Games were played and a 
pleasant time spent. After thc 
guests had found their places at the 
tables, the lights were turned off and 
the refreshments of ice cream, cake 
and fancy cookies served by candle­
light. Miss Starrett, who is 14, was 
the pleased recipient of two cakes 
and many gifts. Out of town guests 
were Carl Oxton and Miss Sybil 
Hawes of Union, and Misses Mary 
Ginn and Marion Ginn of Rockland.
The Ghost Club is abroad again. 
Friday night at their pleasant home 
at North Warren Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
McPhail were hosts to a Halloween 
party. The guests entered by the 
cellar and passed through a chamber 
of horrors there. Strange winds 
blew in unexpected plnces, a cow bell 
jangled, nnd ghostly hands which wc 
suspect belonged to "Al" clutched
at the empty air ,and an unknown 
corpse completed the ordeal. A 
pleasant time was spent by games, 
stunts and music, to say nothing of 
the “wise cracks" made by several 
members. Finally the evening was j 
rounded out by a pie-eating contest 
‘n which six participated. The pie 
vas very moist blueberry and the 
•ontest a as won by Raymond Kcn- 
liston. Home made fudge, cider, 
foughnuts were served buffet style.
James Harmon of Bridgton spent 
:wo days in town last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Davis and 
Drin Harding returned to Linfield. 
Mass.. Mondav after a visit with Mr. 
md Mrs. Benjamin Harding.
Recently Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
beach were pleasantly surprised by 
several neighbors and friends at a 
;hower given at the home of Mrs. 
Elizabeth Leach. Refreshments were 
■erved and a social time enjoyed by 
ill. Mr. and Mrs. Leach arc living 
in Union street. Rockland and have 
the best wishes of friends.
Mrs. Elizabeth Leach is selling out. 
ireparing to spend the winter with 
ver daughter, Mrs. Loring Orff, 
Thomaston. (
Several from here went to the 
opening of the airport at Rockland 
Sunday.
Mrs. Illrry Beane has bought a 
new Ford sedap.
Herbert Kenniston and Levere 
Jones were home from Bucksport for 
the weekend.
Chester Wallace and C. E. Over­
look have new Ford trucks.
« * * «
Mrs. Ray Griffin and daughter ac-1 
companied by Mrs. Clarence Munsey! 
of Rockland, started for Florida; 
Monday, the former to go to her | 
home at West Palm Beach and the, 
tatter to join her husband at Dania. ,
Mr and Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson; 
and son Junior. Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes i 
and daughter Sybil of Union went to j 
Canton by motor Sunday where they I 
called on L. E. Norwood.
William Dobbins is doing some 
shingling on Hilltop Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunningham 
returned from Marmaroneck, N. Y„ 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oliver of 
Abington. Mass., arrived Sunday to I 
spent a few days with Mr. and Mrs. 
F. L. Davis.
Miss Marjorie Spear of Rockland 
spent the weekend with her parents, ’ 
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley called! 
| on Mrs. Elizabeth Levensaler at,
Waldoboro Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hahn and 
family of Belfast visited relatives. 
here Sunday.
Guests of Miss Mabel Crawford 
ar.d Edwin Crawford Sunday were:
; Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. Vose of Rockland and R. M. 
Spear and N. C Crawford of War­
ren Village.
Each year twenty-five per cent of 
the freshman class at Harvard enjoy 
the first year to such an extent that 
they repeat it.—A. Lawrence Lowell.
A DfUBETIC 
TOR ■
THE KIDAEYS
Maybe They Enjoy It
Jim Tunkins says game laws will 
never he strict enough to prevent n 
large section of the population from 
going hunting for nothing when 
they might be getting something by 
work.—Washington Star.
FOR SALE—Eskimo Spitz pups. AL- 
3ERT E McPHAIL, Warren. Me. 123^126
FOR SALE —Dry spruce slabs, sawed 
stove length. $1.25 per foot. R, S. JOR- 
PAN 6 Kelley lane Tel. 522-M 123-tf
FOP. SALE—Wardrobe trunk, standard 
ilze, brand new. <25. TEL. 593-R. 
___________________ _____________ 123*125
FOR SALE—Ten good pigs, GEORGE 
M SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. Tel. 4 
Rockland.__________________________123-125
FOR SALE--Or to let. Essex automo- 
)ile truck equipped for the puropse of 
elling hot dogs and toasted sand­
wiches. Easy terms’ Inquire FREDER­
ICK WALTZ. 165 Broadway. Tel. 392-M 
122-tf
FOR SALE—Rich black loam, also cow 
dressing. W. W. BUTLER. Rockland. 
Tel. 603-M. 123-125
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Harriette Carver who has re­
turned home from Knox Hospital has 
been boarding with Mrs. Jennie Wot- 
ton. Miss Katherine Cole of Cam­
den is working for Mrs. Carver.
Frank Mooilan has sold his house 
to Miss Burdell Strout of Rockland. 
Mr. Moorlan has bought a place at 
Matinicus where he will move his 
family.
SALE EXTRAORDINARY OF
Chamber Sets-Mattresses 
Dining Room Chairs 
Tables etc.
We are selling the entire furnishings of the 
Rockport Hotel, planning to complete by thc 
end of the month.
Furnishings of all sorts—Beds and Mattresses 
of exceptionally fine quality
ROCKPORT HOTEL
Central Square Rockport, Me.
Call at the Hotel
121-123
We make our printing say ‘Hello’ STATIONERY
. . . cordially, interestingly, nt- BOOKLETS
tractively. We make type te’.'.c BROCHURES
with ready attention and eon- FLCADFIDES
vincing salesmanship. We pirn CFFICE AND
your printing requirements with FACTORY
intelligence and economy. FORMS
15he Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine
Watch Winds Itself
The slightest movement will 
serve to wind up a particularly sen­
sitive watch invented by a Lan­
cashire (England) watchmaker. If 
It is worn continuously, a ‘‘free 
wheel” prevents it getting over­
wound.
Fabled City of Richness
El Dorado was the name of a 
fabulous city of great wealth which 
during tho Sixteenth, Seventeenth 
nnd part of the Eighteenth century 
was supposed to exist somewhere 
In the northern part of South Amer­
ica.
Facsimile
“Are you sure this Is your moth­
er's signature on this excuse?” a 
teacher asked, as she doubted the 
genuineness. “Yes, er, as near as 
I could make It,” was the admis­
sion after some stammering.
Cell’s Long Vitality
Tiny life cells, which have lain 
dormant for possibly 200,000,000 
years, have been revived by Dr. C. 
B, Llpman of the University uf Cali­
fornia.—Popular Mechanic.* Maga­
zine.
Fairy Tale
Once upon a time a truck went 
Into the ditch as a result of the 
driver trying to Pdge over enough 
so a coming flivver would have 
plenty of room to pass.—Cincinnati 
Enquirer.
Shame ia pespair
“To give over to despair,” said 
HI IIo, the sage of Chinatown, ‘‘is 
to confess that you have become 
too indolent to face the task merely 
of living."—Washington Star.
Woman in Politics
Jud Tunkins says one mistake a 
woman is likely to make in politics 
Is thinking that all the rest of the 
world Is as easy to convince as her 
husband.—Washington Star.
Uncle Eben
“De trouble dat you makes foh 
yoliself,” said Uncle Eben, “usually 
gives you de privilege of brnggln’ 
dat you did a purty good Job.”— 
Washington Star.
Stone Age Still Exist*
There are primitive tribes exist­
ing today that have not developed 
beyond the use of crude stone weap­
ons and that are literally men of 
the Stone age.
From Wild Ancestor
The holiday turkey, of whatever 
variety, traces Its ancestry back 
to some of the four species that 
once grew wild in America.
FOR SALE—Dodge Straight Eight 
standard sedan. Sept, delivery. Driven 
.00 miles. Sold to settle estate of late 
3. H Hart. CALL 153.___________ 122* 124
FOR SALE—New 4-room bungalow 
md barn at Spruce Head. Apply to AL­
FRED K. HOCKING. St George Tel. 
Tenant’s Harbor 11-13 or Te!. Rockland 
21-3. 122-tf
FOR SALE—Large blue and white por- 
'e’ain enameled kitchen range, like new. 
?rlce $50 00 MRS. J. FITZGERALD. 
Appleton, Maine. 122*124
FOR SALE—Apples, McIntosh Reds, 
Pound Sweets and Snows. J. F. CALD- 
SRWOOD. _Ujiion. Me.___________ 122’ 124
FOR SALE—Unright piano, $60. W. F. 
TIBBETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R 
_________ _______ ______________ 122-tf
FOR SALE—One ton truck, in good 
-unnlng order. $80. W. F. TIBBETTS 
148 Union St, Tel. 297-R 122-tf
FOR SALE—Two electric motors. 7’2 
h. p. and 2 h. p.. in good shape; also 
Standard computing scales. W. F. TIB­
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
122-tf
TO LET—Six room house, lights, toilet • 
and shed. 16 Fulton St. H. B. BARTER. 
Tel. 25 or 1017-J.____________________123-tf
TO LET—Three room nouse at 19 Law­
rence St. Adults only. Apply at 14 
Scott St__________________________ 123*125
TO LET—Houses. Very reasonable 
rent, are situated near old depot. FRED­
RICK U. WALTZ, 165 Broadway Tel. 
3^-M._____________________________ 123-125
TO LET—House on Spring St. MRS. 
JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St. Tel. 
42-W.____________________________ 123-tf
TO LET—Repair or blacksmith shop. 
Lindsey St. MRS. A B CROCKETT 754 
Main St__________________________ 123-125
TO LET—Furnished tenement of 5 
rooms. Good location. In good con- ■ 
dition. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main 
St. Tel. 77.________________________ 122-tf
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U. 
COLLINS. 375 Main St. TelL77. l?2-tf
TO LET—Comfortably heated room 
with bath at 10 RANKIN ST 121-123
TO LET—Two nice stores with good 
cellars at 15 and 19 Tillson Ave. 
GEORGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave. 
Tel 4, Rockland.__________________121-123
TO LET—Good clean dry storage for 
furniture and stoves. Inquire J. H. 
MELVIN. 21 Gay St._______________ 121*123
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for 
. light housekeeping. Inquire 34 FULTON 
ST. Tel 733-M.___________________ 121*123
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. 
MRS. W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St. 
Tel. 874-W. 120-tf
TO LET—Fine space for storage. 
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
O-t  I
120-tf
TO LET—A house on Purchase St.. 5 
rooms, modern. Call at 41 FULTON ST. 
Tel. 213-R._________________________ 120-tf
TO LET—Garage. $5 month. V. F. 
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 120-tf
________________________________ _______ TO LET—Furnished room. Inquire at
FOR SALE—Hard wood. Fitted. 14; long ’ ,60 WILLOW ST or Tel. 1089-Y. 120*125
wood. $10: Just sawed. $12; also lumber. 
T. J. CARROLL Tel 263-21_______ 122-tf
TOR SALE—Work horse. 6 years old. 
JOHN McKENZIE. Spruce Head 
__________________________________ 121-123
FOR SALE—Thc fine Stromberg-Carl- 
■on radios, a Roils Royce of all radios. 
Can be seen and heard at 53 Tillson Ave. 
SHAPIRO BROS.. Rockland. 121-tf
FOR SALE—1915 Hudson touring car. 
?ood running order. Price $50 cash. E. 
O. PERKINS. Riverside 8t„ Warren, Me.
121-123
FOR SALE—R. I. Red pullets. W. A 
PAUL, Rockport._________________ 121*123
FOR SALE—One double geared winch, 
will lift ten ton, could be used to haul 
out boats, and one ten horse power 
hoisting engine ln good condition. E. 
H PHILBRICK. Tel. 398-3 Camden. 
___________ 120*128
TO LET—Tenement. B rooms, all mod- 
j ern. D. L. McCARTY. Northend drug 
J store. ___________________________ 119-tf
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for 
light housekeeping. Lights, gas. Adults 
i only. E. N. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St.
Tel. 804-J.___________ _____________ 119-tt.
TO LET—Five room furnished apart. 
All modern Improvements. Inquire at, 
12 ELM ST. _____________________ 117-tf
TO LET—Fohr room apartment with
1 bath, also another of 5 rooms and toilet. 
ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89 Park St. 
Tel. 438-J.____________________ 116-tf
TO LET—Six room house on Grace St, 
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
_____________________ 112-tf
TO LET—Mrs. C. F. Simmons will let
her apartment of 5 rooms to a respon­
sible party for the winter. Call at 21 
TALBOT AVE or Tel 8-R.________ 111-tf
TO LET—Upper Hat, 12 Cedar St., four 
rooms, electric lights. toilet. MRS. .1. A. 
JAMESON, 40 North (Malli SI. Tel. 436-R. 
__________ 108-tf
FOR SALE—One piano, one bedroom 
suite, extension dlnmg room table, >a 
doz. oak chairs. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park
St. Tel. 1080._______________________118-tf ______________________________ _
POR SALE—Mill wood 4 ft. long. $6.50; ! To LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block, 
stove length. $8; fitted wood. $14- also' APP*V 4° B. B SMITH, Thorndike & Hix 
lumber L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D„ I Lobster Co. Tel. 208. 118-tf
Thomaston. 118-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip­
tions ln Rockland. A large list of sum­
mer cottages. In fact all kinds of real 
estate. Come and talk over my list If 
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS. 
375 Main St. Tel. 77. 118-tf
FOR SALE—Stromberg Carlson radio
set with "B" eliminator, "A" Willard Unit 
Sonochorde speaker. Excellent condi­
tion. May be seen at 54 UNION STREET. 
Tel. 45-M, Rockland 119*121-tf
FOR SALE—Wood, fitted. $14; furnace 
Junks. $12. Call THOMASTON 122-2.
___________________  114-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wooa
Miscellaneous
NOTICE—On and after this date I 
will be responsible for no bills contracted 
by any one other than myself. LOWELL 
A BOWLEY. Union.________________123*125
NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE YOUR 
rugs cleaned, and windows washed. I do 
anything ln the cleaning line Refer­
ences. ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 24 Holme3 
St. Phone 833-J. 123*128
RUG AND KNITTED YARNS—For 
sale by manufacturer; samples free. H. 
A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me 123-134
long $10- lunks $12- soft wond^mlr/su' I ‘vm—.nia is to nomy an persons
L F TOLMAN* Tel 263-13 114 125 that I will be responsible for no bills ex-luusan. lei. zo.l u. 114-125 cept th0?e contracted by myself, in per­
son. WILDER C. MOORE. Warren. Oct.FOR SALE—Used Frlgidalre refrlgera
tor. excellent condition, real bargain 
Inquire CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO 
Rockland. 114-tf
FOR SALE—Pianos—12 bargains ln
summer cottage rented pianos. Just used--- --------- from J5() tQ $150. t)?rmg
117-tf
one season 
THOMAS. PIANO MAN. Camden.'
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember ihat you
can buy enptes of The Courier-Gazette with 
the borne news, at the obi South News Agency 
Washington SI., next Old South Church.
NOTICE This Is to notify all persons
14. 1930. 123*125
, NOTICE—Notice is hereby given of the 
loss of deposit book numbered 1469 ’ 
Issued by the Thomaston Savings Bank* 
and the owner of said book asks for 
duplicate in accordance with the pro­
visions of the State Law. GEORGES NA­
TIONAL BANK successor to the Thom­
aston Savings Bank. Thomaston. Maine. 
By L.S. Levensaler. Cashier. 120-T-126
ORDER YOUR BANKING BRUSH 
early. Good large loads for your money. 
Call L. B. SMITH. Rockland 598-M.
121*132
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine
Quality Work, Family Washings 
Called For and Delivered 
Parcel Delivery Service
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
The Accumulative 
Effect of Good 
Advertising 
Cannot
Be Overestimated
DR. JOHN LUNT. Medium, will be at 
the home of R. A. Greene. 38 Beech St., 
every Tuesday for readings and treat­
ment by appointment. TEL. 1186-X.
_____________ __________ 120-tf
PARTS FOR ALL MAKES OF RANGES
and furnaces may be obtained at STON­
INGTON FURNITURE CO.. 313-319 Main 
St., Rockland. Tel. 980,___________ 117-129
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws 
and repair vour furniture at 216 LIME- 
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010._______________ 118-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. 
Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.M 
Tel. 519-J. 118-tf
. FARMS. COUNTRY Homes, cottages
| j and estates, up-to-date property, ln the 
garden spot of Maine—Penobscot Bav. 
Write us what you want. ORRIN J. , 
DICKEY, Belfast, Me. U8-W
»
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Society
In addition to personal notes reirardln, 
departures and arrivals, this department espe 
dally desires Information of soetal happenings 
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or 
telephone still he gladly received. 
TELEPHONE __ ________ ___ _________ 771
Dr. and Mrs, E. L. Scarlott left this 
morning for a week’s stay in Boston.
Mrs. Catherine Buker and son Ed­
ward and Miss Pauline Guth of Ban­
gor were weekend guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. John M. Richardson.
Robert Gregory spent the weekend 
at home from Lowell Textile In­
stitute.
Mrs. Ethel Butler who has been 
with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Clough at 
the Henry farm, Beauchamp Point, 
for the past two months, has fin­
ished her duties there. She left on 
Monday for Bath where she will visit 
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. S. Bartlett, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Hull of Sharon, 
Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Hull's 
mother, Mrs. Sarah Hull, Water 
street.
Rev. and Mrs. Walter S. Rounds at­
tended the Bowdoin-Williams football 
game in Brunswick Saturday, and 
saw a good one. as the writer can tes­
tify. Mr. Rounds’ son William is a 
member of the freshman class at 
Bowdoin.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunt, Miss 
Callie Smith, Fred Robinson and 
Charles Jones motored to Bingham 
Sunday, visiting several points of in­
terest enroute. One of these was the 
Wayne axe factory in Oakland. The 
weather savored of July rather than 
October and the outdoor picnic was 
enjoyed by everybody, including thc 
unwelcome visitors.
The Woman's Missionary Society 
of the Littlefield Memorial Church 
will meet in the vestry Thursday at 2 
o’clock for program, work and busi­
ness. Election of officers will take 
place.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Littlefield of 
Orono were weekend guests of Supt. 
and Mrs. E. L. Toner.
The Daughters of Union Veter­
ans will have an auction party at 
G.A.R. hall Tuesday evening, with 
Mrs. F. Helen Paladino as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Chatto and 
son Warren of West Brooklin were 
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Le­
roy Chatto, McLoud street.
Mr .and Mrs. George Gay and sons 
Alvary and Stanley motored to Ban­
gor and Brewer Sunday, having as 
a dinner guest Albert Hallowell, for­
merly of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Larsen, sons 
Albert and Bernard, and Miss Jane 
Thyng, of Waterville, were guests 
Sunday of Mrs. Larsen’s mother, 
Mrs. Isabdllc Burpee.
Theodore Bird left yesterday to re­
sume his studies at the Northeastern 
University.
The first meeting of the Methebesec 
Club for the season takes place Fri­
day afternoon at 2.30 at the home of 
Mrs. Annie Stevens, 49 Talbot avenue. 
Members are requested to respond to 
the roll call with a current event. 
Mrs. Lydia Storer, contralto, will 
augment the program with solos.
Mrs. Chauncey Keene entertained 
the T Club Friday evening at her 
home on North Main street.
The ladies of the Congregational 
Church are serving supper tomorrow 
night at 6 o’clock, with Mrs. Ruth 
McBeath as chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz (Anna 
Coombs i leave tomorrow for Saginaw, 
Mich., where they will visit relatives 
of Mr. Paulitz’ before continuing on 
to West Palm Beach, Fla., for the 
winter.
Mrs. A. C. White left for Boston 
yesterday where she will spend the 
winter with her daughter, Miss 
Corinne White, after making an ex­
tended visit with Mr. and Mrs. R. C. 
I Wentworth, Broadway.
Miss Eleanor Bird was home from 
Old Town over the weekend.
Mrs. L. E. McRae has arrived home 
from a week in Boston.
Chapin Class is holding its first 
supper of the season tonight in the 
Universalist vestry at 6 o'clock, with 
Mrs. Katherine Veazie in charge.
Capt. F. L. Green arrives from New 
York tomorrow, and accompanied by 
! Mrs. Green and daughter Delma will 
’ leave Thursday for a two weeks’
I hunting trip in northern Maine.
The BPW Club is sponsoring a 
bridge party in the Thorndike Grill 
tomorrow evening, with play begin­
ning at 7.45. Mrs. Donald Perry and 
i Mrs. Francis Louraine are heading 
| thc committee in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Mullen of Bel­
fast and Miss Jennie Guptill of this 
city motored to Livermore Falls Sun­
day where they were guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. R. J. Anderson.
Mrs. Frank W. Duffney, who has 
made her home at Rockland since her 
marriage, has returned to Portland 
; and with Mr. Duffney will reside at 
510 Stevens avenue. Mrs. Duffney 
is a pianist and as Miss Ione Sturgis 
lackee was a former member of the 
Portland Rossini Club. During her 
two years at Rockland Mrs. Duffney 
had charge of the music at the New 
Strand Theatre at Boothbay Harbor, 
where she was the organist. Mr. 
Duffney is connected with the Metro­
politan Life Insurance Company of 
Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Duffney 
spent last winter in Lawrence. Mass., 
* where Mrs. Duffney was engaged in 
professional work.
RYDER-DEMMONS
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Horace 
Demmons, 59 Sydney street, Dor­
chester, Mass., was the scene of a 
charming fall wedding Saturday 
evening when at 8 o'clock their 
daughter, Frances Vivian, was united 
in marriage to Raymond Walter 
Ryder, also of Dorchester.
To the strains of the Mendelssohn 
wedding march, played by the Misses 
Florence Brien and Dorothy Porter, 
The bridal party entered the living 
room and took places beneath an arch 
of green and white.
The bride, on the arm of her 
brother, was attended by Miss Kath­
erine McFee of Wellesley, Mass., was 
joined at the arch by Rev. Eugene 
Dolloff, pastor of the Blaney Me­
morial Church of Milton, Mass. The 
groom and his attendane, John 
Wilkes of Attleboro, Mass., a cousin 
of the groom. The single ring cere­
mony service was used.
During the ceremony Mrs. Frances 
Bryan sang "Because God Made Thee 
Mine." After the ceremony an in­
formal reception was held and re­
freshments were served.
Miss Demmons was gowned in 
white satin with veil and carried a 
bouquet of white roses, lilies of the 
valley and orange blossoms. Miss 
McFee wore orchid satin and carried 
yellow roses. ,
The couple left immediately for a 
short wedding trip, thence to their 
new home in Springfield, Mass. The 
bride is a graduate of Girls High 
School of Boston and the Western 
Union School of Telegraphy in Bos­
ton. The groom graduated from 
Dorchester High School and Went­
worth Institute of Engraving. The 
bride is the daughter of Horace and 
(Alice Moore) Demmons, formerly of 
this city and has many friends here.
Miss Beatrice Upham who has been 
in Nantucket, Mass., as simplex 
operator, for the summer, is stationed 
in Waterville after spending two 
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Geneva 
Upham, Broad street. During her 
stay Miss Upham was guest of Miss 
Thelma Littlefield at Orono for a 
few days, and had as house guests 
for the weekend Lowell Stewart and 
Paul Morton.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter of The 
Highlands had as guests over the 
weekend Mr. and Mrs. Acel True­
worthy of Bath, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan A. 
Trueworthy of Brunswick, and Mr. 
and Mrs. William Gr;H) and soin Wil­
liam, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody, 
of Windsor.
Merle Hutchinson of the Yacht 
Royono is spending a few weeks with 
his family before leaving to rejoin
RUBINSTEIN CLUB
Announces Its Fortnightly 
Programs For the Season 
of 1930-31
The outline of work for the 1930-31 
season of the Rubinstein Club has 
been presented to the members as 
follows:
Oct. 10.—Miscellaneous program, in 
charge of the committee: Federation 
reports by Mrs. Hazel Atwood and 
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping, delegates. 
Overture, Mrs. Nettie Averill and 
Mrs. Faith G. Berry. Vocalists, Mrs. 
Luda Mitchell, Mrs. Lydia Storer, 
Mrs. Esther Howard. Vocal trio, Mrs. 
Katherine Veazie, Mrs. I^orita Bick­
nell and Mrs. Hazel Atwood. Piano, 
Miss Elizabeth Creighton. Piano 
the yacht at New York for the winter, j duet. Mrs. Doris Eldridge and Mrs. 
----  Gertrude. Parker.
Ralph Fowler was home from Colby 1 Oct. 24 ■—Tea- Program to be an- 
College for the weekend. nounced.
-----  j Nov. 7.—German. Chairman, Mrs.
Mrs. J. B. Patterson of Lake Ala- Maryon W. Benner. Overture, Miss 
moosook and Miss Lucy Grindle of 1 Margaret Stahl and Miss Margaret 
Bucksport were guests over Sunday ‘ Everett. Vocalists, Mrs. Mildred Hav- 
of Mrs. Abbie Hanscom and Mrs. j ener. Mrs. Kathleen Marston. Mrs. 
Frances Ryder, Masonic street. Katherine Veazie. Vocal duet, Mrs.
----  Iorita Bicknell and Mrs. Emily Stev­
ens. Piano, Mrs. Faith G. Berry and 
Miss Alcada Hall. ’Cello, Mrs. Lillian 
Cotton.
HAMPERS AND CLOTHES BASKETS
This annual Sale of Hampers and Clothes Baskets will 
save you money. Direct from the factory. See them in 
the window. Attractive in bright colors.
Mrs. Clarence Munsey 
John left yesterday to
and
join
son ! 
Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Tolman of Portsmouth, N. H.. motored here Sat-
Munsey at Dania, Fla., for the winter, i urtjay to spend the weekend with his 
„ , ~— brothers Ernest Tolman and Gardner
Miss Ruth Scarlott was home for l. Tolman, West Meadow road, and
the weekend from Kent’s Hill Semi­
nary where she is a member of the 
■ faculty.
sister Mrs. Willis Snow, Lake avenue.
j Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Adams who 
! have been spending the summer at 
Mrs. Seymour Cameron enter- spruCe Head, are at the home of Mrs. 
tained a table of bridge Friday eve- Mabel Wiley, 30 Holmes street. As 
ning with Mrs. Elton Merrifield Mr. Adams is out of health, they are 
(Ruth Clark) of Keezar Falls as j planning to spend the winter here, 
honor guest. ___
----- Mrs. H. Day who has been visiting ]
Emery Trafton left Sunday for her sister in Orleans, Mass., has re- j 
Boston where he resumes Ids studies turned home. While away she visit- j 
at Northeastern University. ed in Provincetown, Eoston, Newton j
----- ,and other places.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Merrifield and ■ ----
son Billy who have been guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Clark, Broad­
way, have returned to their home in 
Keezar Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Littlefield of 
Arlington. Mass, are guests of Supt. 
and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert House who 
have been visiting Mr. House's for-
Miss Annie Conant has returned 
from a month’s visit in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Vina Woodworth of Boston is 
in the city on a short visit, a guest 
at the Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Andrews Mitchell of Nahant, 
Mass., and sister, Mrs. Rose Packard, 
who are at. the Cleveland cottage, 
Mirror Lake, for a few weeks, were
mer home in England sailed Satur-i guests of Mrs. R. L. Jones at The 
day from Southampton, expecting to Highlands Friday, 
arrive in New York about Oct. 18.
Mrs. H. H. Randall left Sunday for
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich 
were ln the city yesterday enroute by
her home in Portland after being the the evening steamer to their home
guest of her sister, Mrs. R. H. Britt, 
Summer street, for the week.
.Mrs. Leslie Rich and Mrs. Harry 
Albee of Tremont were visitors at thc
in Boston. Their stay at The Crags, 
their summer home at Tenant's Har­
bor, being extended until Oct. 13 by 
reason of the continued summerlike 
weather, made the longest season
home of Mrs. Alfred Brown, Granite there since the house was built in 
street, Sunday. On their return home , 1904. It was the last of the colony of 
they were accompanied by Mrs. cottages on the South Side to close 
Albee’s mother, Mrs. Benjamin Suke- this season. The Aldrich yacht, the 
Bethulia. has gone into winter quar­
ters at the I. L. Snow Co. yard.
forth.
A surprise birthday party, was held 
at 13 Crescent street Friday evening 
in honor of Angelo Escorsio and 
Frank De Castro. The large dining 
/oom was beautifully decorated in 
pink and blue. Across the wall were 
cut out letters with the words, 
“Happy Birthday.” Each guest 
was presented with a favor. Games 
were played. Mrs. Alfred Staples 
received a linen handkerchief for 
finding thc first peanut during the 
hunt. Angelo Escorsio received the 
booby prize for finding the last pea­
nut which was a tiny toy automo­
bile. Supper was served and later 
in the evening there were refresh­
ments. Many gifts were received by 
the guests of honor. The last sur­
prise of all came when the lights 
were turned out, and two beautiful 
birthday cakes were brought in all 
lighted. At the ends of the table 
chairs, occupied by the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Chatto and 
Mrs. W. I. Ayer returned Soturday 
night from a motor trip to Quebec 
and Montreal.
“Esther Night" was observed at the 
meeting of Golden Rod Chapter. 
O.E.S. Friday evening, with 12 
“Esthers" present: Mrs. Nellie Hall, 
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom, Mrs. Annie I. 
Flint, Mrs. Eva Flint, Mrs. Elizabeth 
Davis, Mrs. Winifred Karl, Mrs. Clara 
Curtis, Mrs. Eldora Wright. Mrs. 
Lillian McCurdy, Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt, 
Mrs. Helen Chapman and Mrs. Julia 
Murray. At supper, served under the 
direction of Mrs. Belle Frost, there 
was a table reserved for them, with 
effective decorations of white asters 
and dainty favors of dolls garbed,in 
white and wearing yellow bonnets. 
An entertainment featuring vocal 
solos by Mrs. Evelyn White and Mrs.
honor were decorated with ■ real I Hazel Atwood was given. The Chap- 
flowers. Those present were Mr. and ter has accepted an invitation to visit 
Mrs. Alfred Staples and son Walter, Orient Chapter, Union, Friday, Nov. 
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Escorsio and 7. Among the immediate activities of 
sons Maurice, Jr. and John, Mr. and the Chapter is a rummage sale to be
Mrs. Angelo Escorsio, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank De Castro and Miss Elaine 
Ames. ■
Continuous service of steaks and
given tomorrow in the store recently 
vacated by F. W. Woolworth Co., with 
Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Mrs. Evelyn 
Orcutt in charge. Thc next meeting 
of Golden Rod will take place Oct. 24,
chops and supper specials are now when Grace Chapter of Thomaston 
featured at Mrs. Thurlow’s. The and Wiwurna Chapter of Waldoboro 
luncheon idea In connection with tlie will be guests. Supper will be under 
Ice cream parlors has met with high the direction of Mrs. Mary Ladd and 
favor. 109-tf 1 Mrs. Grace Veazie.
Carroll Boardman has had the 
telephone installed in his home, 67 
Cedar street, number 959-W. ,
The Kalloch Class will meet with 
Mrs. W. A. Fifield, Cedar street, to­
morrow forenoon instead of after­
noon. Picnic dinner will be served.
The season’s first Woman's mis­
sionary meeting of the Congrege.- 
tional parish will be held in the ves­
try tomorrow at 4 o’clock preceding 
the circle supper. Thc general sub­
ject will be "Missionary work within 
the State of Maine.” All women of 
the parish are invited to attend.
Among the recent arrivals at the 
Hotel Commodore, Washington, D. C., 
from Rockland were Mrs. C. M. Blake, 
Mrs. Edith Follansbee and Mary E. 
Holbrook, enroute to Florida.
Mrs. H. I. Hix has closed her cot­
tage at Crescent Beach and returned 
to her home, 31 Masonic street.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman S. Young 
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Reed were 
recent visitors at Bingham.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Raleigh of 
Brewer who have been spending a 
few days with Mrs. Raleigh’s niece, 
Mrs. Willard Fales, return home to­
day.
Heman Seavey of Brewer has been 
the guest of his son, William Seavey, 
the past few days.
During the summer the Baptist 
Church has been redolent with many 
bcautiMl bouquets gleaned from the 
flower beds of interested members 
and friends. Even the autumn days 
there has been a large display of 
dahlias, zinnias, calendulas, asters 
and others, the rich coloring of 
which is not often seen so late in the 
season as this.
Mrs. Richmond Knapp (Eleanor 
Merrill) who has been seriously ill at 
the Danbury (Conn.) Hospital is can- 
valescing slowly at her home in that 
city.
Capt. Coburn Lee Beri^z, U.S.A., 
Mrs. Berry and two daughters of Fort 
Hancock, N. J., are guests of Mrs. 
Frank Lee Berry, Eroadway, while 
Capt. Berry is having a month's 
leave. Tomorrow afternoon Mrs. 
Frank Lee Berry and Mrs. Jennie Bird 
are entertaining at a tea to meet Mrs. 
Berry.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of 
Framingham, Mass., were guests for 
the weekend oi Mr. and Mrs. F. E. 
Cottrell, Pleasant street.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Furbish and 
daughter Delma of Pine Point, Scar- 
boro. visited over the weekend Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Lake, Chestnut 
street.
Mr. and Mrs. William Snow and 
daughter Peggy’ of Saugus, Mass., 
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. W. Lufkin, Otis street, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Roy Hunter, Rockville. They 
were accompanied by Miss Norma 
Lufkin to visit her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. R. W. Lufkin, and John Gifford 
to be house guest.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hair and 
Miss Ellen Tolman of Auburn. Mass., 
visited Miss Tolman’s sister, Mrs. F. 
L. S. Morse over Sunday.
Henry Marsh and Clifford Ladd 
were home from the University of 
Maine for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Dunton 
and children Robert and Margaret 
have returned from Salisbury Cove 
where they were called by the death 
of Mr. Dunton's mother, Mrs. Walter 
Dunton, which occurred Oct. 8 after 
a long illness. Mrs. Dunton was 71.
Mrs. Harriet Jameson who has 
been the guest of her son. Dr. C. Har­
old Jameson has gone to East Milton, 
Mass., where she will spentj the win­
ter with her daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellison Metcalf and 
son Maynard and Mr. and Mrs. Byran 
Small and daughter Ercell motored 
to Appleton Wednesday to attend the 
funeral of Mrs. Burton Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston, Mrs. 
Geneva Huke, Mrs. Alberta Rose, Mrs. 
Lillian S. Copping. Miss Martha 
Wight, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Web­
ster, Mrs. S. A. Burpee, Mrs. Francis 
Fisher and Mrs. Theresa Millett mo­
tored to Bangor Friday to attend the 
Christian Science lecture given by 
John Ellis -Sedman, C.S., of Cam­
bridge. Mass., a member of the Board 
of Lectureship of the Mother Church. 
Mr. Sedman lectured in Bath Sunday 
and several members of the local 
church attended.
The Jefferson street home of Mrs.
Lizzie Sawyer has lately entertained 
as guests Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Latty, 
daughter Barbara, sons Richard and 
Rodney and Mrs. Letitia Sprague, all 
of McKinley; Mr. and Mrs. George 
Billings of Florida; Mrs. Nellie Han- 
nie, Mr. and Mrs. William Harper,
Mr. and Mrs. Seth Harper and two 
sons, all of Southwest Harbor and Mr. 
and Mrs. Mathew Caser, and daugh­
ter Kathleen of Wilmington, Mass.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union 
Veterans meets tomorrow night, with 
supper at 6 o'clock, Mrs. John 
Thomas, the chairman.
Lloyd Clark, Jr., has returned to 
Massachusetts Tech after spending 
the holiday with his parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Lloyd Clark. He was accom­
panied by Edward Barnard who is 
attending Northeastern University, 
and John Newell of Bath, a former 
classmate of Mr. Clark's at Phillips 
Andover and also a student at Tech.
Mr. Clark has been elected manager ___  ____  ____ ~
of the freshman football team, and Rita Robinson; vocalists Mrs Helen 
also pledged to the Phi Gamma Delta Wentworth. Mrs. Kathleen Marston 
fraternity. and Miss Faith Ulmer; readings, Mrs.
----  ' Ruth Ellingwood and Mrs. Ruth
Mts. Walter Reed who has been the , Whittemore; piano. Miss Mary Was- 
guest of Mrs. Mary Littlehale for two gatt; piano duet, “Henry VIII. 
weeks, left yesterday with her son for ! Dances,” Miss Mabel F. Lamb and 
his home in Wellesley Hills, Mass. j Miss Caroline Littlefield; vocal
----  j quartet, Mrs. Carleen Nutt, Mrs.
Edna Browne, Mrs. Edna French and 
1 Mrs. Maryon Benner.
j Jan. 16.—French: Chairman. Mrs. 
Hazel Atwood. Overture, Miss Mar- 
i garet Stahl and Miss Mabel Iamb. 
Voca’ists. Mrs. Mildren Havener Mrs.
Nov. 21.—Fairy Themes: Chairman, 
Mrs Alice Karl. Overture to “Ob­
eron." Mrs. Doris Eldridge and Miss 
Mary Wasgatt. Vocalists, Mrs. Car­
leen Nutt, Mrs. Gladys St. C. Mor­
gan. Mrs. Luda Mitchell and Miss 
Faith Ulmer. Piano, Mrs. Ethel Lee 
Hayden. Readings, Mrs. Ruth Whit­
temore. Piano duet, Mrs. Florence 
McMillan and Mrs. Marguerite John­
son.
Dec. 5. — Edward MacDowell; 
Chairman, Mrs. Dora Bird. Vocalists, 
Mrs. Esther Howard, Mrs. Hazel At­
wood. Mrs. Damie Gardner and Miss 
Mabelle Blown; piano. Mrs. Ruth E. 
Sanborn, Mrs. Dorothy Smalley and 
Miss Rita Robinson; readings, Mrs. 
Ruth Ellingwood. Chorus.
Dec. 26.—Guest Day. Program by 
privileged members, with Miss Mabel 
Lamb as chairman.
Jan. 2.—Shakespearean Themes’ 
Chairman, Miss Alice Erskine. Over­
ture, Mrs. Nettie Averill and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston spent 
the weekend at Vanceboro.
Mrs. Lilian S. Copping, one of the 
judges for the Atwater-Kent Audi­
tion. has been invited by Harold Karl 
to listen to thc State audition which Kathleen Marston., and Mrs. I orita 
takes place Saturday afternoon over Bicknell; vocal duet. Miss Mabelle 
Station WCSH at 3.30, through the Brown and Mrs. Emily Stevens; 
latest model Atwater-Kent radio. piano. Miss Julia Woodcock. Miss Al- 
----------------- i cada Hall and Mrs. Ethel Hayden.
We know too much for our brains j Jan. 30.—Student's Day, Mrs.
and carry more baggage than the l Gladys Morgan, chairman, 
traffic will bear.—Dr. Charles Gray j Feb. 13.—Victor Herbert. Chair- 
Shaw. | man, Mrs. Emily Stevens. Vocalists,
.----------------- I Mrs. Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Kath-
Jiramy Gerard's list of fifty-nine lee:i Marston, Mrs. Ruth Hoch. Miss 
tiers of the United States was an ’ Mabelle Brown and Miss Faith 
Ulmer. Piano, Miss Margaret Ever­
ett. Piano duet, Mrs. Marguerite 
Johnson and Mrs. Rita Robinson. 
Cello, Mrs. Lillian Cotton.
Feb. 27.—Guest Day. Scandinavian 
Music: Chairman, Mrs. Ruth San­
born. Overture, Mrs. Sanborn and 
Mrs. Dorothy Smalley; vocalists. Mrs 
Luda Mitchell. Mrs. Esther Howard. 
Mrs. Lorita Bicknell, Mrs. Mildred 
Havener and Mrs. Maryon Benner: 
piano, Mrs. Doris Eldridge; piano 
duet, Mrs. Nettie Averill and Miss 
Alice Fuller.
March 13.—“The Green Pastures." 
Chairman, Mrs. Lilian S. Copping. 
Overture from “Thc New World 
Symphony;” vocalists, Mrs. Ruth 
Hoch, Mrs. Damie Gardner, Mrs. 
Gladys Morgan. Miss FaitS Ulmer, 
and Miss Vora Nyc; pianists Mrs. 
Ruth Sanborn and Miss Alice Fuller.
March 27. Russian. Chairman, 
Mrs. Edna French. Overture; vocal­
ists, Mrs. Gladys Morgan, Mrs Ruth 
Hoch, Mrs. Lydia Storer, Miss Ma- 
bdle Browne and Miss Vora Nve; 
piano. Miss Elizabeth Creighton, 
Miss Mary Wasgatt and Mrs. Dorothy 
Smalley.
April 10.—American. Chairman, 
Miss Caroline Littlefield. Vocalists. 
Mrs. Carleen Nutt, Mrs. Katherine 
Veazie, Mrs. Muriel Crie and Mrs. 
Hazel Atwood; piano, Miss Julia 
Woodcock, Miss Margaret Everett, 
Miss Alcada Hall, Mrs. Ethel Hayden; 
readings, Mrs. Helen Wentworth. 
Annual meeting, election of officers, 
etc.
Members not able to serve must
awful flop because it didn't name a 
single janitor.—Milwaukee Journal.
MICKIE SAYS—
PPIHTIMS, LIKE EGGS', COMES
Ik) PlFFEPEklT GRADES «
GOOD, FAIR AMD AWFULMUD
"THE CMLY KIWD WE KMOW
AkhTHIMG ABOUT IS THE 
GOOD M4klPi YOU SEE, WE 
TAKE GOBS OF PRIDE 
'M OUR PRIMT SHOP ! z
A Three Piece 
Parlor Suite for
$0fl-50
We are offering a truly remarkable value in this 
long lived, sturdily built, handsomely finished 
Overstuffed Suite at this new low price. It is 
built to wear; its strong, long wearing velour 
cover is very attractive. It has reversible cush­
ions and is covered all over.
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-319 Main Street, Rockland. Me.
Usually priced at $1.00 to $1.50
at 79c
Two sizes at this special 
price
25” high, 19" long,
1 3” wide,
26” high, 1 7” square
Usua’.ly priced at $'..':0 to 51.03
at 98c
Strong, durable, useful 
26” high, 1 7" square
Usually priced at S5.C0
at $3.98
Quality reed, in pastel 
colors
25” high, 19” lou^,
1 0” wide
Ten Cent Delivery Charge on Lower Priced Baskets
Another 
Hosiery Value
Picot Top 
Pure Silk 
Full Fashioned 
All Firsts 
French Heels 
Slipper Sole
Gotham 
Hosiery Week
We have in stock a full 
assortment of this popu­
lar New York hose
531 Dull Finish, 1.50 
690 Dull Picot Top, 1.95
Wool 
T weeds
New Fall Tweeds 
54 in. wide, 1.98
Flake-Trico 
Novelty-Jersey 
Silk and Wool T weeds
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
40 in. wide, 1.98
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
She had everything in the world except 
Love!
GRETA GARBO
in “ROMANCE”
Garbo the gorgeous, Garbo the magnifi­
cent now brings to you an unforgettable 
romance of love aud heartbreak-greater 
even than “Anna Christie.”
—ALSO—
Comedy Novelty
Average Husband Storybook Parade 
Hong Kcng
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
“The Spoilers,” with Gary Cooper
Special Matinee for School Children Toda,' 
at 4.00 o’clock
HOME OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Shows At 
2.00, 6.30. 8.30
Continuous Show 
Saturday 
2 to 10.30
One of the Publix Theatres
Telephone 892
provide a substitute with at least 24 
hours advance notice. Non-members 
are admitted to regular meetings for 
25 cents each, excepting guest days, 
when thc meetings arc for club mem­
bers and their guests only.
We read that a dictionary of golf 
terms in ten languages is being com­
piled. Perhaps its author is a young 
literary aspirant who, for purposes 
of publicity, is determined to get his 
first book banned—Thc Humorist.
WEDNESDAY ONLY
BILLIE
I
“A NOTORIOUS AFFAIR”
With
BASIL RATHBONF
Beautiful Billie—as an enchantress who'll enchant 
you—in this sparkling s’.ory
THURSDAY
With
BEN LYON
PAULINE STARKE
See this smart, modern, sophisticated talking pic­
ture—the better-than-"Flaming Youth” drama by 
the same author—the terrilicail z compelling story 
of two sisters from tlie countr, who invaded thc 
city's bright lights and night l.-t t barter their 
beauty for ease and luxury!
ON TIIE STAGE
FIVE ACTS RKO VAUDEVILLE 
LEO & ARCH LA SCALA
"East is West” Banjoist Extraordinary
BERTA DEMEREST & CO.
“A Vaudeville Melange”
Mystic Mirror Doherty & Breen
"Novelty" Barrage of Nons- nse
Today: Bebe Daniels in ‘Lawful Larceny’
Hom« of 
Paramount 
Pictures
One of tH« 
Publi> 
Theatre* 
Tel. 409
W*
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| SOLDIERS and SAILORS f
OF THE PLANTATION OF LOWER 
ST. GEORGES
Who Served In The War For Amercian 
Independence
BY FRANK BURTON MILLER
As is locally known, I have been engaged for several years 
in collecting materiaj for a history of the Plantation of 
Lower SL Georges, in the Province of Maine, now known 
as the towns of Cushing and St. George. Having acquired 
considerable information regarding the genealogical his­
tory of the early settlers in this region, and the part they 
played in civil and military affairs. I am. of late, receiving 
many inquiries from the descendants of these families, 
whether or not they are eligible to membership in the 
"Society of the Sons and Daughters of the American Revo­
lution." To save time and labor ln answering each indi­
vidual inquiry. I have prepared a record of the naval and 
military service of those men, numbering about one hundred, 
who contributed their part, humble as it may have been, to
-----" make the thirteen colonies free and independent States,
and to the severance of all political allegiance to Great Britain. Whenever 
possible 1 have expanded these sketches by adding material of « 
private and family nature. By so doing, many of the subjects of these 
sketches can be more easily identified. As to those whom I am endeavoring 
to rescue from the realms of oblivion, they having lived in the dim and 
misty past, errors are bound to creep-in. if such are detected, either by the 
casual reader, or the descendants of these men of courage and «“<>"• « 
will be appreciated by the writer to be so informed, before the following 
sketches appear in a more permanent form.
ST. GEORGES AND ST. GEORGE 
Prior to 1789 and beginning with the first permanent settlement, a 
plantation form of government was given to the territory called Lower St. 
Georges. Thc upper plantation of St. Georges included the towns of 
Warren and Thomaston as the latter existed when incorporated on March 
20, 1777. On January 28, 1789, the lower plantation was given a town 
form of government and named for I homas Cushing, Lieutenant Gov­
ernor of Massachusetts. It was Maine’s 60rh town. On Feb. 7, 1803, al! 
that part of Cushing lying on the eastern side of St. Georges river was set 
off as a separate town’and given thc name of St. George. Whenever the 
name of St. Georges appears in the following sketches it applies to the 
plantation and nor to the town of St. George. .... „
I am engaged in writing a history of Cushing (including St. George to 1 
1803) to he'puhlished in two volumes. The first volume, commencing 
with the discovery of St. Georges river in 1605 by the English explorer, | 
George Wavmouth, as set forth in Rosier’s Narrative, will extend to I 
1789? while the second volume will be brought down to date. For its 
informative value I am hopeful that the descendants of those Revolu­
tionary soldiers and sailors, whose bare records follow, will aid me by con­
tributing additional information of a genealogical and personal nature.
FRANK B. MILLER.
[Seventeenth Installment—Concluded ]
YOUNG, FRANCIS. He enlisted as a private in Capt. Samuel 
Gregg’s company. James Cargill’s regiment, August 25, 1775, and was 
discharged Dec. 31, 1775. The company was raised in St. Georges and 
Waldoboro and stationed there for the defense of the sea coast. He re-en­
listed in Capt. Jacob Ludwig's company Oct. 7, 1777, and was discharged 
Dec. 22, 1777, the company being raised for the defense of Machias. 
Mr. Young was allowed 200 miles travel from Machias to his home, and 
ten days’ extra pay for loss of time? He was promoted to corporal in Cant. 
Philip M. Ulmer’s company, Col. Samuel McCohb’s regiment, serving 
from July 8, 1779, to Sept. 24, 1779, on the Penobscot expedition. Mr. 
Young was born in Cushing in 1750; died in North Warren, April 7, 
3834. He married Margaret Kelloch, eldest daughter of Alexander 
Kelloch of Warren. She was born in 1766; died June 17, 1826. On 
May 28, 1779, Mr. Young purchased of his father, Robert Young, the 
homestead premises, designated as lot No. 5 on the Waldo plan, 'I his lot 
contained 50.acres, and was situated on the west side of St. Georges river, 
adjoining premises of Seth Vose, now of Edwin S. Vose, on the north, and 
premises of Jonathan Nutting on the south. His children were:
1. William, married Mary Davis, Aug. 16, 1804; resided and died in 
Warren.
2. Mary, married first, Barnabas Simmons; second, a Wade; died at 
Moosehead Lake.
3. Elizabeth, married Micah Howard of Thomaston, Feb. 26, 1809; 
resided and died in Washington.
4. Alexander, born Oct. 1, 1792; married Rosanna Libby, March 28 
1822; resided at North Warren and died Aug. 1, 1861.
5. Lavinia, married David Reed of Belfast, Jan. 1, 1823; removed tt 
Minnesota, and died there May 1875.
6. Moses H., married Rosanna Grinnell; resided in Belfast and died 
there in 1873.
YOUNG, GEORGE. He was elected captain of the 5th company, 
Col. M ason Wheaton’s 4th Lincoln County regiment, of the Massachu­
setts militia, June 3, 1776, and was commissioned July 3, 1776.
Very few details in the family history of Mr. Young are obtainable. 
Among the list of settlers (or heads of families) in the Plantation of 
Lower St. Georges, compiled by Col. John North in 1760, appear the 
names of George Young and William Young, supposed to be brothers. 
George Young resided on a farm, containing 64 acres, being lot No. 64, 
according to the Waldo survey and plan, conveyed to him March 20, 1774 
by Thomas Flucker of Boston, Isaac Winslow of Boston and Francis 
Waldo of Falmouth. This lot was bounded on the east by Maple Juice 
cove, an arm of St. Georges river, and on the west by Meduncook river.
In the census returns of 1790 the names of George Young and William 
Young appear as residents of the lower part of Cushing, the former with 
a family of five and the latter with a family of six. George Young, junior, 
was born in 1769 and died in 1843. His wife, Anne Johnston of Bristol, 
was born in 1 772 and died in 1856. Their intentions of marriage were filed 
with the town clerk of Cushing, Dec. 21, 1793. Mrs. Young was the 
daughter of Thomas Johnston, who left Scotland at the age of 18 years, 
and was one of those who went with General Waldo to Falmouth, and 
worked four years in payment of his passage over. He enlisted, served 
under Col. Henderson at the Pleasant Point garrison house during the 
French and Indian War, and in 1759 at Pemaquid, where he remained 
and settled in the present town of Bristol. Johnston was one of the select­
men for about forty years, was a commissary at St. Georges about six 
months in the War of the Revolution and died in 1811, leaving a numerous 
posterity. He was born at Longformacus, in Berwickshire, Scotland; saw 
the advertisement of Waldo in time of discouragement, and robbed of all 
his property (obtained on credit) embarked immediately without going 
nome. He had an education superior to most of his associates in the then 
wilderness of .Maine, and was a most useful, worthy and trusted public 
man and magistrate.
The children of George and Anne (Johnston) Young:
1. Mary, married William Jameson of Friendship.
2. Catherine, married Capt. George Davis.
3. Anne, died voung.
4. Margaret, married Robert McIntyre, 2d.
5. Jane M„ married John McIntyre, 3d, Dec. 19, 1816.
6 William, married Lucy Hahn of Waldoboro.
7. Alexander, married Charlotte Jameson.
8. George, married Elizabeth Allen, Jan, 24, 1835. He was born 
June 20, 1813; died Jan. 25, 1853. Mrs. Young was born Jan. 7, 1810; 
died May 20, 1888.
9. Eliza, married Capt. Francis Gracia.
YOUNG, WILLIAM. On July 5, 1779, he signed shipping articles 
as master with several others to serve on board the sloop “Industry,” 
bound on a voyage from Boston to Penobscot and return. His name 
appears as master of the sloop “Industry” in the list of transports employed 
on the Penobscot expedition, as returned by Seth Loring, Secretary, dated 
at the war office July 11. 1779. Subsequently the sloop was reported lost.
He died April 18, 1794 at the age of 74 years, and is buried in Pleasant 
Point cemetery. On April 14, 1772, Andrew Ring Johnson of Yarmouth, 
Maine, conveyed to Mr. Young a lot of land lying between Maple Juice 
Gove on the east and Meduncook river on the west, containing 72 acres,
jj’unv a.
/AHDERBR.&L
You have heard of the coon who (the Palm Beach climate, too. See 
ran so far he discovered a new i down there to the right is the boom 
street? Well, I have discovered a town of Miami and that long streak 
New Garden of Eden—an American 1 is the five-mile, million-dollar cause- 
Valley of the Nile. People from j way to the beach. See those islands 
Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska dis- j leading off the causeway. They are 
covered this paradise 15 years ago. all made with sand pumped out of 
But the flood waters of the Rio i the bay to deepen the five-mile gov- 
Grande ran wild ln the valley. Now. ernment channel from the ocean to 
the government controls the floods the city. There is Palm Island, the 
with spillways, canals and irrigation second one from the shore, and that 
flood-ways, and the land is being; beautiful home there on the right, 
planted to lemons, limes, grapefruit,' with the private docks for speed 
oranges, dates, figs, cotton and all boats, is the home of Al Capone of 
kinds of garden truck. No snow here. Chicago. Hello Al. They once want-
Where is McAllen, Texas? How ed $40,000 each for the lots on that 
many of us realize that we are in j island. But that didn't last long, 
the Valley of the Nile? Suppose we' The pilot Is still on a line with Mc- 
look directly to the right and di- ‘ Allen. And all these people are our 
rectly to the left following our par- ' neighbors to the eastward, 
allel of latitude around the world,! Now we leave the coast and the 
what do we see? Where are we in next land we cross is Great Abacoe 
relation to our neighbors who are, Island, of the Bahamas. A little to 
working and living under the same the right and south of us is Nassau 
conditions of sunlight that we are? 1 and on Nassau we find Johnny
Let's go down to the McAllen air- , Walker, Major Gordon, Count 
port, get into the new rubber-neck I Bacardi, Haig and Haig, and other 
sightseeing aero-motor 'bus, go up I friends of years gone by. They are 
a mile, head due east, and keep right very close to the Florida coast, and 
on the McAllen parallel of latitude, often come across. Almost every 
around the world, flying always to, night they say, during the tourist 
the east and always drectly on ^he season. It isn’t far. Only a night’s 
line. We will take the lecturer along i run for a motor boat.
with his megaphone, and hear what { • • • »
he has to say. . . * * And now we are over the Atiantlc
u , u. u ■ with nothing ahead of us but water
Well, folks here we are up in for over 2000 mUes
A1ie"\rtne Ri° ,G?a?de'! Now’ shortly, we hit the African 
and the Mag iv Valley Just below. coast. See those lslands the left 
u* keeP the compass due east. and nOrth. Those are the Canary 
“ th!rv»nl° «Ze aJe Pass,r* °ut Islands. They belong to Spain. Anil 
of.,the Va*ley «ith Harlingen five tbe canary birds on these islands
miles to the left and north of us are green. The yellow ones we see
Brownsville, about 25 miles to the in America come from the Hartz
W.t al"e_h_eacJin8 j Mountains in Europe. In the Canary 
into the gulf just north of Port Isa-, islands on fiesta days, they pave the 
beL a_nd , the ?Lazos. Santia«0 streets with flowers. In another
and we have 840 miles ahead of us 
we year they will put these islands onbefore e hit the Florida coast. I round-the-world cruises and 
When we get about half way across tours. The islands are now maklng 
>ou will note a big dark spot, several J preparations to handle tourists. A 
miles in diameter. That lscalled the < wonderfui sub-tropical climate — 
Sigsbee Deep, and It is 18,000 feet, or ; flowers everywhere
nearly four miles from the surface And now we hit ’the Afrjcan coast 
of the water to the bottom. A tre- jn spansh territory, right plumb 
mendous hole down there, and there jnP;i tbe Sahara desert, with our old 
is where you will find these giant, friend, the city of Timbuctoo (Tim- 
ray, and tremendous octopus that you buktu for the new spelling) Just 
have been reading of the boys catch- , fbe south and right of us. We would 
ing recently along the Texas coast. find Morocco off to the north anri 
'nrey come in shallow water, out of here we are down jn Africa about 800 
the almost bottomless caverns, to mfles south of the northern shores 
hatch out the young. You also find of the continent bordering on the 
them just off the east coast of Ber- Mediterranean—800 miles south of 
muda where there Is another great sunny Spain, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, 
"deep, the deepest spot in the At- Alexandra—and on a direct line with 
lantic between the United States. McAllen. For 300 miles we will fly 
andEurope. ' over this desert of Sahara, right into
There, you see the coast of Florida. Egypt and directly over the vaUe Oi 
and we are going right over Fort , the Nle
Myers where Thomas Edison, Henry
Ford and Harvey Firestone have 
their winter homes and try out their When we reach the Nile we will
rubber problems. Our pilot is right | Cairo, Egypt, to be 500 miles 
on a line with McAllen. Up to the the north or 500 miles nearer the 
left and north you note the town of North Pole than McAllen, Texas, 
Sarasota and there John Ringling and yet Cairo is the winter resort of 
has his winter quarters for the Ring- aB wealthy Europeans. Cairo is the 
ling and Barnum Circus, because the ' Palm Beach of Europe. The valley 
tropical animals are happier in the the Nile is no more fertile than
the Valley of the Rio Grande. Any. 
thing they can grow, we can grow: intropical winters rght on this line of latitude; not too hot: not to cold;
just the spot, or the clever Mr. ! McAllen. Our soil is as good; our 
Ringling would not have picked it. temperature the same.
And now we are over the Everglades j 50 we cross the Valley of the
—the Big Swamp. ! Nile—keeP on the line of McAllen—
• « • • 1 and next we come to the Red Sea,
This extends across the state of but the waters won t have to part 
Florida right here, almost from \ to let us cross—that happened just 
coast to coast, and here live the up to the left there, near Suez, where 
Seminole Indian, the only tribe of there is a narrow spot. The Red 
Indians within the borders of the Sea is 2tK> miles wide right here, 
United States who have never signed though on the map it looks like a 
a peace treaty. They have never I ribbon. And now we come to the 
given in to the white man. They live ) coast of Arabia, another desert waste, 
on those little Islands you see j Down to the right there, about 200 
scattered throughout the swamp, and miles away is the city of Mecca, the 
for a living they fish and hunt fur- ! seat of the Mohammedan religion, 
bearing animals and kill alligators! And south of there is the town of 
for their hides. They visit the white ! Mocha, which produces the finest 
man's cities on the borders of the coffee In the world, 
swamp, occasionally, and their big ex- i There is nothing much in Arabia 
cursion once a year is to-go into but desert tribes and caravan trails, 
Miami or West Palm Beach and get and as we follow on easterly, keeping 
into a Woolworth 5c and 10c store, on the line, we next cross southern 
They buy every gaudy thing they see. Persia, south of Bagdad, made 
It is about 125 miles across this famous by the Arabian Nights tales, 
swamp, and here we are coming We cross the Persian Gulf, Baluchis- 
out on the Atlantic Coast between Un, and into India. Bombay is off 
Miami and Palm Beach. And we! to the right and south, and Delhi to 
are right on a line with McAllen for) the left and north; we cross a Uttle
tor the sum of 57 pounds. Johnson purchased this lot of Michael and 
Eleanor Rollev (Rawley), May 14, 1770. , •«< ■ ,
Intentions of marriage of Johnson and Margaret Adams of Meduncoox, 
now Friendship, were published Oct. 29, 1768. Miss Adams was a 
daughter of Richard Adams, who was prominently identified with the 
military and civic affairs of his community. On Oct. 3, 1775, the planta­
tion clerk of Meduncook received a certificate and gave a permit to Capt. 
Andrew Johnson “to carry a freight of wood to Newbury or Piscataway.” 
Capt. Johnson probably died prior to 1792, as Richard Adams in his will, 
executed in that year, made a bequest to his daughter Margaret Voung, 
and it is fair to assume that Capt. Johnson died and his widow remarried.
THE ST. GEORGES RIVER
St. Georges river which bisected the plantation of Lower St. Georges 
and is referred to many times in the foregoing sketches of Revolutionary 
Soldiers and Sailors, is becoming better known and more appreciated as 
the years go by. It possesses history worthy of continued study and patient 
investigation. Since its discovery by Wavmouth, three hundred and 
twenty-five years ago, many events of interest and importance have been 
its heritage. On its shores was erected the first cross of British occupation 
in this region, and close to that historic spot Major Gen. Henry Knox, the 
friend and counsellor of Washington, came to spend his remaining days 
“far from the madding crowd’s ignoble strife.” Along its wooded slopes 
and by its quiet waters, British stubborness gave way to American valor 
in the Revolutionary struggle. From its hillsides, fort and garrison house 
dealt out leaden rain and iron hail. Along its banks Wawenock and 
Tarrantine struggled for mastery and occupation. On its eastern side the 
lilies of France contended for a season, but in vain, with the cross of St. 
George, for dominion and power in this region. Contending forces have 
disturbed its quietness and serenity. Across its waters War has sounded 
his tocsin, and Peace has chanted her victories. Such are the fragments to 
be gathered up, and cast into the urn of history.
“Smile on, fair river, flowing to the sea,
And chant, O sea, your anthem evermore;
Seasons shall roll, and human life shall be 
Golden with hope as life hath been before;
The sacred records of the dead remain,
And faithful history calls them from the past;
Their feet shall tread with ours the distant plain,
Wnose shining space outspreads sublime and vast."
I north to Calcutta, which is supposed 
to be a rather hot spot.
And now. folks we come to Burma, 
northern Burma, Rangoon and Kip­
ling, and the Road to Mandalay, and 
the pagodas and the flying Ashes, and 
the pilot is right on the line of Mc­
Allen. And we might remark right 
here that McAllen seems to be pretty 
nicely placed
Southern China is next in our 
path. It is a long trip across, but 
we are coming out right north of 
Hong Kong and Canton, and south 
of Shanghai, and here we go right 
over the northern tip of the Island 
of Formosa, where the tea comes 
from, just off the coast of China, 
and as we head out into the Pacific 
Ocean there is not a thing in our 
path but a few groups of islands 
until we reach the shores of Lower 
California, cross over the Gulf of
California, hit into Mexico at the 
province of Sinaloa, cross Durango, 
Coahuila, Nuevo Leon and Tamauli- 
pas, plumb across the Rio Grande 
and into McAllen, Texas.
And we find our neighbors to the 
east and to the west, the fellows who 
live on the same line of latitude as 
we live, and who ever thought we 
were more than 1000 miles south of 
sunny Italy? H. A. Daniels
521 So. Broadway, McAllen, Texas.
“Mrs. Gandhi worships husband 
. and arouses sympathy,” according to 
one of our recent head-lines. Any wife 
who does the one is entitled to the 
j other.—Peking (China) Leader.
"A good caddie is a gem to a poor 
j golfer," says a writer. A sort of dia- 
mond in the rough.—The Passing 
, Show.
For Real Satisfaction
SALADA'
TEA
“Fresh from the Gardens *
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags 808
EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY
Great Purchase and Sale
Cireulatinq Heaters
Now is the time to get your heater. You save 
considerable by this Special Sale Purchase 
$
A Special Design!
You wai.t a ciculator that will give maximum heat to 
the average size home with a minimum consumption of 
fuel, and be a-n added beauty, too . . . here it is! Has 
beautiful walnut color, enamel finish! The specially de­
signed inner unit is of very best cast iron! Burns any 
fuel, consumes its own gases and circulates healthful, 
moist warm air!
$5 Deposit—Balance Easy 
Charge to Your Account
If you have no account here open one now. Because this 
is such an exceptional saving opportuniy we want it to 
be available to everyone in this section of Maine! Every 
Maine home should have an account at Eastern’s.
OTHER HEATERS AT $35, $59, $79, $98, $125
KINEO RANGES
Maine’s most famous product—the Kineo Range—now 
on sale at new low prices that will make owning one 
easy. Let a new Kineo make your cooking pleasant 
and save you fuel.
This handsome 
range complete 
with reservoir 
and mantle 
now on sale (or
Delivers a Kineo 
Stove to your home 
Balance Easy 
Trade in your old 
range towards a 
new Kineo
Other Ranges at $45 - $89 - $98 - $119 - $125
283 Main Street Rockland, Maine
